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Abstract

Cunently, multiculturalism is beset by controversy. From time to time since lgTl the

policy has been condemned for pursuing symbolic as opposed to substantive goals. Successive

govemments,allegedly, haveused multiculturalism as ameans ofmanipulatingminonty ethnic

communities and atfacting their members' votes. In recent years, the policy has been atüacked

from a starkly different point of view. Since the mid 1980s, there have been warnings that

multiculturalism has contributed to the balkanization of Canada and that, if not stoppeq it will

weaken traditional values and destroy Canadian unity.

Multiculturalism is not the portent of destruction, disunity and chaos that some critics

suggest; nor is it the cynical and symbolic ruse that other detactors contend. What the policy

appears to be, in practical effect, is something between these two radical exfemes. The policy

has brought some positive change to Canada, but it is a largely symbolic policy that is not

capable of effecting monumental changes - neither those of utopian, nor those of calamitous

proportions.
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INTRODUCTION

Though it is a fairly low profile federal policy, multiculturalism is a complex concept.

When it was announced as an initiative in lg7l, it drew little public attention and was

unanimously supported in Parliament. Since that time, and especially in recent years,

multiculturalism has become the subject of passionate debate. Aside from the degree of

emotion that it rouses' one of the most striking features of the controversy, is its polarity.

Some critics contend that the policy has not on-ly steadfastly emphasized symbolic as opposed

to substantive programs, but that it has contributed to the maintenance of a hierarchy of ethnic

groups wherein the British are dominant. It is also argued, however, that multiculturalism is

a powerful policy ttrat will undermine Canadian unity by fostering many ethnic identities but

no sense of nationhood. Far from preserving British dominance, this scenario envisions

multiculturalism as the means by which all ethnic groups except the British are publicly

supported and celebrated.

The reality is that the policy of multiculturalism is neither capable of unilaterally

maintaining an ethnic hierarchy, nor of visiting cataclysmic change upon the Canadian state.

Since its inception' the policy has avoided threatening the status quo,longstanding demands

by minority ethnic communities for the Constitutional entrenchment of language rights, for

example, have been denied. With the exception of a brief period during the Mulroney

administration, multiculturalism has only been a directorate or sector within a larger

government deparünent. Still, multiculturalism has not been entirely without substance. In

1982, the policy was enshrined, through section 27 of tbeCharter of Rights and Freedoms,



in the Canadian Constitution. Furthermore,

Canadian society, it has fostered analysis

discrimination.
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while multiculturalism has not transformed

and debate about prejudice, racism and

If the controversy and passion that surround the policy of multiculturalism are to be

understood, then a broad investigation needs to be undertaken. one starting point for this

endeavour is to identify the relationship betrveen multiculturalism and the concepts of culture

and ethnicity that are implicitly connected to it. Such a discussion is a good starting place

because it demonstrates that controversy is, so to speak, built into the policy. More

importantly, it provides the foundation for an analysis that treats multiculturalism not just as

a simple and static policy, but as a "contested arena where all ethnic groups, political parties,

and governments are players, and none are impartial" (Abu-L abar, 1994,243).

Another controversial element that is inextricably linked to multiculturalism is

immigration' one advantage of reviewing canada's immigration history is that it provides a

picture ofthe county's ethnic composition and suggests the relationship between the concems

of different groups and the expectations that they have of the policy of multiculturalism.

Anothe¡ advantage is that in tracing the reactions of canadians and their governments to

successive waves of immigrants the development of the mosaic, and ultimately the

multicultural vision' can be traced. The primary lesson that is learned from an overview of
canadian immigration is that the promotion of cultural sharing and tolerance has a much

shorter history in canada than the counter philosophy of discrimination and acceptance of
ethnic stratification. ln this light, the current backlash agairrst multiculturalism may be seen

as a typical reaction to the changing complexion of immigration.
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Throughout the policy's first thirteen years, very little public awareness of
multiculturalism was prevalent' For the most part, debate over the policy was limited to

Parliament where usually inexperienced Ministers of State, who often held other portfolios,

defended their government against charges that not enough was being done to uphold and

promote the nation's multicultural heritage.

Though controversy did not reach raging heights during the Liberal years, there was

debate and much of the gloundwork for futu¡e arguments was laid. The fact that major

program announcements invariably conesponded to the approach of elections, for example,

lent support to the claim that multiculturalism was more about atFacting votes than addressing

the needs of minority ethnic communities. In addition, the failure of ministers, even

committed ones, to broaden the multicultural mandate to include efforts to combat racism and

discnminatiorq promoted the beliefthat only symbolic enterprises, like festivals and parades,

were of interest to the government.

When the Progressive Conservative government took ofTice in 19g4, it brought with

it a commitnent to more substantive multiculturalism. The conservatives promised increased

spending, a commitment to ending systemic discrimination, and a more open consulting

process, among other things. While the Mulroney govemment would eventually pass a

Multiculturalism Act and create a full Department ofMulticulturalism, it did not succeed in

changlng the policy's image. In fact, by the time that the conservatives left office, in 1993,

the Department had been reduced to a sector and the policy was remarkably unpopular.

It was during the Progressive Conservative years that the current tide of anti-

multiculturalism sentiment took shape. Not onty did the Reform party emerge as a powerful
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political opponent but the appearance of critical newspaper and magazine articles, and even

whole books, became commonplace. Multiculturalism, it was charged, was the enemy of
Canadian values and unity.

once a bifi'rcated outline of the multiculturalism debate has been drawr¡ it is possible

Ûo build on the foundation of culture, ethnicity and immigration history to explore why such

a low profile and , in terms of government efforl insignificant policy draws so much attention.

The keys to understanding multiculturalism as more than simply a policy, are ideology and

myth.

Before multiculturalism became a policy, it was a vision of how things ought to be.

ln appearances before the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism (1963-1967),

some members of minority ethnic organizations called for the entrenchment of group rights,

especially language rights, in the canadian constitution. In their report, all but one of the

commissioners, J'8. Rudnycþj, entirely rejected the notion that canada could be typified as

multicultural (B&8, vol rv, 12-13). Nonetheless, the Prime Minister announced a policy of
multiculturalism in 1971. The ideological, or as it is also called, utopian vision was not,

however, part ofthe policy. Instead the initiative focused on cultu¡al sharing and was based

on the beliefthat individuals who were free to express their cultural heritage would respect the

ethnic identities of others. In keeping with the preponderance of English and French, the

policy was located in a bilingual framework. The multicultural policy, it has been argued, was

a subversion of the multicultural ideology.

Identifying the ideolory or utopian side of multiculturalism helps to explain why the

policy is so controversial. Not only is it awash in the dynamics of ethnicity and the debate over
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immigration' it is also subject to the pressures of supporters a¡d detractors of the ideological

vision' It is no wonder that multiculturalism is contoversial; it draws a number of contentious

subjects to a single focal point.

Another aspect of multiculturalism that is volatile is its identity as a part of the

Canadian national myth. Sinc e l97l ,the notion ttut Canada is a vast land comprised of many

different but equal multicultural partners, has been incorporated into the narrative that is

supposed to bind together the nation. Though multiculturalism has often been called a myth,

only recently, perhaps owing to the post-modern trend toward deconstruction, has the notion

been seriously scrutinized. Predictably, conüoversy has ensued. Some Canadians, who take

pride in the accomplishments of their British or French forebears, regard the new narrative as

an unfair revisionist history. Others meanwhile, particularly minority ethnic communities and

social scientists, compare the myth to past and present realities ofprejudice and discrimination

and conclude that it is a deception designed to placate and convince them that an ethnic

heirarchy does not exist.

The overall picture that emerges from a broad investigation of the controversy over

multiculturalism is ofa policy that naturally engenders diverse opinions and passionate debate.

The policy has a fairly straightforward history but the concept of multiculturalism is very

complex' Some of its inricacy and an explanation of why discussions of the policy should

include definitional frameworks, is captured and exprained by V. seymour wilson,

The concept of multiculturalism is a label for many things in Canada: it
describes our polyethnic and racial mosaic; it articulates a vision of cultural
pluralism which many feel is suitable for the Canadian reality; and it denotes
a policy of the federal government first introduced in 1971. It is... useful to
clarify these different shades of meaning although all the various dimensions



of the concePt cannot be neatly differentiated from one another because they
overlap (1993,651).

Another expression of the multiplicity of issues that are raised and the questions that a¡e asked

by multiculturalism, is offered by Yasmeen Abu-Laban. She also suggests, like Wilson and

Alan Caims ( I 989, I 1 3- 140) that Canadian political scientists should be more interested in the

dynamics of pluralism:

".multicultutalism ultimately involves conflict and struggle over quesrions of
identity and equity. Should the identity of individual ethnic groups be
safeguarded and promoted? What identitylor identities) should UJomtiUty
recognized by the state. What is^therelationship between recognizing identity
and fair and equiøble treatment? What role should the state piuy ininru.ing
equity? Of course, the ongoing debate over these sorts of questións has to do
with power, and thus should command the attention of political scientists.
Indeed it has been recognized that ethnic politics in Canada are broader than
simplyFrench-Englishrelations, andthatconsequentlymulticulturalism should
be a vital research focus for political scientisti in this country egg4,tß).

The policy of multiculturalism has drawn criticism both from individuals and groups

who think that it is an exploitive ruse incapable ofthreatening, let alone toppling, an alleged

ethnic hierarchy, and by those who perceive it to be a powerful and unbridled force that will

stop nowhere short of tearing the nation into ethnocentric bits. Impudent pundits might say

that this fact alone proves that the administrators of multiculturalism are doing something right;

indeed, this may be true.

If there is one side of the debate over multicultural policy that is more closely

representative of the truth tlun the other, ttren it is the one that accuses it of being too passive.

A review ofthe political history ofmulticulturalism indicates that what may be called syrnbolic

as opposed to substantive programs have been favoured. The degree to which this

demonstates the policy as ineffectual, however, is highly contestable and must be judged with
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respect for its increased emphasis, in recent years, on addressing issues of racism and

discrimination.

Multiculturalism is not likely to conect all of the systemic discriminatior¡ prejudice or

ethnic stratification that does or is alleged to exist in Canada; nor is it capable of single

handedly comrpting national unity, expunging so-called traditional values, or otherwise

running roughshod over the canadian politicar landscape.



CHAPTER ONE
CULTI'RE, ETTINICTY AND IMMIGRATION

of the many words thatarepart of a good understanding of multiculturalism, two are

signal: culture and ethnicity. Since the policy is about canada's cultural and ethnic identity,

these concepts are vital to decoding and, analyzing multicultural policy and the debate that

surounds it' Neither ofthese terms is easily defined. Entire social science disciplines and

sub-disciplines exist to study them. There is, however, enough agreement in the literature to

allow for the drawing of workable definitions, as a reference point for the political and popular

controversy over multiculturalism.

Culture
The initial policy of multiculturalism (lg7l),and the references to it in section 27 of

the charter ofRights and Freedoms (1982), and in the Multiculturalism Act (l9gg) all lack

definitions of culture. since the word has a myriad of meanings it is not easy to know which

one is supposedly operative in Canada. Depending upon the notion of culture that is applied

to it, the policy may be perceived as anything from a recognition of diversity in intellectual and

artistic tastes, to a recipe for the radical restructuring of canadian society.

One prevalent usage of culture refers to grades of education or sophistication. It is

common to identify festivals, community events, literature or other arts as being either high

or low in cultural calibre: "we use it to designate certain activities usually associated with

leisure' recreation and entertainment.... It is in this sense that we speak of .cultural 
centres,,

'cultural festivals" or of a 'cultured ¡)€rson"' (Heintznan, 1g71,2). Itis this definition that
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the writers of the Report ofthe Royal Commission on Bihngualism and Biculturalism (B&B)

considered most relevant to the activities of non-British and non-French Canadians. They

called it culture in the "lraditional, humanistic sense" (Report ofthe Royal Comrnission, Book

I,1967, xxxi)

Since the late nineteenth century, culture has taken on other, more spec jalized

meanings in the social sciences (Brota 1980, Whit e, 1978). The social science discourse has

lelded more complex definitions of culture. Some writers contend that understanding culture

is an important part ofunderstanding multiculturalism. one such analyst is sociologist Howard

Brotz' His article "Multiculturalism in Canada:A Muddle", while not the earliest treatment

of the subject, is one of the most important.

Brotz argues that in order to understand culture, its opposite, civilizatior¡ must first be

understood' Civilization was advanced in the eighteenth century as a product of individuals,.

self interested pwsuit of wealth: "with wealth they could put up huge artifacts, monuments and

buildings, subsidize artists, and have the leisure to acquire decorum and the ornamentation of
a literary education. With wealth one could become civilized', (42). Culture stood in

opposition to civilization and eschewed its artificiality and superficiality: ..Culture 
was organic,

whole, rooted in the soil, rooted in the authentic life of a people seen as a conmunity or

gemeinschaft bowñ together by pervasive tradition and moral ties which altogether

transcended the pettiness of self interest', (42).

Toward the end of the nineteenth centuqr, Brotz argues, culture lost its connection to

civilization and became the domain of anthropologists "who began to use it under the impress

of an empiricist methodology on the one hand and of cultu¡al relativism on the other.
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Everyone had a culture - empiricism. Every culture was equal - relativism,, (42).

consequently, culture took on an ambiguous identity. culfure, according to Brotz, used to be,

and should still be, a synonym for "way of life" because "everyone still knows what way of
life means. And no one really knows what culture precisery means,, (42).

The importance ofHoward Brotz's work is in its suggestion that a vague concept of
culture might be responsible for a lack of clarity in the perception, development and execution

ofmulticultural policy. His assertion that "no one really knows what culture precisely means,,

though, may be an overstatement.

Naomi Rosh white (197s) has identified three ways in which culture has most often

been defined' The first two focus on the connection between culture and the institutions of
society as perceived in the drsciplines of sociology and anth¡opology. The third emphasizes

a link between an individual's sense of community and the existence of culture; it is most often

presented by "spokesmen for various ethnic groups and by students of culture and cultural

pluralism" (White, 1979, l4l).

The first definition that White describes equates institutions and culture:

"a culture may be said to exist if regularities in beließ, behaviours, relationships (insitutional

forms) and artifacts are evident in a given population.... culture in this sense consists

essentially in an enumeration and description of institutional forms', (l4l). The institutions

of society may be secular or religious, focus on rituals, labour, administration etc..., but they

are all interdependent. A partial list of institutions includes government, churches and the

family' It is the totality of these interdependent instrtutions that is ctrlture (White, 197g, 141-
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142)' In order to present a definite picture of culture and a good definition of institutions,

White offers this quotation from A. Kardiner:

Wherever there is a persistence or transmission of these organized methods for
dealing with the outer world and with processes of bñth, death, grolvtlL
maturity, etc., we have cultu¡e. This total mode of life is envisaged Áä re¡.,
of institutions. An institution is any fixed mode ofthought or bãhaviour held
by a group of individuals which can be communicated, ñ generally accepted,
and the violation of which causes a disturbance (r42).

The most obvious conclusion that can be drawn from this definition of culture is that a single

institutional framework or society can represent onry one curture.

When it is not tj¡pified as equivalent to society, culture is most often described as a set

of value orientations within society: "a culture may be said to exist if a series ofthemes, ideals

or common understandings may be discemed to underlie the institutions ofa given population',

(white, 1978,142)- In this case, culture and society are not identical but are very closely knit.

The institutions, activities and practices of a society do not constitute culture as such but are

indicators of culh¡ral characteristics. The culture of a society is constituted by a framework

of shared value orientations or meanings; this framework permeates the social, economic and

political uutitutions of a society which in tum reinforce and perpetuate the cultural paradigm.

A culture is shared fimong a people "only to the extent that the behaviours of is members can

be shown to be indicators of shared assumptions or understandings" (White, 197g,142). The

members of society may or may not be aware of the cultural framework. The value

orientations can be so engrained that only in the event of contact or conflict with other cultures

are they clearly revealed.

Sociologists Jean Elliott and Augie Fleras accept the culture as value orient¿tions

definition and explain it in this way:
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Culture can be defined as a complex and evolving system of shared knowledge
that contributes to community äduptution and sîóival. Implicit within this
definitlon is the notion of culture as a preconscious and tacitly acceptea system
of rules and values that are accepted as natural and normal çoiz,, tií¡.

The division between culture and society is not clear cut; infact, they are interdependent.

A change in culture necessitates a change in the institutions of society and vice-versa.

The close connection between the two is explored in the work of Lance Roberts and

Rodney Cliftoa who accept Brotz's premise, but reject the idea that civilization is the key

concept for understanding culture: "Brotz's cenûal point, that the ambiguous use of .culture,

confirses rather than clarifies discussions of multiculturalism, is well taken. Unfortunately, by

juxtaposing 'culture' and 'civilization' he does not focus on a more important distinction

between 'culture'and 'social structure"'(1982,88). Their concept of social structure is

analogous to the previously discussed idea of society and institutions. euoting Ruth

Kornhauser, Roberts and clifton emphasize symbols of shared experience:

Culture... is restricted to the realm of meaning; it refers to shared meanings
!v which a peopl? grve order, expression and value to common experiences....
In the grand tradition of cultural analysis the distinctively cultural refers to
those symbols by which a people apprehend and endow experience with
ultimate human signiJ'icance (r9g2,gg, emphasis is Roberts & clifton,s¡.

And social structure:

refers to the stabitization of co-operative efforts to achieve goals by means of
the differentiation of a social unit according to positio* .huiurt eníedby aset
of activities, resources, and links to other p"mo* and collectivitles (l9gi, Sg).

of the two, culture is the more dependent variable. Without a social structure to

communicate, enforce and perpetuate nonns, culture is doomed (19g2, g9).
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The third concept of culture that Naomi Rosh white explains is culture as selÊ

identification or a sense of community (1978,143). she defines it thus: ..if a cultural group

is to exist, then the individual must be self-consciously aware that he is a member of that

goup, and the individual should feel a sense of community with the other members of that

goup" (1978,143). This third definition is different from the previous ones in two important

ways' First, it entirely disregards the purported connection between culture and society.

second' while the first two forms of culture are identifiable through the use of observer

categories, the third necessitates the employment of participant categories. That is, it is not

only necessary that culture be observed, it must also be explicitly professed: ..culture 
from this

view is dependent on the participants' definitions of significant cultural acts, artifacts and

explanations" (white, 1978,143). Reduced to its most simple form, this definition equates

culture and community.

Whiæ rejects the argument that "a sense of community" and "culture,, are the same.

There are, she says, some similarities but two significant differences separate them: ,,(a),a

sense of community' may exist without supporting social structures and without a shared

culture; and (b) a corlmon culture need not entail 'a sense of commun ity,- (rg7g, 144). In

explainingproposition "a", white fotlows the work ofMilton Gordon She reports that there

are two types of self identification: historical and participational. Historical identification is

"based on a sense of shared history traditions and customs without necessarily requiring that

the individuals who feelthis way live out any of the traditions and customs with which they

identifu" (1978' 144), Participational identifìcation refers to "a group of individuals who
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observe customary practices, who share behavioural similarities, and who associate with one

another" (1978,144).

Historical identification is an example of 'a sense of community, but not of a 
.culture,.

Participational identification can be, but is not always, an example of culture: ..That 
is,

provided the identification with the group is accompanied by behavioural regularities, shared

institutional forms and value orientations which distinguish one participational group from

another, that group may be cailed a curturar group" (white, 1977, r44).

The second proposition is that culture does not have to be fettby its constituents: ..a

society may share value orientations and yet not manifest a sense of communi ty,nor be a

community" (white, 1978, 145). To prove this point white discusses the ..technicist

orientation of western societies', :

This technicist bias is not the consequence of deliberate policy or decision onthe parr ofthose who espouse it Il ti pT ofthe p..*ilii,g.utturur ,rgu.á ø,the supremacy of scientific method for rhe sotution ãr,".,"1 ñ;ì;-,Therefore' although it may pervade the activities of individuals in a widenumber of rnstitutions and is a cultural theme, it does not constitute the basisfor a sense of community (197g,145).

since a sense of communif does not, in and of itself, constitute a culture. There are

only two valid social science definitions of culture, and both emphasize the imporùance of a

social structure' Though there is a geatdeal of debate about how culture and society are

related and the extent to which one informs the other, there is little doubt that neither is

independent and both are variable. without the institutional framework of society, culture

cannot survive' This is obviously true if one accepts the prernise that culture and the

institutions of society are the same. It is no less true, however, if the culture as value
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orientations perspective is favoured - A social structure is necessary in order that culture may

be reinforced, perpetuated and dynamic.

Ethnicity
Ethnicity is another complex concept, that evades precise definition (parsons, 1975;

McKay and Lewins, 197g; Lupul, l9g3, Elliott and Fleras, 1992;pryor et al, l9g2). For

many years, it was considered an objective entity but today it is regarded as more subjective.

Basic to it is a sense of shared ancestry. The degree to which this is felt commonly depends

on the interaction of individuals in a subjectively shared system of beliefs, memories and

historic experiences. objectivist scholars of ethnicity believed that ethnic goups were distinct

cultural entities:

ethnicity was conceived as an attribute of an organ ized, andcohesive ethnicgroup whose members shared distinctive bio-cJltural attributes... Based onthese assumptions, ethnicity could be measurea, ouje.tiu.ty, ln teÁsirtn.
distinctive features - physiognomy, languagé, ,.tigion, art and artifacts,technology, and modes of social oiganlzítioã - rnãurtr"rti. ãi" giu.n
ethnic group (Kallen, lgg2,5g).

In recent years, the objectivist approach has fallen out of favour. Now, the study of ethnicity

has shifted to an interest in subjective factors:

In contrast with the objective approach subjectivists reject [the] notion ofethnicity as a clearly demarcatèã rutrgory"wth an easily defined set offeatures' Instead' they argue that ethnicit! r.n..t 
" 

rtr*ø *.-r.ril"g *irt in
a collectivity (groupness) whose symbofió components are adjusted according
to the contexfual demands ofthe situation. ThL retention of cultu¡al content
is less relevant when compared with the r.*. of r.lt identificatio" t¡il.tt -¿Fleras, 1992,134).

However' some objective criteria remain important, deriving from the value ascribed

to them by members of the ethnic group. These may include a wide variety of factors.
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common geographical origin, migratory status, race, language or dialect,
religious faith or faiths, ties that.tanr..ná kinship or neightour]rood, shared
traditions, values and symbols, similarpreferences in literarture, ro*loiå, -usi.and food; common settlement and employment patterns; special interest in
regard to politics in the homeland and in Canada; institutións t¡ut rp"rinr¿lv
serve and maintain the group; an internal ,rrrr. of distinctiurnår, and an
external perception of distinctiveness (Lupur, r9g3, 100).

Evelyn Kallen argues that'the most important criterion underlyingthe concept of ethnicity is

that of common ancestrlr" and that "common ancestry, in turn, is a multifaceted concept

implyrng at least th¡ee criteria: biological descent from common ancestors; maintenance of
shared ancesüal heritage (i'e. culture and social institutions); and attachment to an ancestral

homeland" (1982,62). Kallen's criteria are similar to those of Elliott and Fleras: ..of those

characteristics that are frequently employed as indices of ethnicity, few are as conspicuous as

birthright, homeland and languag e" (1992, 134-35). Based on her assumptions, Kallen has

constructed a four part typolory of ethnic categories. Depending upon which criterion is being

stressed four ethnic categories may be distinguished: (l) racially defined ethnic categories

emphasize biologrcal descent and physical distinctiveness; (2) nationally defined ethnic groups

emphasize an attachment to an ancestral territory or homeland; (3) culturally defined gïoups

stess the maintenance of an ancestral heritage; and (a) Iinguistically or religiously defined

ethnic cakgories accentuate one aspect of ancestral heritage (such as language or religion).

These categories are not static' In fact "a given ethnic category may be arbitrarily classified

on the basis of any one or number of these criteria in a given social context,, (Kallen, 19g2,

63).

Just as ethnicity may be understood with reference to the objectivist and subjectivist

schools, the latter school may be divided between old and new style ethnicity. old style
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ethnicity is also called taditional and is marked by the dependence of the individual on the

goup' New style or symbolic ethnicity features the freedom of individuals to circulate within
' 

or outside the group; it is fluid and situational.

old style ethnicity represents a significant commiünent on the part of individuals to the

ethnic goup' The group possesses sufücient institutional completeness to exercise control

over members' behaviou¡. Hutterite communities are often used as examples of traditional

ethnicity in Canada:

Anabaptist sects such as the Hutterites, sociorogicalry speakin g, are rear
communities govemed by rules, values, and sanctiõns. Here the piinciple of
ethnicity is reflected and reinforced in the organization of viable group, ,irhor.
cultural values-and social pressures continue to exert a pervasive influence in
shaping members' lives. Identification with the Cultural past makes adifference in how they think and behave, and membership in the group
imposes constaints' demands and responsiúilities lettiott and Fleras, 1992,
146)

Examples of traditional ethnicity are not common. It tends to exist in rural or remote settings.

In addition to the Hutterites, some northern First Nations are considered representative as well

(Brorz, l9S0).

The concept of symbolic ethnicity was first developed by Herbert Gans. Gans,s work

focused on the persistence of ethnic identity in the united states. primarily, he addressed the

experience ofthird generation Americans. The crux of his argument is that third generation

Americans, though they feel their ethnicity, reject ethnic behaviour that requires an arduous

or time consuming commitnent (lg7g,8). largely, this is because these people unlike their

forebears, are immersed in contemporary industrial and individualistic society, and.,have

grown up without assigned roles or groups that anchor ethnicity" (g). consequently, their
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ethnic identity must be expressed in a way that suits their individualist orientation; the means

of satisfying this requirement is symbolic ethnicity:

In other words, as the functions of ethnic cultures and groups diminish andidentity becomes the primary way of beingmade ro feer ;h¡i .rñrìry ot.,
on an expressive ratherthan instrumental function in people's lives, beóoming
more of a leisure-time activity and losing its relevance, say, to eaming a living
or regulating family life. Expressive bihaviour can take many foräs but it
often involvesthe use of symbols. . Ethnic symbols are frequenily individual
cultural practices which are taken from the older ethnic culture; they are
abstracted from that culture and pulled out of its origlnur -å"Jigrlr" r"
speak, to become stand-ins for it. And if a label is usefirl to describe the thirdgeneration's pursuit of ethnicity,I would propose the term symbolic ethnicity(e)

Gans's work is frequently cited by canadian social scientists. Elliott and Fleras refer to

symbolic ethnicity as "a process of adaptation by immigrants to their adopted county,, (lgg2,
146)' Despite the attraction of consumerism, career-enhancement and materialism, many

immigrants and their descendents retain a strong emotional or cognitive att¿chment to their

cultural past' For these people, the ethnic group becomes an important reference point but

never a demanding or constraining force. Roberts and clifton present a vivid picture of
symbolic ethnicity:

Those who possess a'symbolic ethnicity' command the flexibility necessary
to participate and benefi t as members of u co-plex industriur*J rãri.f ù¡"
also feeling that they belong to a smalle,,o'o-uoity. . To have a ry*uoti.
ethnicity one need not belong to a genuine ethnic goup _ one that possesses
a social structure capable of applying effectivã, systematic pressure for
conformity to communif standards. Indeed, belonging to such acommunity
would defeat the purpose of having a symbolic e-thnicity which allows anindividual to 'feel ethnic' but to act without traditional inhibitions and
sanctions (1982,90).

In addition to its voluntary and symbolic nature, the new ethnicity is marked by its

situational nature' Within complex societies, individuals must be able to articulate within a
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number of subcultures (Goodenough, 1976). Each of these subcultures necessitates the

performing of different roles and the sum total of these roles is alargecomponent of selÊ

identification. Within the context oftraditional ethnicity, ethnic identity is the predominant

characteristic of selÊidentification. Symbolic ethnicity, ho\.rrever, represents only..one of
many characteristics that individuals may use to anchor their identity and gain ameasure of
psychic satisfaction" (Roberts and Clifton, 1982, g!). Elliott and Fleras emphasize the

connection between the symbolic and the situational nature of ethnicity:

Individuals do not so much belong to an ethnic group as voluntarily afliliatewith the symbols of that culture when preferãnces dictate and situations
demand' This ethnicity is voluntary and negotiated, a strategic resource
allowing indivjduals and groups to work out and enhance their life chances
within a pluralistic environm ent (1992, 147).

To Elliott and Fleras's description may be added a final statement from Roberts and Clifton

which compares old and new style ethnicity.

The important feature of symbolic ethnicity is its voluntary quality; it can be
donned or disc¿rded as preference dict¿tes. This aøptaUifrty, *tirt, 

"*irt,because the identity it fosters is not firmly grounded in a sócial structure,
distinguishes the 'new' symbolic ethnicity ft;m the 'old fashioned,, traditional
type of association individuals had to an ethnic group (rgg2,g0).

James McKay and Frank Lewins argue that ethnic identity can be better understood

if it is explained in terms of two types. lndividuals may be ethnically awareor ethnically

consciotts' Correspondingly, acollectivity may be typified as an ethnic categoryor an ethnic

group' Ethnic awareness "exists u¿hen an individual knows (s)he possesses a certain ethnic

trait(s) which is no more meaningfirl than his or her other culfural, physical, social or territorial

characteristics... but this source of identification is only one of a number of avenues of self

identification" (1978,415). A number of such individuals may be classified based on their
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shared ethnic fait, but "there is no sense of belonging among these people, as this common

attribute is not perceived as the basis for any sort of meaningful social interaction,, (4lg).

such a collectivity is identified by McKay and læwins as an ethnic category. The ethnically

aware individual and the ethnic category of people, ther4 are likely to be engaged in symbolic

ethnic pursuits.

Ethnically conscious individuals, like ethnically aware people, know that they possess

a specific ethnic trait "but for them this characteristic assumes considerable importance...

whereas ethnically aware individuals drsplay an elementary feeling of solidarity, ethnically

conscious individuals manifest stong sentiments about their uniqueness,, (416). collectively,

these people form ethnic groups. within these groups interaction is meaningful and is based

on the shared ethnic tait: "There is a consciousness of kind and a sense of belongrng present,,

(418)' These individuals and groups are more likely to articulate within the old or instrumental

ethnic realm than the symbolic one.

McKay and Lewins keep the individual and group levels of analysis separate in order

not to convey the image of static goups or individuals: "a high level of ethnic identification

does not necessarily entail group formation and group formation does not necessarily involve

high levels ofethnic identification among all individuals... we consider ethnic n.oup formation

and ethnic consciousness to be variable phenomena" (418). Like other contemporary

scholars, they emphasize the situational nature ofethnicity: "[it] is not viewed as a 
.primordial,

given but an identity which can be managed, negotiated, aligned, manipulated or somehow

transformed for a variety of expressive and insfrumental reasons,, (4lg).
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A caveal that must be observed in discussions of ethnicity is that its identification is not

always voluntary: "Individuals and groups are often assigned identities and statuses by

superordinates regardless of subjective feelings" (421). Some commentators on Canadian

multiculturalism react very strongly against ttre notion that ethnic identity is entirely a function

of individual choice. Karl Peter, for example, argues that "no differentiation in Canadian

history with the exception of race was less voluntary than ethnicity', (19g1, 57).

unlike cultures, many different ethnic identities can co-exist in a single institutional

framework' The degree to which an ethnic group can control an individual,s behaviour

depends upon its ability to maintain a social structure. In industrial nations like canada,

examples of old style ethnicity are rare. More often, individuals are free to identify with ethnic

communities when they want and on their own terms. The fact that ethnic groups can co-exist

does not mean that such existence will be harmonious. lndeed, a hierarchy of ethnicity may

prevail and even be culturally enforced. An individual's sense of ethnic identity, then, may

be more deeply felt if he or she perceives that his or her ethnic group is facing systemic

discrimination' The key to understanding ethnicity is that it is a variable and potentially volatile

phenomenon.

Are There Multiple Cultures in Canada?
one of the most longstanding and controversial debates about multicultwal policy

concerns its very name' Some critics, like Roberts and Clifton, condemn the policy,s

persistence in "assuming that a variety of cultures can exist without separate social structures,,

(1982,89)' Jean Burnet concurs: "no ethnic goup brings a whole culture... it is et¡nic identity

that can and does persist, and selected cultu¡al patterns as symbolic expressions of that
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identity" (1979,22). The connection between culture, ethnicity and multicultural policy, is

neatly explained by J.W. Berry:

'Ethnicity', rather than 'culture' is the actual and realistic focus of such apolicy: most goups lack their own separate social and political institutions,
many lack their own (ancestral) language and numbers are not always 2arge;
thus the maintenance of shared reãturãs which are derived from aieritage
culture (i.e. ethnic phenomena) are more likely to be possible than the
maintenance of full scale cultures (19g4, 356).

The most practical and important contribution that an overview of culture and eth¡icity can
make to a discussion of the policy of multiculturalism is that, strictly speaking, its title is a
misnomer' Though there is some argument about whether or not the euébecois or First
Nations have sufücient institutional completeness to constitute separate cultures, it is generally
agreed that a multiplicity of cultures does not exist in canada.

Canadian Immigration policy
An awareness of Canadian immigration history is also an important part of

understanding the policy of multiculturalism. This is so for two reasons: first, it provides
insight into the current controversy by detailing some of the polemical, sometimes racist,
debate that has accompanied successive waves of immigration to Canada; second, such an
overview helps to explain why a policy like multiculturalism was devised, how it has changed
and who it is supposed to serve. Canada's immigration history, as it pertains to
multiculturalism, can be summarized with reference to five periods.

The Era of Free Entry: lg67-1g95
At its birth, Canada's ethnic awareness was limited to two cultural solitudes, one

English-speaking, Protestant, and descended from Great Britain, the other French-speaking,

Roman catholic and descended from New France. Throughout canadian history these two

collectivities, variously called the founding people or races, or the charter member groups,

have been celebrated for establishing aEuropean sty¡e nation in British North America @urnet
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and Palmer, 1988, 13; Elliot and Fleras, 1992,153-155). Of the two groups, the British were

more instrumental in defining the country; it has been said that by rg67 theyhad already

"stamped the character of Canada" (A.Greer¡ lgg5,37). since only eight per cent of the new

nation's 3'5 million citizens were of neither British nor French descent, it is not surprising that

the charter groups had no sense of any greater ethnic diversity. There were, however,

noticeable numbers of German, Dutch, Black and Jewish people residing in Canada. In

additiolu a few adventurers and entrepreneurs from most of Europe had made it their home

(Palmer, I994, 300-301).

The years between 1867 and 1895 are commonly identified as the Free Entry or

loissez-faire era of immigration. Throughout the period two tenets gurded policy. First, since

the emphasis of recruitnent was on bringrng farmers to the west, immigration was handled

(until 1892) by the Deparfment of Agriculture. Second, the Conservative party, which

governed Canada for all but four of the laissez-faire years (1574-117g) applied classic

economic theory to the immigration program: "It was assumed that the forces of supply and

demand for population, especially the working population, would spontaneously produce

equilibrium (The Immigration program, Ig7 4, I I).

Canada's first Immigration Act was passed in 1869. It provided for the exclusion of
the impoverished and the mentally or physically disabled, but it did not impose national or

ethnic restrictions on the inflow of immigants (whitaker, lggl,4). This initial legislation was

wriften in general rather than specific terms and delegated broad powers to cabinet. Its

positive and negative attributes are explained by Alan Green:

The general 
la¡suae-e and delegation of powers allowed the govemment to

respond quickly to changing circumstances. In a new country with limited
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talent in Parliament this put decision making in the hands of the .best 
of thecrop'' It also eliminated the costly, time-ðonsuming exercise of recalling

Parliament every time there was a crisis, especially in an era when travel was
slow".. The downside is that by concentrating so much power in the hands of
a few people, it made the system potentially ùinerable io politicJãã p¡*r.
interest groups (1995, 3g).

Beginning in 1878, the conservative government implemented its National policy, one

component of which was the promotion of rmmigration to occupy western Canada. To this

pu{pose, the Canadian Pacific Railway was charged not only with constructing a national

railroad but also with recruiting potential settlers to the west. The railway opened its own

Department of colonization and Immigration, worked with private groups and foreign

governments to attract immigrants, and launched recruitment campaigns in Europe and the

united States' Despite this effort, the goal of settling the west was an unredeemed failwe

(whitaker, 1991, 4)' Between 1867 and the mid 1890s emigration from canada consistently

exceeded rmmigrationto it. Duringthis time about 1.5 million people came to canada. Most

were British or American but a number of Icelanders, Scandinavians and Mennonites (from

Holland, Switzerland and Germany) also settled on the prairies @urnet and palmer, l9gg, 25-

26),

The imbalance between immigration and emigration, combined with an economic

depressior¡ resulted in a nativist backlash against new canadians. The most popular charge

was that native canadians were being driven away by the 'foreigners'. In English-speaking

CffiaÅa'there was a clamouring for large scale British immigration to preserve the nation,s

character' In Québec, the departure of many to NewEngland resulted in fears that the French

culture would be suffocated by masses of non-French and non-Catholic aliens (The

Immigration Program, 1976,4; whitaker, 1gg1,4). These sentiments did not provoke any
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changes in the government's laissez-faire policy; free entry to Canada remained the norm,

but there was an exception.

A large number of Chinese immigrants were brought to Canada, by the C.p.R., to

build the Westem portion of the railroad (particularly the stretch through the Rocþ

Mountains)- When the rail project was finished many ofthese men settled in British Columbia

where their number alarmed both the province's citizens and government. In I gg5, after

several years ofpetitioning, the federal govemment passed an act to limit Chinese immigration.

It imposed a $50 head tax on Chinese (The Immigration program , 1976,5; Taylor, I 991, 5).

This restrictive measure, which coincided with the close of Canada,s free entry era of
immigration, anticipated the changes that were to come.

The settlement of the west and selective Immigration: 1g96-1913
By the time that wilfrid Laurier's Liberãl parry took office in 1g96, Canada,s

immigration fortune was already improving:

The completion ofthe Canadian Pacific Railway, to be followed bytwo other
transcontinental lines, the closing ofthe American frontier, the goljrush ofthe
Yukon, developments in dry land farming, and bumper wheat ciops combined
with high prices in the markets of the lorld *.rå ,o.. of the factors that
caused the acceleration of development (Burnet and palmer, rgggi,2i).

Complementing these changes was Laurier's Minister of the lnterior, Clifford Sifton. In

marked conÍast to his Conservative predecessors, who believed that govemment should take

a handsoffapproach to immigration" Sifton was dedicated to a vigorous recruitment policy.

He began his campaign in Britain, the united states, France and some North-western

European countries' His promotion promised free farm land and well-developed reception

services in Canada, and his efforts included "lectures, slide shows, attendance at fairs, mobile
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exhibits, printed material in several languages, an expanded network of immigration offices,

and finder's fees paid to travel agents" (The Immigration program ,1976,6). It was apparent

by 1900, however, that the preferred nations would not satisff Canada's need for settlers.

Increasingly, Sifton directed his interest to Eastern and Southern Europe. From there he

recruited large numbers ofPoles, llkrainians, Hutterites, and Doukhobors for the Canadian

West' kr doing this he "directly affronted pro-British sentiments" (Whitake r, 199r,7). His

character sketch ofthe ideal immigrant is renown: "a stalwart p€asant in a sheepskin coat,

bom on the soil, whose forefathers have been farmers for ten generations with a stout wife and

a half-dozen children" (Whitaker, 1991, 7).

In 1905, Clifford Sifton was succeeded by Frank oliver. oliver,s appointment

coincided wrth a backlastr' which reflected the popular notion that a hierarchy of races existed.

Reg whitaker suggests that "govemments, even those like the Laurier Liberals concerned with

boosting the population through mass settlement, both shared in these racist attitudes and

reflected them as an inevitable part of democratic representation of the popular will,' (1991,

8).

In this spirit, a new Immigration Act was passed in 1906. It was designed to address

such issues as urban overpopulatiorL the recruitment by private companies of cheap labotyers

and strike-breakers and the immigration of diseased persons (The Immigration program ,1974,
8-9)' The new Act broadened the grounds for excluding prospective immigrants from Canada

and created legal mechanisms for enforcing a more selective immigration policy. Among those

included in the prohibited class were: 'the 'feeble minded', those 'afflicted with a loathsome

disease', 'professional beggars', prostitutes and those living off their avails, persons convicted
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of crimes of 'moral turpitude', anyone 'likely to become a public charge,, or who .may

become dangerous to the public health"'(Whitaker, lggT,Il). It also sought to impede the

arrival of non-traditional immigrants: "the 1906 Act had at its core the redirection of priorities.

The thrust ofprevious policy was to seek settlers for the west regardless of nationality or ethnic

origin' With the 1906 revision, priority was given to the nationality of the prospective

immigrant rather than to the individual's occupation,'(A.Green, 1995, 3g).

By this time, anti-Asian sentiment in British Columbia had reached violent heights.

An Asiatic exclusion league was formed and riots erupted in Vancouver. Even though

immigration had been greatly curtailed by increases in the head tax on Chinese (to $100 in

1900, and $500 in 1903) large numbers of Indians and Japanese had landed. Following the

riots, the Federal Cabinet passed an order-in-Council "excluding immigrants who did not

come to Canada by continuous journey from their homeland" (The Immigration program,

1974,9)' Since it was not possible at that time to come from India by continuous joumey, the

stipulation "was an ingenious attempt to restrict immigration of 'coloured, British subjects,,

(Burnet and Palmer, 1988,31).

The next revisions of the Immigration Act happened in 1910. Mainly, this was an

exercise in adjustingthe document to make it constitutionally acceptable (A. Green, l9gg, 3g).

The opporfunity was taken however to reinforce the minister's discretionary power and to

emphasize the necessity of prospective immigrants possessing the "right,, ethnicity. The Act

did not speciñcally name the undesirable countries: rather "it initiated the judicial authority

for such distinctions to be made in the future" (Hashemi, lgg3,4). The Deputy Minister of

the Interior identified those who were desirable as follows: "...farmers, farm labourers, and
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female domestic seryants from the united States, the British Isles, and certain northern

European countries, namely, France, Belgium, Holland, switzerland, Germany, Denmark,

Norway, Sweden, and lceland". He also identified undesirables, more vaguely, as..those

belongingto nationalities untikely to assimilate and who consequently prevent the building up

of a united nation of people of simila¡ customs and ideals" (The Immigration program , 1974,

l0).

The years immediately preceding World war I witnessed increased discrimination.

In 1911, the govemment prepared an order-in-council that would prohibit black Americans

from entering canada. It was never proclaimed but in effect..the medical and character

checks at United States borderpoints effectively did the same job without declaring an offrcial

intent to discriminate" (whitaker, 1991, 11). Another instance of racist exclusion took place

offthe coast ofBritish Columbia. The Komagatu Maru,aJapanese vessel carrying 376East

Indians arrived there in 1914. It had been hired by Gurdit singh to test the continuous

journey rule' After two months at Vancouver harbour, a Supreme Court ruling obliged the

ship and its passengers to leave Canada (Bumet and Palmer, 19gg, 3 l; Whitaker, l99l , I l ).
That same yea:, a $200 landing fee was added to the head tax already imposed on Chinese

arrivals.

Between 1896 and 1914 the tot¿l number of arrivals was 3,07g,010, compared to

7,478,032 throughout the first twenty-eight years of Confederation. The government,s

recruitment efforts had significantly changed the ethnic complexion of Canada. By l9l l, over

a third of the population of the prairie provinces was of neither British nor French exfiaction.

As yet, howeveE there were few proponents of cultural pluralism and 'there was virtually no
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thought given to the possibility that 'wasp' values might not be the apex of civilization which

all men should strive for" (palm er, 1994,301).

The War Years and Between: 1914-1945
The arrival of the first World War effectively ended massive immigration to Canada.

In 1915, numbers dropped to 36,665 from 150,484 the previous year. Immigration from

Europe all but ceased while land.ings from the U.S. continued until that nation entered the war

in 1917 ' Following the war, high levels of immigration did not resume, in part because of

an economic slump that began in 1918 and lasted until 1922, and in part because the

recruitment policy became more and more selective.

ln 1919, the Conservative Cabinet passed an order-in-Council "to exclude .enemy

aliens' (including Germans, Austrians, Hungarians and Turks) and Doukhobors, Hutterites and

Mennonites" (Hashemi,lgg3,4). This order stood until 1923. In addition, following the

1919 General Strike in winnipeg, laws were enacted to ban and/or deport immigrants on

ideological grounds. This category included any "non-c itizen,or anyone whose citizenship

had been acquired through nøtwalization, advocating the overthrow of constituted authority

or associating with any group advocating the overthrow of government" (Whitaker, I 99 l, I 1).

Also at risk were non-Canadian strike leaders (The Immigration program ,Ig74,12). In 1923,

immigration from China was all but halted by the Chinese Irnmigration Act. Those who were

accepted as immigrants to Canada were subject to scrutiny; shortly after its creation as a

national police force in 1920, the R.C.M.P. began surveillance of ethnic communities. Its

primary interest was in Ukrainiar¡ Russiar¡ Finnish and Jewish organizations (V/hitaker ,lggl,
I 1).
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The 1920s were lucrative immigration years. In great measure this was because the

C'N'R' and C.P.R. returned to the recruiûnent business. Unlike the govemment, the railways

were interested in Central andEastemEurope. Between 1925 and 1931, underthe terms of

the Railways Agreement, the two companies brought 185,000 people to Canada. At the same

time, preferred status was extended to Belgium, Denmark, France, Netherlands, Norway,

Sweden and Switzerland. There were228,500 Scandinavians and 15,000 Dutch immigrants

settled in Canada by 1931. Another innovation of this era was the practice of allowing

Canadians to sponsor relatives as immigrants. By the end of the 1930s, eighteen percent of

Canadians had other than charter origins.

Meanwhile, anti-immigrant and racist sentiment continued to rise. Corresponding to

the increase in immigration was the formation of an assortment of hate groups. These

included the National Association of Canada, the Native Sons of Canada, and the Ku Klux

Klan (whitak er,1991,13). The latter orgaruzation, sometimes working in conjunction with

the orange order, boasted significant membership in Montréal, ontario, 8.C., Albert¿ and

Saskatchewan (Banet, 1997, 2l).

In 1930, R.B. Bennet's Conservative Party won the General Election, partly because

of a promise to bring tighter restrictions to immigration. His administration immediately

removed farm workers, domestics, required labour and residents' relatives from the list of

admissible classes. He also further curtailed the admission of Asian immigrants. All

promotional campaigns were halted and prospective immigrants, even those from the United

Kingdom, were discouraged from setting off for Canada, Bennet's govemment also
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broadened the grounds for deportation of immigrants. Between 1930 and 1935,2g,000

people were deported (Whitaker, 1991, l3).

Through the late 1930s, Canada's general unwillingness to accept immigrants,

especially non-white and non-Ch¡istian ones, persisted. Even refugees from Fascist-ruled

European states were rejected: "ln 1939, the ship St. Louis,carrying 907 desperate German

Jews, tried to find refuge in the western Hemisphere. None, including canada would accept

them and eventually the ship sailed back to Europe and to the crematoria and gas chambers

of the Third Reich" (Whitaker, 1987,286). with the outbreak of the second World War,

enemy aliens were again designated and banned from Canada and immigration was halted.

During the war years, anti-Asian sentiment reached its apex in Canada. West Coast

dwelling Japanese-Canadians were stripped of their possessions and forcibly relocated to

interior concentration camps; the government intended to deport all of its prisoners at the

war's end (Whitaker, 1991, l4). This policy ended the third era of Canada's immigration

history:

[it] ended as it had begun. Theoretically at least, immigration was still
regarded primarily as a matter of land settlement, wittr the imirigration service
organized to serve that objective. British and American immigiants were the
most favoured. Northern Europeans were relatively well received. Other
Europeans were accepted ifno one else was available. Non-whites were not
welcome. Illnigration policy and law had developed hardly at all. The mainpolicy contributions of the 191445 period weie the intoduction of the
concept of sponsored immigration, and the use of the visa to control
immigration at source (The Immigration program, rg74, r7).

Throughout the period' from 1914 to l945,only about 2 million immigrants came to Canada.

ofthese, the vast majority were British and American. rn l94r,the ethnic composition of

Canada was 49.7%ó British, 30.3% French, 17.8% other European, and 0.6% Asiatic. The
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remaining 1'6% consisted of First Nations, Blacks, and other non-Europeans (Kalbach, 1990,

24).

The Second Flowering and the Tide of Liberalization: lg4Çlg7l
The period between 1946 and 1961 is ror.ti-., called the .second flowering, of

immigration' It was spurred by an unprecedented boom in the canadian economy and an

equally unparalleled degree of support for immigration. Despite prime Minister Mackenzie

King's avowed commitment to "foster the growth of the population of canada by the

encouragement of immigration"' however, some of the old attitudes carried over (The

Immigration Program, 1976,l8). King qualified his statement by explaining that canada was

entirely within its rights in being selective about who it would admit. In paficular, he

promised that "large-scale immigration from the orient would not be permitted to change the

fundamental composition of the canadian population,, (whitaker, rggr, r4). Emphasis was

initially placed, therefore, on recruiting suitable displaced persons from Europe and the

sponsored relatives of canadians. curiously, at the same time that the prime Mjnister was

enforcing restrictive policy at home, he was forging the image of a tolerant, open,minded

nation abroad: in 1948, speaking at the united Nations, he "announced with apparent

sincerity' that ca¡adian policy was and had always been protective of racial equality', flvilson,
1993,666).

By 1950, the Deparrnent of Immigration and citizenship was created and in 1952, a

new Immigration Act was passed. The Act's primary pu{pose was to serve as ..a 
shaqper

instrument for control and enforcement" (The Immigration program , 7974,17). The Act did
not represent any significant break with the past and as usual granted a large measure of
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discretion to immigration officials (Hashemi, 1gg3,5). It was amended in 1956; whitaker

explains the changes:

At their heart was a section which specified that the 'landing in canada of anyperson is prohibited' except for four categories, uoung"ð in a hierarchy ofmost to least welcome national origins. et ihe top were unsponsored British
subjects from the united Kingdom and the white'òo-rnon*ealth, as well asthose of American and French origin; second were unsponsored immigrantsfrom specified western European countries; third wêre a broad åig" orsponsored relatives from Europe, America and a few tvti¿dle Eastern
countries; at the bottom was a residual category designed to restrict Ar¡"n, ,osponsored close relatives without indicating thät intention operrty it99ì, ts¡.

The years following the second war were especially significant in that support for a

more open immigration policy was being expressed by canadians. A number of explanations

account for this change of heart. ln large merisure it is assumed to have been the consequence

of the war experience:

By the early 1930s the world knew the full extent of the massive genocide ofthe Jews and other'undesirable ethnics'- an ethnocentricism which had runrampant like an uncontrolled forest fire throughout Europe lWilson, l-193,ó66).

Evidence of the marked difference in pre and post war attitudes is the fact that the canadian

govemment, owing to public pressure, had to abandon its attempts to deport the Japanese-

canadian population (whitaker, 1987, g4). As the 1950s drew to a close, annual arrivals to

canada were regularly well over 100,000; altogether, betwee n 1g46and 1g61, the number

of people who came to canada was 2,076,919 in the peak year, 1957,2g2,747 people

landed' while the government concentrated its recruitment efforts on the united Kingdom

and the united states, these nations ceased to be the greatest providers of immigrants;

Germany, Italy and the Netherlands took the lead. l-argenumbers of polish, ulaainiaq Baltic
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and Hungarian refugees also arrived (Burnet and Palmer, 1988, 4l). The arrival of

Portuguese, Greek and Italian immigrants markedthe first instance of mass immigration from

Mediterranean countries in Canadian history.

There was a shift, too, in the occupational orientation of the newcomers. Whereas

agriculturalists had been the norm for decades, now labourers and even professionals were in

demand (The Immigration Program, 1974,27). In lgí2,admittance began to be based on

"economic factors like education, training and job opportunities rather than the origin of the

immigrant" (Man, 1975,197). Notwithstanding this shift, some elements of racism remained.

while taditional immigrants were allowed to sponsor a wide range of relatives, African and

Asian Canadians were limited to the sponsorship of immediate family members (Whitaker,

1991, 18).

But the racist bias of immigration policy was further eroded in 1967, when the

national preference system was entirely replaced by a points system. Three classes were

established: "sponsored dependents (close relatives who entered Canada solely based on family

ties); nominated relatives (less immediate relatives who had to undergo some screening based

on product related personal characteristics); and independents (who entered solely on an

assessment oftheir personal characteristics)" @.Green, 1995, 334). Even formerly prefened

immigrants were subject to a point test and were obliged to qualify for at least 50 of a possible

100 points. This system, though the weighting of points has changed from time to time,

remains the basis of the Canadian immigration policy. IVilliam Marr explains the points

system:

The assessment system stesses first good health and moral standing and then
takes account of the following factors: education and faining, the alplicants'
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adaptability, motivatior¡ initiative, etc., occupational demand and skill, age,
arranged employment,lcrowledge of French and Englist¡ relatives in Canada,
and employment opportunities in the area of destinati on (1975, r97).

The most dramatic impact of the 1967 Act was that it presented canada as a possible

destination for emigrants from the southem hemisphere. The consequence of this change was

not felt immediately, however, because few people in those nations could meet the standards

of the points system.

Despiæ the diversity and number of immigrants who came to Canada between 1945

and 1971, relatively little nativist sentiment confronted them. In part this was due to the

wartime experience, but other factors were involved:

... earlier arrivals had accustomed English-Canadrans to diversity, the war had
enabled some previously unaccepted groups to prove their loyalÇ, and the tie
between immigration and economrc growth was firmly cemented in the public
mind. Another important factor in the acceptance of this wave of immiþnts
was the large proportion of educated and skilled among the poJt-war
immigrants. ln a break with pre-war immigration policy, Canada began to seek
out skilled industrial and urban-oriented immigrants capable oi assisting
Canada's industrial expansion and capable of intégrating' more rapidly than
rural immigrants (Palmer, 1992, 314).

Immigrants were not the only beneficiaries of change. In English-speaking Canada

there was a growing tolerance of long-established minority groups. The notion of the cogntry

as a mosaic of peoples was increasingly expressed by Canadians and their leaders - but it was

a melting po! not a pluralist mosaic that was being celebrated. Indeed "growing tolerance was

still dependent on whether or not particular gïoups conformed to prevailing middle class

behaviour" @almer, 1992,315). At the same time, there were some signs that the so-called

"other ethnics" were arriving as a political force. In 1953 and 1958, for example, the

governments of Canada and Ontario sponsored conferences for minority ethnic goup leaders
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to address the issues of integrating new Canadians and sfiategies for national unity (Hudson,

1987, 61-52). Another indicator was the movement, in the mid 1960s, of the Citizenship

Branch of the Departrnent of Immigration and Citizenship to the Deparftnent of the Secretary

of State. The branch's role, a continuation of efforts that had begun in the war years, was to

help new arrivals to adjust to Canada and to help out with relations between groups (Gauld,

1992,9).

In addition to being a nascent political power, Canadians of non-British and non-

French descent also constituted a significant percentage of the population. By l97l,the year

that Canada's multiculturalism policy was announced, the number of Canadians who reported

an ethnicity that was neither French nor British was 5,764,075 or 26.7%of the Canadian

population. This number roughly corresponded to the total number of French-speaking

Canadians' The precise numbers and percentages of the total population that were constituted

by the ten most identifïed non-English and non-French goups in l97l were:

Group Population Percentage

German t,317,195 6.1%

Italian 730,820 3.4Vo

Ukrainian 580,655 2.7%

Netherlands 425,945 2.ú/o

Sc¿¡dinavian 384,790 1.8%

Polish 3t6,425 1.5%

Jewish 296,945 l.4yo

AsiaD 285,535 t3%

Hungarian I31 ,890 O.60/o

Russia¡ 64,475 O.3o/o

(Statistics Canada,Caralogue 92-77a qgp - a) ß7l,Table l).
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Liberalism Tested: The Influx of visible Minorities: l97l-199s
Throughout the 1970s the effects of Canada's more liberal immigration policy began

to be noticeable' By 7976,for instance, six of the top ten source countries of immigration to

canada had predominantly non-white populations (Hong Kong, Jamaica, Lebanon, lndia,

Phillipines, and Guyanna) (Kalbach,1992,26). This trend has remained constant.

t976 1984 I 986 1993

l. Britain l. Viet¡la¡n l. United Staæs l. HongKong
2. United Sþtes 2. HongKong 2. Ir¡dia 2. India

3. HongKong 3. United St¿tes 3. Vieharn 3. Pbilippines

4. Jamaica 4. hdia 4. Hong Kong 4. Taiwa¡
5. læbanon 5. Britain 5. Poland 5. China

6. India 6. Poland 6. Britain 6. Sri l¿¡ka
7. Philippines 7. Philippines 7. Jamaica 7. Vieham
8. Portugal 8. El Salvador 8. Philippines 8. U.S.A

9. Italv 9. Jamaica 9. Guyana 9. United Kingdom
10. Guyana 10. China 10. El Salvado¡ 10. Poland

(1976-1986: Kalbach DnJ6; 1993: Overview of Immigrãid, 1995, lÐ

Since 1975, non-White immigration

intake ofimmigrants. predominantly,

has accounted for more than 50o/o of Canda,s total

non-White Canadians have emigrated from Asia.

(Canada, Deparfinent of e
le84).

Source Region ty70 o/e 1975 o/o 1980 e/o t9E1 o/o

Africa 4,017 2.7 t1 7t5 6.2 3,3 83 3.7 3,851 1.5
So /Ceotal Americ€ 5,162 5.4 t 5,610 8.3 6,132 4.2 8,1 43 9.2

Asia 23,097 15.6 52,O24 27.6 73,026 5l .0 42,730 48.4
Caribbeån 13.371 9.0 r 8,790 10.0 7,515 5.2 5,696 6.4

Total 45,&7 30.8 98,t 39 54.2 92,056 64.4 æ,420 68.
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In 1978, a new Immigration Act, the product of extensive study, public consultation

and the Green Paper on Immigration (1975), was made law. This legislation is credited by

Ashkan Hashemi as having "sought to consolidate a viable and feasible immigration plan

around a nondiscriminatory core". He cautions thougt¡ that "to a large exten! discriminatory

practices continued to inform many of canada's immigration and refugee policies after 197g,,.

Hashemi's contention is based on the research of Matas and simon who have found that: l)
while sixty-five mostly westem countries are exempt from visa requirements, visitors from

other, mainly third world countries, need visas even ifthey are only passing through Canada;

2) the period of time that is taken to process canadian visas in countries such as England,

Australia and the u.s.A. is much shorter than is the case in places like Hong Kong, the

Phillipines and the west Indies; 3) the points system tends to work for some racial groups and

against others (1993, 7-B).

The current era has been described as more restrictive than the post-World War II
period' The 1978 Act, in addition to retaining the existing categories of immigrants, added

refugees as a fourth. It also provided for a consultative process between the national and

provincial govemments to determine yearly target numbers for immigration. A key element

ofthe legislation was a "canadian First" provision which decreed that employers must be able

to demonstrate that an effort has been made to nain citizens or permanent residents for work

before immigration officials would issue employment authorizations. The point system was

also altered to include the categories of "designated occupation" and ..designated 
area,,, this

change meant that in times of high unemployment applicants in the selected worker and

assisted relative categories would only be admitted if employment was prearranged (this limit
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was in place from 1982 to 1986). Reflecting on the lgTg Act william Marr and pierre siklos

state: "in sum, the years after World War II saw immigration policy change from closed (prior

to 1967) to open (r967-7s)to resrrictive (after rgTg)...- (1g9s,2gs-2gg).

owing to the more restrictive application of the points system, and the closer

connection between immigration and employment, immigrants to Canada since l97l have

been more urban' better educated and wealthier than any of their precursors: ..the settler .in

a sheepskin coat' destined for the land, was replaced by the immigrant with a slide rule, bound

for the city" (Palmer,1994,314). In addition to their predominantly visible minority identity

then, new immigrants are different in other ways as well. The combination of their urban

orientation and visibility has resulted in significant changes in canada,s largest cities.

The influx of visible minorities has not been without controversy. Beginning in the

mid 1970s' the "decline in the economy combined with the historical antipathy of Whites

toward those who were racially different, resulted in a growing number of overt acts of racism

in major cities across canada". As late as the 1980s, Gallup polls have revealed that while

canadians approved of canada's being multicultural, "more than one quarter of these

respondents would rather see non-Whites back in their own counûy" (Henry and Tator, 19g5,

323)' Especially with respect to the arrival of immigrants and refugees from the Third World,

there has been a nativist backlash in Canada:

acceptance of unlimited numbers of Third World immigrants is not widely
endorsed by the public. Criticisms range from those whJregard immlgrants
as unfair economic competition to those who resent the 'pro=blems, ldiridedloyalties, drugs, gangs, etc.) associated with visible minorities. Foremost is the
fear of undermining the WASPish character of Canadian society through
unrestricted entry @lliot and Flera s, 1992, 6l).
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A good example ofthe anti-immigrant sentiment that is once again assertive in canada, is a

quote that has been attributed to ontario's Premier, Mike Harris. In Marc h lgg4,he said

""'we're gettingtoo many [immigrants], notjust black, I mean we're getting too many from

other countries too that are coming here for a free ride" (card ozo, lgg4, 16). Further

documentation of the ongoing immigration contoversy can be found in recent books such as

StanleyBarret's Is God a Racist? (1g87),victor Malarek's Heaven,s Gate(19g9), ormond

McKague's Racism in Canada(l991) and Margaret Cannon's The Invisible Empire(1995).

In many ways Canada's current immigration situation is analogous to its early history.

Just as in the Macdonald Free Entry years, employment is the key determinant of annual

flows' similarly, canada's commitment to selectivity, which was pioneered by sifton and

afürmed by King, is the cornerstone of present policy. Today, immigration is governed by Bill

c'86 (1992), which like all of its predecessors is "written in general terms and assigns broad

regulatory powers to cabinet" (A.Green, 1gg5,41). Another profound likeness between

immigration in 1995 and inprevious decades is its proclivityto induce controversy and nativist

backlash' In the tadition of govemment sharing in and responding to national fears, Bill C-g6

has tightened the guidelines that determine canada's acceptance of immigrants and refugees.

Conclusion
A knowledge of culture and ethnicity, as concepts, provides the key insight that canada is

much more polyethnic than it is multicultural. while individuals and groups are supported in

their right to maintain a connection to their ancesfial homelands, they are expected to integrate

with the French and/or English institutions of canadian society. Two signal facts stem from

this realization' First, ethnic identify is a situational and dynamic phenomenon, The degree
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to which it is salient depends not only on the personal and internal sentiments of individuals

and groups but also on external factors such as prejudice and discrimin¿tion. Second, the

term, multiculturalism, as will Kymlicka says in his Mult¡cultural Citizenship, invites

confusion (1995, l7).

An overview of Canada's immigration history is a natural complement to the

definitional framework of culture and ethnicity. It provides details about the nature, numbers,

times of arrival and settlement patterns of ethnic groups. In addition, it chronicles popular,

political and academic attitudes toward minority communities; the cunent controversy over

multiculturalism has historical antecedants and contemporary parallels in debates over

immigration' This is so, as Howard Palmer points out, because general attitudes toward

pluralism are "usually expressed within the context ofdebate over admitting a parricular group

to the country and what role that particular group would play in Canadian life,,(1994 ,2gg).

The elements of culture, ethnicity and immigration are at the heart of multicultural

policy' while a knowledge of them may not inform every discussion of the policy, they are

inherently connected to the issue. Collectively they constitute a foundation and reference point

for the analysis of multicultural policy and the controversy in which it is enveloped.



CHAPTBR TWO

ORIGINS AND TIIE FIRST FOURTEEN YEARS

The Royal commission on Bilinguarism and Bicurturarism
The federalpolicy of multicuttu¡alism (lg7l) would not have emerged when it did,

or possibly ever, had it not been for the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism

(1963-1967). The role of the commission, thougt¡ was unwitting: it neither heralded nor

anticipated the birth of multiculturalism. Its primary focus, and one that it pursued

determinedly, was to affirm and address the state of the French and English relationship upon

which Canadian federalism was originally built.

The Royal Commission was established by the Pearson govemment in 1963 in

response to Québec's Quiet Revolution and the aggressive neo-nationalism that accompanied

it. The commission's mandate was

"' to inquire 
into and report upon the existing state of bilingualism and

biculturalism in Canada and to recommend what steps shouldb. tuk.n to
develop the Canadian Confederation on the basis of an equal pu.tneisrrip
between the two founding races, taking into account the contributiãn made by
other ethnic goups to the cultu¡al en¡iðhment of Canada and the measu¡es that
should be taken to safeguard that contribution... (Royal Commission on
Bilingualism and Biculturalism, Book I, 1967, 173).

Though non-British and non-French groups were included in the commission,s mandate, the

preæminence of the so'called "fourding races" was not to be doubted. In fact, the inclusion

ofthe "other ethnics" has been called an afterthought and a forced political response to a swift

and emphatic expression of indignation by non-British, non-French ethnic groups (scott,

1981, 29)' Evengiven incorporation into the terms of reference, some organizations still

42
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recognized a sense ofhierarchy in the commission's mandate and philosophy. The Canadian

Jewish Council, for example, objected to the notion of "founding races,'. It called the

designation illogical and chargedthatthe Commission was overlookingthe otherethnic groups.

Many organizations agreed and complained that immigrant goups were being cast as second-

class Canadians' on 20 october 1963, representatives from several communities met in

Montréal and prepared a position for presentation to Parliament (Jaworsþ , 1979,4g).

Regardless, the commissioners, in spite ofthe presence oftwo representatives of more

recent immigrants among them @rofessors Paul Wycrynski and J.B. Rudnycþj) did not see

the inclusion of other groups in the terms of reference as significantly changing or shaping

their task' Jean Burnet, a research assistant with the Royal Commission records that the

obligation was expected to be fulfilled "rather casually by commissioning a few essays on the

contribution of particular ethnic groups, and by paying some attention to the attitudes of
certain groups to French-English relations', (19g1, 2).

As it travelled across Canada holding hearings, however, the B&B Commission

encountered resistance to its bicultural orientation. This discord, particularly on the prairies,

resulted in a significant slowing of the commission's work (Jaworsþ, rg7g,50). The

lobbying was so successful that the commissioners were obliged to broaden their analysis:

"'brieß submiued to the Commissiol and stormy discussions at its hearings
revealed that there was a host of ethnic interesi groups who would not be
satisfied by offhand treatment. The Commissionlelt òonstrained to devote
one volume of its five volume rgport entirely to 'the other ethnic groups,.
That volume, Book IV, appeared in March tglo... @urnet, rgsr,2i. 

¡

In assessing the ethnic backlash against the bicultu¡al visiorl it is tempting to identi$r

a multicultural movement, or "third force", as the motivator of ethnic awareness. In fact,
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there is little evidence of such an entity. some organizations, such as Toronto,s Italian-

Canadian community and one German{anadian association, the Trans-Canada Alliance of

German Canadians, supported the bilingual and bicultural vision (Jaworsþ, lg7g,5l). The

main force behind criticism of the B&B perspective was the ulaaínian community. of the 55

presentations made to the Commission by 14 ethnic groups, 32 (60%) were made by

llkrainian orgaruzattons. Even ¿ìmong that group there was very little coordination (Breton,

1988,37)' The fact that the commissioners felt obliged, in the end, to broaden their efforts

where the "other ethnics" were concerned is indicative of trends in Canada and the world.

In the post-war years, ethnicity was ascending in global prominence. old empires

continued to decline and with the establishment of new nations came ethnic awareness

(Bociurkiw, 1978, l0l-102; scott, 19g1, 2g; Burnet, lgg4, l9-20;Breton, 19gg, 35_36;

Hawkins, 1988, 12-13). A philosophy emphasinngequality among nations and the value of

human rights was informing the thinking and behaviour of people around the world. In the

united States ofAmeric4 civil and native American rights movements were well underway.

It was a time, Raymond Breton records, when "the transformation, instrumentally and

symbolically, of institutions was taking place in a number of polities" (r9gg, 35).

The decline of the British Empire had particular effects on Canada. lncreasingly, the

emotional and status giving qualities of the former parent nation were less relevant. The

united Kingdom began to fade and the united states to ascend as an influence on canadian

culture @reton' 1988,34)- Furthermore, the war effort had imbued Canada with a sense of
independence; its profile Írmong nations was elevated. A formerly insutated nation, Canada

became more intemationally aware and confident. This new awareness meant that Canada,s
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domestic affairs, especially with respect to ethnic minorities had to be in order @reton, l9gg,

39; Gauld, 1992,9-10).

Indeed' Karl Peter reports that "creeping changes" were taking place in some Canadian

institutions. More Canadians of neither British, nor French descent were occupying

professional positions; some were being elected to municipal, provincial, and federal ofüce.

One prominent example ofthis was the election ofProgressive Conservative prime Minister

John Diefenbaker in1957. The first non-Frencl¡ non-British prime Minister raised ethnic

a\'vareness 'through his very presence... his appointments in the cabinet and the presence of

elected members of his parly who belonged to 'other' ethnic groups', (Breton, 19gg, 34). In

fact' Diefenbaker has been credited with opening the Progressive conservative party to all

ethnic groups (Bliss, 1995, 193).

These propitious circumstances, ther¡ were an important element in the success that

Ukrainian and other ethnic groups had in having their concerns addressed by the Royal

Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism. In its report, the commission explicitly

recognized the value of non-British and non-French ethnicities and the right of citizens to

express their ethnic identities:

". in adopting fully the Canadian way of life, sharing its advantages and
disadvantage¡, those whose origin is neither British nor French do notiave to
cast offor hide their own culture... Canadian society open and modern, shoutd
be able to integrate heterogeneous elements intó a harmonious system to
achieve 'unity in diversity' (B&8, Vol. IV, 6_7).

The commissioners stopped well short, however, of accepting any notion of multiculturalism:

Among those of non-Britislr, non-French origrn... [some] consider Canada to
be a countryJlrat 

!s officially bilingual but fundamenrally multicultural. In
reply to this objection we wish to repeat that in our view the term biculturalism
covers two main realities. The first is the st¿te of each of the two cultures...
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the second is the co-existence and collaborations of these two cultures... It is
thus clear that we must not overlook Canada's cultural diversity, keeping in
mind that there are two dominant cultures, the French and the gïtirhiBag,
Vol. IV, 12,13).

Underlþgthe commissioners' sense of ethnicity and its importance in the Canadian

polity was the notion of individual choice:

what counts most in our concept of an .ethnic group' is not one,s ethnic
origrn or even one's mother tongue, but one,s r.ni of belonging to a oouoandthe group's will to exist. Ethnic origrn... implies only bioloþrãl 

"mliæionand ancestry; an individual's loyaltyto ã group rttout¿, as we harve said before,
depend far more on his personal identificatìon with it (B&8, v"i. iv, zl

Notwithstandingthe fact that the commissioners were clearly against it, some observers

contend that the fourth volume of the B&B Report was the harbinger of multiculturalism.

Reviewing the recommendations contained in that boolq Evelyn Kallen argues that had they

been implemented, a federal goverïr,ment policy of multilingualism and multiculturalism

would have been necessary (1990, 16ó). Laverne Lewycþ is in agreement, and contends

that:

In essence the documents of the B&B Commission empirically convey the
transformation of ideologies within Canada from an Anglo-Cehió nationalism
priorto World War II to an ideology of binationalism and then, in Book IV,
to mulriculturalism (1992, 372-373).

Even had all sixteen recommendations of Book IV been acted upon, however, it is

drfücult to make the case that they would have required a policy such as Kallen claims. Of

the sixteen, only three speak to government as such: (l) recommendation number one

addresses the provinces and urges them to enact nondiscriminatory regulations and appoint

full time human rights administrators; (2)recommendation fourteen suggests that federal,

provincial and municipal govemments maintain and extend support for cultu¡al and research
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projects; (3)finally, recommendation fifteen calls for the citizenship branch of the Secretary

of State to finance the administative expense of a national folk arts body. Of the remaining

thirteen' six recommendations focus on increasing the value and availability of other languages

in all public education facilities and the other seven encourage broader cultural awareness in

such agencies as the CBC, CRTC, and National Film Board. None of these suggestions

would have necessitated a specific policy or uniform implementation. Furthennore, none

would have compromised the preponderance of the English and French groups in the

Canadian state.

Contrary to the argument of Kallen and Lewycþ, many scholars, Karl peter chief

¿rmong them, argue that the whole report including book tV, was an attempt to galvanize the

status quo:

The ideological perspective from which the B&B Commission proceeded, was
very much compatible with... conservative nationalistic reactions [to the .u.nt
in Québecl in French and English canada. The main objàtive of the
commission, therefore, was to reassert the dominance of the twä cultures and
to justi$r and legitimize this dominance through appropriate symbols
assumptions and ideas (1981,64).

. Peter's principal concern is that the Commission took for granted the fairness of

Canada's society; it did not concern itselfwith the possibility that ethnic minorities might face

systemic discrimination:

The Commission, by not addressing the structural position of ethnic groups in
society made it possible to continue denying *y poìitirul and econo-ir .åtity
to ethnic groups... thereby excluding them from consideration in the exercise
of institutional powers (peter, 19g1, 6l).

Jean Burnet explains the perspective that she argues is implicit in the Commission,s fourth

Book:
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"'it takes into account... that members of different ethnic groups may be
disadvantaged in institutional systems not only by discrimiouii,on but a sense
of ethnic inferiority It therefore proposes byprónouncements and financial
aid to minimize discrimination an¿ to enhance people's ethnic image.
Basically individualistic, it does not address the fact t-trat ä given institutional
system fits certain ethnic groups better than others; in Canada there is an
institutional.advantage for the British, since they constituted the numerical
majority untir forty years ago and are stilr dominant (r97g, il0).

The tension between individual and collective roles is seized upon by both peter and

Bumet' British canada has to a gteater or lesser extent, always been a part of the individualist

western liberal tradition. However, individual rights have become more definitely stated and

safeguarded as Canada has become more industrial and stable. Some British-Canadians may

not feel a need for cultural protection because their way of life is engrained in the Canadian

society' Similarly, there is not a pronounced division between the public and private lives of
British and French canadians. The values, language, expectations and so forth that are

learned at home are consistent with those of the polity. Book IV recognized minority

Canadians' right to govern their private lives but made no attempt to make public life more

responsive to the varied and distinct private lives of Canada's ethnic groups. Christopher

McAII views the Royal Commission,s report as portraying

an uneasy compromise between biculturalism and multiculturalism. The
domains of political institutions and economic tife are primarily bihngual and
bicultural, whence the necessity of integration on thè part of newly-arrived
immigrants. But along side these domaini there are putaìtet realms oitlr. 

".t ,religion, and family life which can remain distincf cultural enclav.,lillo,
165).

McAll's assessment is sound. The commission began and ended with an understanding of a

Canadathat was composed oftwo societies, one British and one French; its govemrng should

therefore be carried otrt in a bilingual and bicultural framework. canada,s non-French and
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non-British immigrants and citizens could privately affirm and practice their ethnicity and

could even benefit from public school language teaching but this privilege derived not from

a notion ofrights but oftolera¡ce on the part of the larger societies, and was to extend only

so far as it could be seen to benefit the state. Participation in public life was to be effected

through integration with one of the principal societies.

Multiculturalism policy
On Friday, 8 October 1971, Prime Minister Trudeau announced a policy of

multiculturalism within a bilingual framework. The policy consisted of four elements:

1' The government of Canada will support all of Canada's cultures and will
seek to assist, resources permitting, thð development of those cultural groups
which have demonstrated a desire and effort to grow and contribute to
Cartada, as well as a clear need for assistance. 2. The govemment will assist
members o! all cultural goups to overcome culìu¡al barriers to full
participation in Canadian society. 3. The government will promote creative
encounters and interchange among all Canadian cultural groupr in the interest
of national unity. 4. The govemment will continue to ássisì immigrants to
acquire at least one of Canada's off,rcial languages in order to becãme full
participants in canadian society (Debates, sbcóuer lg7l, g545).

The policy roused both praise and criticism. The promise to overcome discrimination

and promote national unity received "virhrally unanimous support". The first and fourth

objectives, though, met some dissent. The first goal was supported by those who valued

ethnic identity' but opposed by those who saw it as promoting ghetto izationand disunity. It

was also criticized by academics who opposed the superficial treatment of the concept of

culture' The final element of the new policy was the most contentious. Multiculturalism in

a bilingual framework "did not seem to make sense to anyone,, (Kailen, 1990, r70). This
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provision neither pleased the exponents of multiculturalism, nor traditionalists who saw no

reason to back away from linguistic and cultural dualism.

According to the govemmen! multiculturalism was to be implemented through six

programs' First' grants were to assist and encourage ethnic groups to engage ín cultural

sharing' Second studies were to investigate the link between language and culture and find

ways for ancestal language learning to take place in schools. Thirq a series of ethnic histories

was to be commissioned so that minority contributions to Canada could be publicized. Fourtll

an ethnic studies centre was to be established. The fifth progïamme promised to find a

provincially acceptable means by which the federal government could facilitate the leaming

of official languages in schools. Finally, the sixth programme consisted of coordinating action

in those agencies that had been singled out in the commission,s recoîrmendations.

The first five programmes were guided by the citizenship Branch of the Deparfment

of the secretary of state. The sixth was administered by an inter-agency committee. The

entire process, the govemment promised, would be informed by public and private

consult¿tions with individuals and groups representing ethnic communities. A commitment

was also made to working with the provinces to encourage their acceptance of the B&B

recommendations that were relevant to them. The entire cost of the new policy was estimated

at four million dollars (Hawkins, lgSS).

Multiculturalism was well received in Parliament. Robert Stanfield, leader of the

Progressive Conservative opposition, applauded the policy and said ..It is about time the

govemment finally recognized the value of what we were tr¡¡ng to say in June of 1969 at the

time of the debate on the official languages bill...". David Lewis, Ieader of the New
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Democratic Party also praised the new initiative: 'Tt is with deep appreciation of both aspects

ofour Canadian cultural life, official bilingualism and multicultwalism, that my parry warmly

supports the principles set forth this morning by the Prime Minister',. The leader of the

Québec Ralliement Créditiste, Réal Caouette, was more reserved but also expressed ..full

agreement" ( Debates, 8 October 1971, 9546-g543).

A sowce ofcontroversy was the suspicion that the policy was devised to secure for the

Liberals an ethnic bloc vote. Thus in Richard Gwyn's, Northern Magus,the policy was

termed "a slush fund to buy ethnic votes" (1980, 139). Similarly, newspaper articles made

allusions: "both Mr' Ryan and Rene Levesque suggest Mr. Trudeau's multi-cultural [sic]

policy has been drawn up with a keen eye on the huge ethnic vote in western canadz...,,

(l/innipeg Tribune, 25 October l97l , 8); Gerard Laprise, the Créditiste M.p.for Abitibi at the

time, feared that it could represent "millions handed over to win votes,, (Iqtinnipeg Tribme lg

May 1973,7).

Freda Hawkins has suggested that the Trudeau govemment, faced with possible losses

in Québec, conceived multiculturalism to strengthen the allegiance of other minorities:

Another reason... was the importance of the ethnic votes to Liberals. If
Québec was moving toward some kind of total or semi-independence, it would
also move aryy from the stong support which it had given io tft"riU"rul pa4y
for so long....Their other major source of support as th-ey saw it, was the ethnic
vote, particularly in the major cities of Canadq and this vote had to be secured
(Hawkins, 1988, 17).

Although Hawkins's case is stronger than most, she offers it as only one of several

reasons for the creation of multiculturalism. Indeed, on its owrL the vote getting argument is

not convincing. While the opporfunity to drawvotes must have been attractive, to identify it
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as the primary reason for the creation of multicultural policy is at best very cynical and at worst

a tremendous oversimplifîcation.

Administration of MulticulturalÍsm 1972_19g4
Though it cannot be convincingly argued that securing the eth¡ic vote was the

deærmining factor in the creation of multiculturalism, it is likely that increased development

of and spending o4 the policy has become connected to election strategies. A case in point

is the flurry of attention that was paid to multiculturalism followin gthe lgT2general election.

Between its announcement in l971and the spring of 7972,onty $1,g2g,000 was spent on the

policy (Stasiulis, 1988, 195). ln october lgT2,votersretumed a minority Liberal government.

The party's post-election research showed a dramatic drop in ethnic support (GwFL 1973;

Schiffer-Graham, l9s9). This revelation was followed by a sudden interest in raising the

profile of multiculturalism.

The first step taken was the appoinünent of a minister of state, within the Deparnnent

of secretary of state, responsible for multiculturalism. The man appointed to this position was

stanley Haidasz (Parkdale), the Toronto-born son of parents of polish origin. Haidasz was

a past president of the Toronto District of the Canadian Polish Congress and had throughout

his twelve years in Parliament been an advocate for ethnic minority groups. To assist him in

his work, Haidasz was allowed to hire a staffof eleven people.

Contributing to the suspicion that his appointment was more electioneering than

substantive change, Haidasz was unable to describe his role. In trying to explain the

connection between himself and the citizenship Branch of the Secretary of State, Haidasz

fr¡mbled:
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I report to'.. rather I deal with, the Undersecretary of State, Jules Léger, and
him [Bernard Ostry, Assistant Undersecret"ry oistute for Citizensh"ip]. Or
rather, they report to me. I mean they report io rn. and I deal tt¡ougfr inem
with my offrcials here in Oltawa and in thã regions (The Gtobe and Mail,22
December 1972,9).

On 17 May 1973,Haidasz announced an expansion and an increase in spending to the

House of Commons. The Minister of St¿te said that a total of seven programs would be

broadened or implemented by his government. First, the multicultural grants program would

receive an additional $1,100,000. Second, the multicultural centres program would receive

an additional $154,000 so its total l9734budget would be $654,000. Third a new initiative,

the canadian Identities Program, designed to increase the awareness of all canadians of

cultural diversity, would receive $3,823,500, of which $2,314,000 was already budgeted.

FourtlL $425,000 would be spent on a multicultural studies program to encourage research

in ethnic studies. Fifth, Haidasz announced that the govemment would be spending more

money on advertising in the ethnic press. The purpose of this expenditure would be to provrde

helpful information on such things as pensions, immigration regulations and consumer

protection regulations' Sixth a national multicultural conference was called for the autumn

of 1973' The minister further announced that a consulting body, the Canadian Consultative

Council on Multiculturalism (CCCM) would be formed. The formation of such a committee

had been called for by ethnic leaders and academics since the creation ofthe multiculruralism

directorate (Hawkins, 1988, l6).

The CCCM turned out to be a large body designed to be representative of all regions

in Canada: it consisted of 101 members ftom 47 ethnic communities. Its ad.ministrative

structure was complex with an elaborate strucfure of presidents and vice presidents, but no
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power (I{awkins, 1988, l6). Critics of the CCCM argued that it was too big a council to offer

focused criticisn¡ and that because its members \¡/ere appointed by government patronage, it

would be unlikely to criticize the policy (Debates, 17 May 1973,3g64). Their fears might

have been well founded Reflecting on the by then defunct CCCM in 19gg, Stasiulis wrote:

as a past member of the CCCM acknowledged, the major criterion for
appointnent to this body has been political partisanship rather than awareness
of issues and concerns of ethnoCultural communities or involvement in
community and race relations... It [the CCCM] is seen as a poor mechanism
for liaison between govemment and ethnic gtoupr and appeårs to have had a
negligible impact on the direction of the poliry and proþamming (99).

To this may be added Freda Hawkins's criticism: "[the] Liberal govemment was primarily

concerned with political support. what they really wanted from this council was an entry into

101 ethnic communities... They did not really want consultation,,(l9gg, 16)

In July 1974, amajority Liberal government was retumed to Ottawa. In choosing his

Cabinet, Trudeau overlooked Haidasz and assigned responsibility for multicultu¡alism to John

Munro, who also held the l¿bour portfolio. while there was some speculation that Haidasz

and the Prime Minister had had a falling out, the former Minister of State denies it. Haidasz

explains that both he and Trudeau agreed that the Liberal parly would best be served by his

appointment to the Senate (Personal Interview, 1995). The appointment did not happen,

however, until 1978, when the government allegedly wanted Flaidasz to yield hts nding ghe

Globe and Mail' 24 March 1978, 1). The appointment of Munro was criticized by some

ethnic leaders on two counts. First, the assignment of multiculturalism to a Minister who held

another position too was considered a reduction of its importance. Second, some believed that

the replacing of someone ofPolish descent, with someone of Scottish descent, was a slight

(Bumet, 1978,110). Munro was not, however, without supporters. Jutius Koteles, chairman
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of the CCCM called him "an exceptionally strong minister, fully committed to

multiculturalism", and contended that Munro's own ethnicity would help to ..dissipate 
the

common notion that multiculturalism is a program for ethnic minorities rather than all

Canadians" (The Globe and Mail,9 Novembe r 1974, I).

The first report of the cccM was released in November 1975. Its sfiongest assertion

was that multiculturalism had to incorporate multilingualism. To this end, the council

recommended that the federal govemment ought to become as actively involved in promoting

and financing the learning of other minority languages as it was in the teaching of French.

Additionally, the report argued that more should be done to promote multiculturalism as a

policy for all canadians - not just minorities. Among the suggested ways of communicating

this message were recommendations to reconstitute the cccM so that a third of its members

represented British, a third French and a third other ethnic Canadians, and to eliminate the

Minister of state for Multiculturalism and instead establish a Department of culture and

Citizenship with its own full minister.

Beginning in the summer of l975,and concluding that autumn, Munro directed the

first major policy review of multiculturalism, and then tried to take the policy in a strikingly

different direction. In place of the old emphasis on cultural retention, he proposed a new

emphasis on group understanding and combatting discrimination. The learning of languages

other than French and English was not identified as a priority; in response to questions on the

subject, Munro stated: "We just don't see ourselves in the educational arena...,, He added

that budget constraints precluded extensive sponsorship of heritage language programs; the

new direction would require a reallocation of funds but Mun¡o did not anticipate a need for
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more money' The fact that heritage language progr¿Lms were not broadened and that cultural

retention was de-emphasized, however, may also have been the result of pressure from

Québec' Stanley Haidasz identifies the main re¿¡son for the policy review as criticism from one

of Trudeau's cabinet Ministers from Québec who had expressed her concern about

bilingualism and Québec's unique status being threatened (personal lnterview 1995). Much

of the cost for the new direction would be carried by other deparfments, like Justice, which

would be expected to set aside some of their budgets for fighting discrimination. Other

priorities identified were building national unity and downsizing the CCCM (rhe Gtobe and

Mail, November 197 5, lg2).

In great measure' the reorientation reflected changes in Canadian demography that

were being brought on by liberalized immigration policy, including the admission of
increasing numbers from Asia and the caribbean, or the so-called "visible minorities,,. Munro

refened to these groups as the "realminorities of this country... [who] must be helped to get

their message across and aided in their attempts to protect themselves from discrimination at

the hands of other groups" (The Gtobe and Mair,27 Novemb er 1975,2).

Munro's new course was not well received by the opposition in parliament or by the

established ethnic groups. Julius Koteles called the new direction incompatible with the

original policy and accused Munro of abandoning his portfolio (Ttte Gtobe and Mail,27

November 1975,1). In the House of commons, the Prime Minister, in Mun¡o,s absence,

was asked to explain why the policy statement had not been consistent with the

recommendations ofthe cccM. He responded: "The govemment is very much commifted

still to its policy on multiculturalism. That does not mean that we do everything the
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multicultural committee recommends although we put considerable importance on the weight

of its recorrmendations" (Debates,26 November 1975,9530). Two days rater, Munro

asserted that the teaching of third languages had always been a part of the policy and would

continue to be' He maintained the new emphasis, however, in salng that heritage language

gants would be made "on the assumption and hope that it will be an instrument in itself to

combat discrimin¿tion and to attain understanding between ethno-cultural groups as well as

to assist all canadians in appreciating the contribution these cultural groups make to canada,,

(Debates, 28 Novemb er 197 5, 9542).

A final aspect of Mun¡o's plan for change, and one that drew much less attention was

the establishment of an Interdepartmental coordinating structure for implementing

multiculturalism across agencies and departments. The new structure was to include an

appointedpositron within the Pnly Council office to assist in coordination and rn future policy

development (Jaworsþ, lg7g, 1 16; Schiffer_Graham, 19g9, 107).

John Munro's reconstruction of multiculturalism was not realized. Though Cabinet

approval was in place by 1976, opposition to the shift away from cultural retention remained

sfong' At its second annual conference in February 1976 theCCCM condemned Munro,s

plans' In addition' John Jaworsþ relates that there was resistance within the privy council

office' officials there felt that the policy expansion \¡/as too broad and argued for a

continued focus on "cultural" issues. In the end, the only change was an increase in the

amount of money that was allocated to non-ofücial language learning. In order not to offend

Francophones, however, the expenditures were identified as being for..cultural enrichment,,,

not language learning (Schiffer-Graham, 19g9, 113).
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The next minister of state for multiculturalism was Manitoban Joseph Guay (St.

Boniface)' Guay was appointed in April 1977 andit was assumed that he attained a position

because the only other Liberal M.P. from Manitoba, James Richardson, had resigned from

cabinet (The Globe and Mail,16 May 1979,4;24Marchl978, 1). The appoinfinent seemed

to catch even Guay himself off guard. He very quickly demonstrated a lack of knowledge

about the policy and Mr. Munro's plans to change it. During question period he proved

unable to answer queries spontaneously and was heckled for relying on prepared statements

(The Globe and Mail,l6 May 1977,4).

During his short tenure, Guay made little impression on the policy or media. In July

1977 ' he stated that a good start had been made on multicultural programs but that more

money was needed and that he was determined to secure it. since the pafi euébécois had

risen to power in Novemb er 1976, national unity was a hlgh priority for the federal

govemment' Guay emphasized that Canada's minority ethnic communities consisted of
"damn good canadians [who] want to keep canada united for thernselves, their children and

their children's children". lnterestingly, and in continuing defiance of the CCCM, Guay also

asserted that the people that he had met throughout canada wanted to see bilingualism work

because "if it does not work" multiculturalism will fail" (Winnipeg Free press, 14 July 1977,

3e)

Joseph Guay's time as Minister of State came to an end, only six months after it began.

on 16 September 1977, hewas succeeded by Norman cafik (pickering). cafik had been a

Member of Parliament for nine years and had never before held a cabinet post. His

appoinûnent, like that of Guay, was largely made possible by the departure from cabinet of
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another member from his province. In Cafik's case, it was Finance Minister Donald

Macdonald' unlike Guay, however, he did not suffer accusations of incompetence or

continual reminders of his good fortune. lnstead, he was identified as having been ..on the

short list" for a Cabinet position for a long time (The Globe and Mail,l7 Septemb er 1977,

4)' The new Minister of State, the son of a Ukrainian-Polish father and a Scottish-Irish

mother, had no immediate statement on the policy of multiculturalism or the vision that he had

for it.

Cafik's first major public statement was made at the twelfth Ukrainian Canadian

Congress in winnipeg on 8 october 1977. Heexpressed his belief that his department had

an important role to play not only domestically but internationally and was particularly

adamant about violations of human rights in the Soviet Union. with respect to canada, he

said that the debate over national unity was for all Canadians, not just the French and Englistq

and that more people from diverse ethnic backgrounds should be appointed to the boards of

national corporations like Air Canada and to national institutions like the judi ciary (l4tinnipeg

Free Press, 11 October 1977,4I).

In March 1978, as the end ofthe Liberal govemment's mandate was nearing, attention

was lavished on multiculturalism. Cafik was sent by the Prime Minister to represent Canada

at the Belgrade Conference on security and Cooperation in Europe. on his return, he

addressed an assembly in winnipeg, noting that "for the first time a Minister of

Multiculturalism was chosen to represent Canada on an international mission',. The truth,

howeveç may have been somewhat more complex. Canada's Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Don JamiesorL had not attended the Belgrade Conference because the governments involved
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had agreed that Foreign Affairs Ministers would not be signatories to the conference,s final

statement and Canada's sending a Minister even caused some concern ¿rmong the others in

attendance, by appearing to lend undue substance to the proceedings. Cafik,s presence at the

Belgrade Conference enabled him to claim at speeches all across Canada that the Trudeau

government was very serious about multiculturalism. The fact that another election was

looming, however, did not go unnoticed by observers, and one editor judged the whole

exercise to be questionable: "Mr. Cafik will probably do a lot of good for the prime Minister

and the Liberal Party by speaking at multicultural gatherings across the land. But it is highly

questionable if this is synonymous with doing what is best for the country', (14/innipeg Free

Press, 16 March 1978, 4l).

on2l March 1978,Cafikan¡ounced to the Commons that the Liberal government

had "new and expanded programs in the Directorate of Multiculturalism',. He explained that

multiculturalism had two dimensions, one vertical and one horizontal:

The vertical dimension is designed to encourage and support cultural pluralism
among the ethnocultural groups, while the impact of t¡e hor¿ontal dimension
is to ensure that multiculturalism and its objeótives are taken into account by
govemment at all revers (Debates,2r March rg7g,3g7g).

with respect to the vertical dimension, Cafik an¡ounced that $50 million, over five years,

would be provided through the Directorate to "encourage equal opportunities for Canada,s

cultural groups to share their rich cultural taditions with ail Ca¡adians". The new emphasis

on multiculturalism would be "unity through human understanding". ln additioq another $2.5

million was to be made available in the 1g78-g year to support a wide range of activities

designed to promote "the multicultural reality". There would also be increased financial
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support for projects that would promote the integration of immigrants , aid, in group

development and assist the performing and visual arts, literary productions and canadian

ethnic studies. Finally, the TreasuryBoard would be making $2.4 million available annually

to the National Museum ofMan, the NationalFilm Board, the National LawLibrary, and the

Public Archives to undertake multicultural activities. cafik did not make any spending

announcements for the horizontal dimension, but said "the Directorate and I are concerned

about the problems of visible minorities, the human rights question, equal opportunities for

canadians of all backgrounds promoting the concept of canada's cultural pluralism among

all canadians and reinforcing canadian unity,' (Debates,2r March rg7g,3g7g).

In the ensuing debate, opposition members pointed out that the allocation of $50

million over fìve years was actually only a commitnent to $r0 million per year and therefore

an increase of only $2 million over the existing budget for multiculturalism of $g million. In

addition' the connection between an increase in money for murticulturalism and the impending

election call was made by Progressive conservatives and New Democrats alike (Debates,2l

March 1978'3979f'f ) some members, notablyLincoln Alexander (Flamilton-west) accused

the government of making only symbolic gestures. ln response to Alexander,s insistence that

the Immigration Act should have been amended to include reference to multiculturalism, cafik
made reference to the possibility ofincluding multicultu¡alism in a new canadian constitution.

cafik repeated this promise on 2 February 1979, when he made a commitment to ensh¡ine

multiculturalism in the Constit ution (D e b at e s, 2g37).

Ifit is true that the Liberal govemment's renewed attention to multicultural policy was

an electioneering tactic, then the effort must be deemed a failure. on 4 June 1979, Joeclark
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led the Progressive Conservatives to a minority election victory. prime Minister clark then

appointed Steve Paproski (Edmonton-North) as Minister of State for Multiculturalism.

Paproski also herd responsibility for fitness and amateur sport.

Given the fact that for years in opposition, and especially during cafik,s tenure, the

conservatives had condemned Liberal multicultural initiatives as symbolic posturing, it was

perhaps to be expected that a more substantive approach to the policy would now prevail

(Schiffer-Graham, 1989, 142). rnhis first major statement, made to a forum in vancouver

in october L979'Paproski signalled a tum toward "multiculturalism as a social program',. The

newMinister of State described the policy's future as "an exercise in power sharing to help

non-Englislr' non-French-origin canadians [to] participate effectively in the political system,,

(Vancouver Sun,22 October lg7g, A5).

The change in orientation was not as dramatic, however, as it might have seemed.

Indeed' it was not as ambitious as the failed attempt by John Mun¡o in l975and was in

keeping with Cafik's conception ofa "horizontal dimension" ofmulticultwalism. It must also

be noted that while Munro's proposed re-orientation was attempted just as the complexion of
Canada's population was beginning to change, Paproski's proposal was articulated at a time

when awareness ofvisible minority concerïrs was high. hr additio4 Schiffer-Graham suggests

that the tabling of the Pepin Robarts Task Force on Canadian unityin January 1979 may

have helped to direct P.c. multicultural policy. The report included among its findings

statements on the need for govemment to address issues of racial and ethnic discrimination

(1989,142).
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Despite his avowed intentions, Paproski failed to see his agenda fulfilled. on 13

December 1979'the clark govemment lost a budget confidence vote and called a general

election' That contest, held on 3 March 1980, was won by piene Trudeau,s Liberal parry.

ln assessing the loss, writer and television produce r Larry Zolf focused on clark,s failure to

secure ethnic votes. Two incidents were emphasized by zolf. First, Clark had stuck with

candidate Roger Delorme n a 1977 Québec by-election even though Delorme had publicly

claimed that only one million Jews had been killed by the Third Reich and that the Diary of
Anne Frank was a forgery: "Clark remained ingenuously insensitive to both Delorme,s anti-

Semitism and the Jewish howls of oufage about it... clark blew his credibility both in euébec

and with the Canadian Jewish community". Second, after promising to move the canadian

embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem (perhaps to make up for the Delorme affair), Clark

reneged when controversy began to swirl: "Clark's abandonment of his Jerusalem promise

made him an Indian-giver to the Jews and a four feather chief to Canadian gentiles. once

again in the politics of race, Clark finished in last place" (Monneal Gazette,g June lggl,7).

To Zolf s analysis may be added the fact that the Conservative government cut spending on

advertisements in the ethnic press (The Globe and Mail,2r Novemb er 1979,9).

Steven Paproski's successor as Minister of State for Multiculturalism was James

Fleming (York-West), a former broadcast journalist. Fleming had other responsibilities as

well' He served on the influential Priorities and Planning Commiffee of Cabinet. This meant

that he was in a better position than any of his predecessors to expand the influence of
multiculturalism (Stasiulis, 1988, 95). In addition, Fleming was made chair of a Cabinet

committee on communications. This job was especially important because it made him
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responsible for drafting legislation in response to the Kent Royal commission on Newspapers.

It was this role that Fleming says was considered by Prime Minister Trudeau to be his real job

(Schiffer-Graham, l9gg, I 44).

Though some ofhis forebears had charted courses toward a race relations and anti-

discrimination orientation for the multiculturalism Directorate, it was Fleming who charged

toward it' Early in his term, he appeared before a student conference and criticized the

complacency of past governments and ministers. He said that no government had yet shown

a real commitment to multiculturalism and that "while the federal Multiculturalism Directorate

has been pursuing the goal of a pluralistic community, the rest of government has continued

working toward a homogenous society..." The minister added that his thirty-seven staff

members could not change canada alone; the effort would require support from every

minister, department and agencyof government, (Montréal Gazette,6May 19g0,35).

In addition to his aggressive stance on race relations, Fleming pioneered two other

aspects ofmulticulturalism, both of which would later come to be stongly associated with the

Progressive conservative administration ofBrian Mulroney. First, Fleming emphasized that

multiculturalism was not just a policy for the "other ethnics", but a vision to be embraced for

the benefit ofall canadians. second, he argued that mutticulturalism had the potential to drive

the economy' He made his position clear in a speech to the fourth canadian conference on

Multiculturalism in october 1982. with respect to the universal appeal ofthe policy, Fleming

said: "It is for every person concemed with canadian unity and stability. It is for all academics

concerned with culture and truth. For all of you in the labour movement concemed with

equality' All of you in the media dependent for your subject matter on difference. For
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He
everyone dedicated to business growth" (Halifax Chronicle-Herald,21October lggl,7).

added that multiculturalism courd be the key to canadian identity:

Ifwe go on supporting and süengthening our multicultural policy, the time will
come when the question 'What's a Canad.ian?' will answeritseli A Canøian
will be someone who, in a rancorous world, is tolerant: an individual, secure
within' who isn't afraid of difference in others, who can draw on thá past if
need be while looking to the future (Halifax Chronicle-Herald,29 Oåtober
1981,7).

Fleming devoted a large part of his speech to the issue of multiculturalism and

business. He argued that in the global market, Canada's diverse population could be the

source of great economic success. "Treating those who seem different as equals,,'he asserted,

"is good business as well as good ethics". The Minister of State explained his economic

philosophy thus:

The cultural tentacles of our ethnic goups can reach into the world,s
knowledge centres, keeping tabs on nã* àircoueries and innovations, a
communications network that could funnel commercial intelligence into
Canadian companies from every centre on earth.
... how much business we get abroad will depend in part on our country,s
image. A sÍong multicultural image of equaliþ, tolerance and fairness wll
raise the country's stature and create receptive attifudes (Haltfax Chronicle-
Herald, 28 October lgïl, 7).

Another element ofFleming's presentation to the Conference on Multiculturalism, and

one that he would repeat often, was his contention that the Canadian media were failing to

reflect the diversity of the nation's population. Particularly guilty, he said, were advertisers:

".--visible minorities are seldom seen in TV commercials. They're seldom among the models

appearing in Canadian catalogues and magazines. The ads in the media are telling us: ..this

is a white society' and the only way to live is the WASP way". He called the media picture
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"a distortion of reality that supports discriminat ion" (Halifax cfuonicle-Herald,2g october

t981,7).

Fleming also told his audience that the Multiculturalism Directorate was working

toward improving race relations. He cited the announcement in June lggl of a $1.5 million

information program to combat racism and announced that a national conference on race

relations and the law would be held early in 1982. Finally, he identified his role in persuading

the government to include a provision for multiculhralism in the draft copy of the proposed

charter ofRights and Freedoms. He called the latter initiative "Just a single sentence, but a

milestone for multiculturalism',.

on 10 November 1981, Fleming announced that a race relations unit with a staff of
ten would be established within the Multiculturalism secretariat. In addition, a Gallup-

omnibus survey on race and attitudes had been commissioned (The Globe and Mail,10

November 1981)' one day later in winnipeg, Fleming spoke before a national conference on

education and multiculturalism' where he reiterated his concem for the accurate portrayal of
canadian diversity in the media and expanded his condemnation to include the news media,

which he said were failing to dig out the root causes of racial incidents. He also expressed a

desire to see more established ethnic goups provide leadership and guide weaker groups in

becoming involved in inter-cultural activities. He further stated that immigrant women in

parficular needed to be assisted in entering the Canadian mainstream (I4tinnipeg Free press,

12 November 1981, 13).

Throughout his tenure as Minister of state forMultrculturalism, Fleming kept up his

attackon the news and advertising media. He hypothesized that while most media people are
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"relatively unbiased", discrimination is "built in" to the media structwe. In domestic and

international coverage, he claimd there is a preponderance ofstories on confrontations, cris€s

and crimes or civil wars, revolutions and coups. These stories suggest that non-whites are

violent and volatile "which could heighten the latent racism in our society,, (The Globe and

Mail' l0 November 1981, 5). An aspect of this distortion that particularly disturbed Fleming

was the failwe of children's programming to reflect cultural diversity (Montrëal Gazette,5

July 1983, B1). Despite his convictions, however, Fleming was not willing to consider urgrng

his govemment to force change. His strongest statement on this subject was that since the

media relied on public airwaves and were aflecting public perceptions, the government should

be able to impose rules; the minister stopped well short, however, of advocating censorship

(lïtinnipeg Free Press,23 November 19gl).

In october 1982, the federal government pledged to make its own advertising more

representative of Canada's diversity. To this end, Fleming introduced a set of advertising

guidelines to Parliament. These called for "a more balanced picture of Canadians of all races

in such things as posters, advertisements, films, text books and recruitment material,,. A

concurrent survey, suggested that only 9o/o of persons appearing in canadian

advertisements, were visible minorities the Globe and Mail,30 October 19g2, l3).

Section 27 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms
lnl982,the profile of multiculturalism was greatly elevated by its enshrinement in the

Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Section 27 reads. "this Charter shall be interpreted in a

manner consistent with the preservation and enhancement of the multicultwal heritage of
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Canadians'" This section has been heralded as a strong statement of support for

multiculturalism and condem¡ed for being a grand symbolic gesture, void of substance.

Recognizingmulticulturalism was not ahigh priority in the design ofthe Charter. The

first drafr of the 1982 constitution Act, tabled as a Resolutionþr a Joint Address to the

Queen to Patriate the constitution,on 6 october 1980 contained no mention of the idea or

policy of multiculturalism. It did, however, contain a guìrantee against the erosion of existing

non-ofücial language rights. It also included section 15, which prohibits discrimination on the

grounds of race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, age or sex. In early october, a

special Joint committee on the constitution was established and began holding hearings.

More than one hundred witnesses appeared and nearly one-quarter of them called for

recognition ofmulticulturalism. on 12 January 1981, Justice MinisterJean Chrétien appeared

before the Joint committee and announced that section 27 would be a part of the final draft,

which was tabled on 20 November lggl (swint on,1994,g2; Hudso ry 19g7,73; Kallen,

1987, 127).

section 27 is an interpretive clause. That is, it confers no positive rights. For this

reasorL some observers "found it impossible to visualize what a court could grant pursuant to

section 27 alone" (Pash 1994,126). Peter Hogg, for example, said of the clause: ..It is likely

that the multiculn¡ral heritage of ca¡adians will rarely be relevant to the interpretation of the

charter, so that section 27 may prove to be more of a rhetorical flourish than an operative

provision" (Swinton, 1994, g7).

Some commentators, Alan Cairns and Walter Tamopolsþ among them, have argued

that the presence of section 27 inthecharter is highly valuable for its symbolic worth: ..the
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entrenchment of section2T nthe Charter... provides for constitutional status of the concept

ofmulticultu¡alism whicb prior to the Charter, had only been proclaimed govemment policy,,

(1983,272).

The significance of sectíon27 will be determined by the manner in which it is applied

by the court. If "Canada's multicultural heritage" is defined in purely symbolic terms, then the

effect of this section is not likely to be dramatic. If, however, the clause is considered a

guarantee of group rights and structural plwalism , then its impact on Canadian society could

be profound (Magnet, lgï7, 149).

James Fleming's most difTìcult time in Parliament happened in November 19g2. Early

in that month the Liberal opposition in Québec's National Assembly revealed that René

Lévesque's Parti Québécois government had been keeping a list of ethnic leaders and groups.

The list identified some 750 leaders and 250 organizations and included references to

"religious beliefs, allegiance to federalism or independence for euébec, family relationships

and in a few cases, alleged past criminal records". In response to a planted question from

another Liberal member, Fleming told the house on 2 November that the federal government

kept no such book. He added that the keeping of ethnic lists was repugnant and a form of

íntimidation(Montréal Gazette,3 November 1982,46). latea Fleming was obliged, by p.C.

member Perrin Beatfy, to acknowledge that the federal government did have a so-called black

book titled A Revised Handbook of Selected Ethnic organizations in Canadawhich was

issued in 1974. The purpose of the book was to provide information to government offrcials

who might be invited to ethnip functions or asked to lend support to ethnic activities: .to help
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them assess the implications of whatever course of action they choose to take,,. Fleming

emphasized that not only was the list out of date but that untike the euébec document, it did

not single out any individuals. In addition, he ordered that the 52 copies in circulation be

desüoyed (Montréal Gazette,16 Novemb er 1982, Al, A2). In the following days Fleming

garned respite from the Conservative attack (which was led by Beatty) by revealing that the

Liberal book was an update of an origrnal list compiled by the Diefenbaker adminisfation and

that the Clark govemment had been a\¡/are of it (l4tinnipeg Free press,l7 Novemb er 19g2,

4)' Afinal revelation was made by solicitor-General Robert Kaplan, who admitted that the

handbook had been used by the R.G.M.P. in security clearances and citizenship and

immigration cases; he added that since it was freely available, he could not estimate how

often it had been used (The Grobe and Mair, 1 g November t 9g2, 1 ).

on 14 May 1983, Fleming announced to the triennial plenary of the Canadian Jewish

congress that the federal govemment would soon announce a major inquiry into race

relations, perhaps even a Royal commissio n (Montréal Gazette, 14 May lgg2, 
^2). 

on 25

May the formation of a committee was announced. The Race Relations committee was to

have a budget of from $500,000 to $750,000 and would consist of four Liberal

backbenchers, two former Ministers from the P.c. parfy and one New Democrat. In

explaining the need for such an inquiry, Fleming asserted that an increase in racial conflict

across canada had created an "urgent need" for action:

The time is long past when we can sit back and be comfortable with the
thought that these incidents are aberrations, that they arejust a concern forothers. Parliamentarians, as the representatives of all Canadians, *ust
acknowledge that we have wounds, and look for ways to heal those wounds
(Montréal Gazette, 26 May I 9g3, B3).
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The announcement ofFleming's race relations committee was not universally praised. Donald

Duttoq who had coordinated the earlier study ofracial attitudes in eleven cities told The Gtobe

and Mail that enough investigation had been done. He argued that the committee budget

could be beuer spent on "educational programs, self-help programs run by minority groups

or afÏirmative action programs that would help minorities find better jobs', (30 May 19g3,

Iez). In addition, the head of the Toronto Urban Alliance on Race Relations, a Doctor

Wilson, cautiously supported the investigation but suggested that the approaching deadline for

a general election might be the impetus behind its establishm ent (Toronro 5tur,23 July 19g3,

A7).

In what would be his final interview as Minister of State, Fleming expressed some

frustration about the work of his secretariat. Perhaps speaking of the conflict between the

older, established white ethnic communities and the newer visible minorities, he said: ..It has

always intrigued me that even when you get people to accept the idea of promoting

multiculturalism - and that's not easy - some don't realizæthat it includes visible minority

cultures". He also hypothesized that Canadians were not adequately prepared to deal with the

increasingly non-white identity ofimmigrants. 'Maybe we haven't done ourjob well enough,,,

he said, "Our immigration rate is now more than S)%ovisible, I don,t think that we have

prepared the country for that, and we can't just sit around and take ourselves for granted,,

(Toronto Star,23 July 1983, A7).

On 12 August 1983, with his government trailing in popular opinion polls, piene

Trudeau shuffled his Cabinet. InlgTg,when the Progressive Conservatives won the federal

election, the Liberal Party lost six Cabinet members from Toronto and won only eleven of the
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twenty-nine ridings in the ethnic metropolis. Perhaps in an attempt to avoid a recurrence,

Trudeau appointed three new Ministers from Toronto. one of these was David Collenette

(York-East), the new Minister of state for Multiculturalism.

Fleming's dismissal from Cabinet was something ofa surprise. Speculation about why

he was removed centred on either his role as chief respondent to the Kent commission on

Newspapers or his allegedly having "lost touch with the ethnic power blocs,,. In the former

capacity, Fleming had reportedly become unpopular with some newspaper owners, to the

government's possible embarrasment and disadvantage. In fact, not only was Fleming,s draft

legislation on the establishment of a national press council to hear complaints and the

formulation of limits on the scope of ownership abandoned but the whole enterprise was left

with an uncertain future (vancower sun, 13 August 19g3, A4; cargary Herard,r3 August

1983, A2)' with respect to his job as Minister of State for Multiculturalism, one possible

factor in Fleming's dismissal was the defeat of Trudeau's füend and principal Secretary, Jim

Coutts, in an August l98l Spadina (Toronto) by-election. Coutts had a long history wth the

Liberal Party, his first failure at seeking office was in 1962. rnthe intervening years coutts

had served as Prime Minister Pearson's executive assistant and had beguq with Senator Keith

Davey in 1972,to control Liberal election campaigns (Wearing, lggl,23g). In the Spadina

contest the Liberals had counted on the large ltalian-canadian population of the riding to

provide coutts with an easy entrance to Parliament. lnstead, the support failed to materialize

and Fleming was held accountabre(Toronto star,23Jury r9g3, A7; catgary Herard,25

August 1983, A5). In assessing the loss, Keith Davey has said: "ln the final analysis too many

Portuguese stayed home and too many Italians did not bother to vote. we lost by r76votes,
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less than one vote per poll" @avey, 1986, 281). Davey also reveals, however, that the prime

Minister had been unwilling to campaign with Coutts in Spadina. Given the strong ethnic

factor' Coutts's loss may have indicated to the Liberals that Fleming's race relations approach

to multiculturalísm was alienating traditional minority ethnic groups.

David Collenette, who is presently Minister of Defence in the Chrétien Cabinet, was

first elected in 1974. Collonette was a respected Liberal who had been appointed executive

director of the party in 1972 (Weanng, 1981, I 14). In appraising Collenette, Senator Keith

Davey called him "a seasoned pro who particularly understands the politics of Ontario',, with

"a solid organizational background" (1986,364). His appeal as Minister of State for

Multiculturalism was twofold: first, he was a representative from Toronto; second, he had

close ties to Toronto's Greek community. Shortly after his appointment, Colenette made

numeror¡s remarks to indicate he would not be as aggressive in the race relations arena as w¿rs

Fleming. On the establishment of the special committee on race relations, he said ..I don,t

think people should assume that because this committee has been established that, therefore,

it means that race relations in the country have deteriorated. I think we're basically doing a

goodjob in the country (but) there's more to be done" (Montréal Gazette,S September 19g3,

86). While the new Minister added that his Secretariat needed to ensure that diversity was

reflected in all of Canadian society, including the public service and the media, he was

unwilling to explain how this was to be accomplished.

Some of Colenette's work was to oversee the conclusion of projects that had been

initiated during Fleming's tenure. One of these was to make sure that increased govemment

advertising money was distributed to ethnic-minority publications. In August 19g3, prior to
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the Cabinet shuffle, the government approved a plan to spend a minimum of $2 million on

advertising. This sum was four times the 1983 allotment of $500,000, and no ceiling on

spending was set' The ads were to be placed by all departments and would range from

"announcements about Canada Savings Bonds to changes in employment and immigration

regulations"'" (Toronto Sun,12 September 1983, A3). Another such measure was the

downsizing and renaming ofthe canadian consultative council on Multiculturalism. on20

September, in response to a question from opposition critic Jack Murta, collenette confirmed

that the council would be reduced in size and henceforth would be known as the Canadian

Multiculturalism Council (De b at e s, 27 2gg).

While it may be argued that the attention that was paid to multiculturalism in the

summer and autumn of 1983 fit a pattern of pre-election hype, it is worth noting that the

Liberals refused to offer what was perhaps the most coveted promise to ethnic minority

communities' on 4 october, the Prime Minister told the House that his administration was

unwilling to create a full Ministry of Multiculturalism. In response to a question from New

Democrat Laverne Lewycþ, he suggested that such a step could..cause problems,,:

If we had a-full Ministry it would cause problems in the machinery ofgovernment, because obviously people who belong to multicultural grãups
come under different departments and they caribe served by difrerent
departments. There is a specific interest in multicutturalism which is best
discharged 

1n 
our view, by having a Minister of State for Mt¡lticultu¡alism

(Debares,27763).

In December, the Liberals did, however, make a weighty promise. ln its Throne

Speech, the govemment made a commitment to give statutory recognition to its policy of
multiculturalism(Debares, TDecember 1983, 5). It also promisedto stengthen anti-hate laws

and to relax the citizenship requirements for some immigrants to become citizens. collenette
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described the proposed act as a means ofprovid.ing a legrslative piruring to existing policies and

said that passage of the legislation would encourage a comprehensive debate on the policy

(Montréal Gazette,8 December 19g3, Bl).

The spectre ofFleming was omnipresent during Colenette's term. In December 19g4,

he appeared before the parliamentary committee that he had established in May, and urged

the govemment to introduce an aftirmative action program for its own agencies and pressure

the private sector into being more sensitive to visible minorities. He made it clear, however,

that he was not calling for forced hiring in the Civil Service and that the private sector could

be influenced to enact affirmative action measures through "moral persuasion,,. Fleming,s

position on affirmative action was a marked contrast to Colenette's refusal to take a firm public

stand on the issue' Another aspect of Fleming's presentation that is noteworthy was his

contention that a Ministry ofMulticulturalism was not necessary. Instead, he argued that the

Directorate should be infi¡sed with more money and that Ministers for Multiculturalism should

not be "rug-ranked so far down that nobody will listen or pay attention,, when Cabinet is

discussing policies that have a direct or indirect influence on ethnic groups (Halfa,r chronicle-

Herald,14 December 1983, 4).

on 28 March 1984, the report of the Special Committee on visible Minorities in

canad4 tttledEquality Now!,was tabled in the House of commons. The report add¡essed

the subjects ofsocial integation' employment, public policy, legal andjustice issues, the media

and education' It included eighty recommendations on increasing opportunities for persons

from visible minorities in Canada and on the need for reducing inter-racial tensions.
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The most contentious recommendations were contained in the report's employment

section' Recommendation number twelve called for a five year stratery to promote afürmative

action in the private sector. During that period, govemment was advised to encourage visible

minority hiring through subsidies and tax incentive programs as well as by compiling a labour

profile on visible minority goups to assist employers in implementing affirmative action. At

the conclusion of the five year voluntary program a mandatory affirmative action strategy was

recommended to be implemented if the government deemed its voluntary approach a failure.

In addition, the committee advised that federal contractors and sub-contractors should be

obliged to implement affirmative action programs (recommendation l4), and that govemment

youth employment programs should address the particularly high level of unemployment

among young persons from visible minority communities. It also recommended the creation

of a full Ministry of Multiculturalism, to simplify its administration:

Although a separate Minister is given responsibility for the multicultural
portfolio, in the present structure officiali of the Directorate must iefort
through the Secretary of State senior management hierarchy. The offåial
responsible... is therefore confîned to a low lèvel management position with
limited access to the Minister or senior officials, whileîhe n.pïÇ vinir,.r,
who reports directly to the Minister responsibie for Multicult*älism, also
reports directly to the Secretary of State. This results in the nearly *porriUr.
task of wearing two hats and reporting to two ministers (Equatity Noi!, lgg4,
s4).

In addrtion the report suggested a Standing Committee on Multiculturalism be esøblished, to

be consistent with the government's approach in the area of bilingualism @quality Now!,

1984,56).

In June 1984, the Multiculturalism Directorate's response to Equality Now! was

tabled; it was generally supportive but non-committial. It agreed to considering the creation
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of a standing committee, but ignored the issue of a Minisfiy, even though both the progressive

conservatives (Debates,g February lg84,l23g) and the New Democrats expressed support

for the idea (Debates,29 March 1984,2546). on 21 June 1984, a Multiculturalism Act (Bill

c-48) was introduced but died soon after, when the House was prorogued for a general

election.



CHAPTER THREE

THE PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATTVE YEARS

Throughout the 1984 election campaign, the Progressive Conservative party made a

concerted effort to attract the attention of non-English and non-French voters. The party, s

stategy was, for the most part, executed by their multiculturalism spokesman, Jack Murta.

Iænding weight to the cause and in contrast to Trudeau, was party leader, Brian Mulroney,

who was a vocal supporter of multiculturalism.

on 2 June 1984, Murta hosted a P.C. sponsored day-long conference on

multicultu¡alism. Held in Toronto, the event was the first of its krnd for the parfy. Closing

the conference, and speaking before 2,000 people, Mulroney asserted that multiculturalism

was as significant as bilingualism or biculturalism. He proffered that "multicultural diversity

is an absolutely indispensable part of our national identity; to reject it is to reject the essence

of our society" (The Globe and Mail,4 June 1984,3). Mulroney chose the conference as an

occasion to announce the party's five point multiculturalism program. It entailed: 1) the need

for more hiring and upward mobility of racial and cultural groups in the public service; 2) the

elimination ofheight and weightrestrictionsthat systemicallydiscriminate against many ethnic

groups as well as an end to penalties for work absences for religious reasons; 3) the need for

government to offer services in non-ofTicial languages in communities where numbers

warrant; 4) an increase in funding to official language training and heritage language and

cultural retention studies; and 5) a pledge to fight racism wherever it is found (The Globe and

78
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Mail,4 June 1984,3). These five objectives, Mulroney said, would transform canada into

a "genuine multicultural', society.

Mulroney's speech only broke the surface of the very deep progressive Conservative

policy on multiculturalism. In fact, the party's position, which rested on ten principles,

contained forty-six promises covering the areas of education, cultural retention and sharing,

race relations, participation and equal oppornrnity, tade and small business, immigration and

settlement, and the media. The basics of the P.c. attitude toward multicultu¡alism were

contained in the preamble to the policy statement:

In implementing their policies, the Liberals have tended to dwell primarily onfolklore and the more esoteric aspects of heritage, failing to'.ng.nJ., u
genuine understanding and appreciation of the concãpt within-comm,irrity *a
govemment'... The Progressive Conservative Partyof Canada believei that
multiculturalism is part of what it means to be Ca¡adian and that the peacefut
co-existence of people of diverse races and cultures, bounded by Ëommon
citizenship, forsters (sic) not onty social cohesion and national unityîut creates
the basis for the eradication of prejudice and bigotry (The Þrogressive
conservative parfy poricy on Murticurturalism r9s¿)

Among the most noteworthy promises contained in the policy statement were a pledge to

create "an appropriate ministerial base", a commitment to federal-provincial co-operation; and

an afïirmation of multiculturalism as a policy for all canadians.

ln September, Progressive Conservatives won the general election by a landslide.

There is no way of definitely knowing the impact of their multiculturalism policy but some

general indicators are available. In meto Toronto, where many recent immigrants had settled

and a traditional Liberal stronghold, the P.C.s won l9 of 29 seats , and of 4gprairie ridings,

39 were captured by the Conservatives.
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The newgovemment's Minister of State for multiculturalism was JackMurta (Lisgar).

His priority was to "mainstream" multiculturalism; he argued that the Liberals had emphasized

the maintenance of ethnic identities at the expense of inter-culfu¡al relatio ns (vancower sun,

2I January 1985,410). Main-streaming, according to Murt4 meant that..multicultu¡alism

must cease to be an oddity, something that is simply tolerated. It must be seen as part of what

it means to be a canad¡¿1.. an integral part ofthe fabric ofthis country', (vancouver sun,2l

January 1985, Al0).

The new Minister of State called his approach to the policy ..substantive

multiculturalism". He announced that a federal-provincial conference would be held in

winnipeg from 13-15 May 1984. ln addition, he promised more consultation between ethnic

leaders and his department, and also coined the maxim: "Multiculturalism is good for

business" (vancower Sun,2lJanuary 1985,410). with this momentum, in January 19g5,

the Directorate of Multiculhralism within the Secretary of state Deparhnent was upgraded

to the status of a sector. It was headed by Douglas Bowie who had formerly been Assistant

Under Secretary of State for Citizenship. Murta called Bowie a senior and experienced public

servant and described the benefit of his appointment thus:

It is vitally important that the views of Canada's ethnocultural communities be
effectively represented. with senior professional back up and u ,tr*g.,
organization I can do my job better. I Can be a stronger advocate within thegovernment, and we can work more eflectively wit[ the provinces unã tn.private sector. I am confident that this will to.* a nã* beginning for
multiculturalism (Cultures Canada,5 no 6, 3).

Murta's federal-provincial conference was well-publicized, but it did not receive

unanimous praise from ethnic organizations. ln the rveeks preceding the meeting, it was

revealed that the first ministers would meet in camera, privately and without prior consultation.
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Ethnic leaders were supportive ofthe conference but suspicious of what they alleged was its

secretive and private nafure. In defence, Murt¿ argued that "This conference is no different

from any other conference. If you have the health ministers meeting, they don,t have the

doctors" (lltinnipeg Free press, 14 May l9g5,g).

The conference was to have three goals, first "to inaugurate consultation at the highest

government levels"; second, "to identify areas of common interest"; and third, ..to 
set up a

process for follow up activities" (lI/innipeg Free Press,l2May 19g5, g). The conference did

not yield any concrete plans for federal-provincial cooperation or a schedule for reconvening.

commenting on the unlikelihood of the meeting yielding anything more than generalities and

clichés, Navin Pareþ president ofthe National Ethnocultural council, said..... if he just has

a meeting like this, icebreaking and the second time they try to break something else, it,s going

to be a long time before anything is going to be done" (Il'innipeg Free press, 12 y,ay 19g5 ,

9)' The skepticism of the convention's critics seems to have been well founded, another

meeting was never held.

while no definite plans emerged from the two day summit, some curiosities

surrounded it' Trouble began for Murta on 8 May, with a Toronto,Srar newspaper column,

wherein the minister was quoted as saying that ethnic minorities should consider themselves

first and foremost canadians and that the govemment would not tolerate the tansplanting by

new canadia¡s of the rivalries or grievances from their countries of origin. Six days later, at

the winnipeg conference, Murtia seemed to say that dualism took precedence over

multiculturalism: "If canada can't build on that (bilingualism and biculturalism), then the

country will be lesser for it" (The Gtobe and Mair, 14 May r9g5, Al0). rn the same
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interview, the Minister made the cryptic and somewhat contentious statement (particularly for

First Nations) "this country is multicultural, we are all from someplace else',.

By far the most explosive comment that Murta made happened at the closing press

conference of the winnipeg meeting. when asked if the meeting had addressed the issue of

racism, Mr. Murta replied that although the fight against racism concerned him and the

deparftnent, "it really falls outside our jurisdiction" (The Globe and Mail,l5 May 19g5, 3).

Murta offered that combatting racism was the job of the Attorney General and that his own

was to "sensitize Canadians against racial intolerance" (The Globe and Mail,l5 May 19g5,

3).

Murta's comments drew some attention, most notably in the House of Commons. on

16 May, Liberal multiculturalism critic Sergio Marchi asked the minister to explain his

comments' In responding, Mr. Murtra gave an explanation that was distinctly different from

what he had said two days earlier:

I and the multicultural deparbnent have a major responsibility for the area of
race relations in Canada. If you take the u.ry nu.ro* definiiion, in terms of
legislation it falls in our area. We have a major thrust in terms of fighting
racism at every level of society (commons Dõbares, 16 May I9g5,4g2l).

In early August 1985, rumours of changes in multiculturalism began to circulate. It

was widely reported that Prime Minister Mutroney was considering the establishment of a full

Deparfrnent ofMulticulturalism. Though the idea had been pioneered by Murta during the

1984 election campaign, he would not become its first minister (llrinnipeg Free press,l0

August 1985,4). The newministry would have handled immigration, multiculturalism and

citlzenship affairs. The plan to create it entailed the division ofEmployment and Immigration

Canada into two different departrnents. The multiculturalism and citizenship sectors of the
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deparlment of the Secretary of State would then be transferred to the new immigration

department. The rationale for these changes was two fold. First, the division ofEmployment

and Immigration would conceivably take a load offits minister, Flora lvfacDonald, and allow

her to concentrate more effort on the Conservative election promise of job creation.

Likewise, the department of the Secretary of State would be able to concentrate on..such

things as the status ofwomer¡ ofücial languages and post-secondary education,' (Toronto star,

9 August 1985, A1). The second reason for the creation of a multiculturalism ministry was

that it was seen as a means by which the ethnic bloc vote could be sustained. The initiative

was most emphatically supported by MPs from ethnically diverse ridings in Toronto. These

members are also alleged to have wanted to see Murta replaced as the minister responsible for

multiculturalism.

The major criticism ofMurta was that he had kept too low a profile. In addition, some

observers were critical of the amount of time that it was taking his department to reach a

settlement with Japanese who had been displaced and had their property seized during the

second World War. Finally, Murta had fallen out of favour with some ethnic associations.

Referring to his comments in May, the Toronto Star reported that "Murta angered many

immigrants when he said in an interview ttrat his government expects ethnic communities to

be 'Canadians first and foremost', which they felt suggested they were not already patriotic

citizens" (9 August 1985, Al l).

on 20 August 1985, Mulroney shuffled his cabinet, Jack Murta, who had only recently

established a standing committee to review multiculturalism, was transferred from

multiculhralism to tourism. The newMinister of State forMulticulturalism was Otto Jelinek
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and the proposed 'super ministry' for immigration, multiculturalism and citizenship did not

materialize. Commenting on his tenure, Murta said that his greatest disappointnent was failing

to finalize compensation for Japanese Canadians. On the whole, though, he was positive

about his experience, he cited the federal-provincial conference and the creation of a

parliamentary standing committee as the most significant of his deeds.

Jelinek's first months servingasMinisterofstate forMulticulturalism were unevenfful.

He perhaps kept a low profile because in addition to serving as multiculturalism minister, he

held responsibility for fitness and amateur sport. ln his initial public statements, Jelinek carried

on in the main-streaming vein of Jack Murta. He praised the accomplishments of his

predecessor and declared that "multiculturalism is a key feature of what it means to be

canadian - for all canadians" (cultures canada,S no r3, r9g5).

In March 1986, the public learned that Jelinek's relative silence did not indicate a lack

of interest or involvement in the multiculturalism sector. on 6 March, he announced that he

had been devising a "totally new multiculturalism policy aimed at bringing ethnic minorities

out of 'ethno cultural comers'and into the economic mainsteam". The direction was to have

a significant impact on the allocation of ñurds to ethno cultural communities by the minister.

In the future, Jelinek said, "applications [for funds] are going to have to show the grants

sought 'are an invesftnent in Canada"'. He added that "there's no doubt some organizations

are going to be cut out" (The Globe and Mail,7 March 1986, A5). If these conments were

not proof enough that Jelinek had a radically different kind of multiculturalism in mind, then

his message was surely conveyed by this statement: "\¡y'e're not going to be spoon-feeding these

ÞeoÞle, glving them grants or financial assisüance or any form of assistance, what we have to
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do is open the doors and give them an opportunity to get involved instead of having a

multiculturalism conference and talking about various cultu¡es" (The Globe and Mait 7 March

1986, A5).

The first major demonstation ofmulticulturalism's new direction was at a conference,

held in Toronto' from 11-12 April 1986. The conference theme was "Multiculmralism Means

Business", and the sixty dollar admission fee bought the privilege of hearing Jelinek and others

speak on the financial benefits of multiculturalism. One speaker, Frank Stronach, a Czech

immigrant who had allegedly arrived in Canada without a penny and made millions of dollars

since then, was held up by Jelinek as a role model for ethnic minority Canadians. An

additional forty dollars entitled participants to a banquet where Mulroney spoke on

multiculturalism. Despite the high-powered speeches, the conference was poorly received by

ethnic representatives who questioned the wisdom of discussing economic main streaming

without addressing race relations, inequality and the preservation of culture. professor Daiva

Stasiulis commented: "To have this emergent theme, which tries to confirm this connection

between ethnicity and profit... sits uneasily beside current efforts to reduce ethnic inequality

and racism" (The Globe and Mail,l I April 19g5, Al5).

Despite such criticism, the conference was a success by at least one measure. Jelinek

had anticipated that perhaps 300 people would attend the two day summit: instead some 700

paid to attend. Like Murta's before his, however, the new minister's conference featured a

contentious statement. Demonstrating a lack of familiarity with reports such as Equatity Nowl

and perhaps betraying his own sentiments about the importance of race relations, Jelinek

asserted that Canada was not marked by intolerance. Commenting on his own immigrant
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background he said: "I remember them [established Canadians] giving us dirry looks and

calling us dirty DPs (displaced persons) because we didn't speak English or French.

Thankfully, those days are gone" (Toronto star, 12 April 19g6, A3). ln response to

questions about the level of discussion that was held during the conference on discrimination

Jelinek said that talk of race relations in the worþlace would have to wait until the next year,s

conference (The Globe and Mail,14 April 1996, A14).

otto Jelinek's term as Minister of State for Multiculturalism ended on 30 June lgg6.

He was succeeded by David Crombie. Crombie had previously been the minister responsible

for lndian and Northern Affairs and had been the Mayor of Toronto from 1972-197g. In the

latter position, he gained a reputation for being respectful of ethnic minorities.

Crombie took over the multiculturalism sector at a low point in its popularity. The

Conservative Party was losrng the ground that it had gained from the Liberals in securing the

minority ethnic vote. Ethnic communities may have been frustrated by the lack of a

Multiculturalism Act (which had been promised by Murø in 1984), and by the failure of the

Prime Minister to create a ministry for multiculturalism. Certainly, there was a growing

perception that the government was using its power to appoint people who were party faithftl

first and representatives ofethnic communities second, to positions on government boards and

agencies (The Globe and Mail,8 November 1986, D2). The most blatant example of this

practice came to light when a submission to cabinet by the Canadian Multiculturalism Council

was leaked to the media. In the memo, deputy chairman and Conservative partisar¡ peter

McCreath described the CMC's 65 members as "committed supporters of the party, dedicated

to the government's re-election" (The Globe and Mail,8 November 19g6, D2). Another
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apparent cause ofdisillusion among the exponents ofmulticutturalism was the aggressive neo-

conservatism of Otto Jelinek. ln a November interview, Crombie acknowledged that ..his

predecessor's private enterprise boosterism approach to the portfolio had frightened ethnic

groups" (The Globe and Mail,8 November 1986, D2). In contrast to Jelinek,s domineering

and sometimes gruffattitude, Crombie emphasized cooperation and friendship:

Helping to preserve and nurture all heritages, providing a strong sense of
canadian identity and of belongrng is all part or,ny¡ou... witriyour [theethnic communities] help, I'll be an effectivè voice for your interests, those of
your families and for the strengthening of all that makes Canada such a
wonderful place (Cultures Canada. 6 no 2&3,19g6,2).

In the spring of 1987, Crombie resurrected the promise of a Multiculturalism Act. The

legislation, he said, would be ready in the fall and would "enforce the government's

commitrnent to a society where Canadians from diverse racial and cultural backgrounds all

have the rights to equal recognition and equal opportunity" (Montréal Gazette,lg May lgg7,

A3)' Despite such assertions there persisted some doubt about whether the Act would really

change the statw quo. Aspokesman for the multiculturalism sector said that..the symbolic

aspect of it will be extremely important" (Montréal Gazette,lg May lgg7, A3).

The Report of the standing committee on Multiculturalism
ln June 1 987, the Standing Commiuee on Multiculturalism, that Murta had established

in 1985' made its first report to Parliament. The report was called, Multiculturalism: Building

the Canadian Mosaic, and contained l8 recommendations. These recommendations, if
implemented' would have dramatically raised the profile ofmulticulturalism. Among the most

ambitious goals were: the creation of a Deparfirent ofMulticulturalism; an increase of 25%
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in the 1987-88 budget of $23.6 million followed by an additional 25%o increase in the

subsequent four years; the creation of a Commissioner of Multiculturalism to ..monitor,

investigate and report to parliament on the implementation of multiculturalism policies

throughout the government of Canada"; and the implementation of a Multiculturalism Act to

be drawn up by lawyers with expertise in the field of human rights legislation (Building the

Canadian Mosaic,4).

The committee did not challenge the ambiguities of locating multiculturalism within

a bilingual framework. This ¿uïangement was identified as one of eight principles upon which

multicultural policy should be predicated. The other seven were: l) multiculturalism for all

canadians; 2) equality of opporrunity; 3) preservation and enhancement of cultural diversity;

4) elimination of discrimination; 5) establishing affirmative measwes; 6) enhancement of

Heritage Languages; and7) support for immigrant integration.

The report ofthe Standing Committee on Multicultwalism was soon overshadowed

by another govemment initiative. The supporters ofMulticulturalism could not afford to bask

for very long in the glow of the standing committee's report, most were already consumed in

the debate over the controversial Meech Lake Accord.

Meech Lake Accord
The Meech Lake Accord was a constitutional amendment that was conceived and

approved by the eleven first ministers at a meeting on 30 April 1987. It was initiated as a

means of securing the signature of the Premier of Québec to the Constitution Act (19g2). To

ttrat end' its key interpretive clause, section 2(1), was a guarantee of the constitutional status

of French-English dualism:
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2'(1) The Constitution of Canada shall be interpreted in a manner consistent
with (a) the recognition that the existen.. of French speaking Canadians,
centred in Québec but also present elsewhere in Canada, ana engiistr rp"uting
canadians, concentrated outside euébec but also pr.r.ni in euébec,constitutes a fundamental characteristic of can ada; and
(b) the recognition that Québec constitutes within Canada a distinct society.

The Meech Lake Accord was not well-received by minority ethnic organizations.

Nowhere in the document was multiculturalism so much as mentioned. In response to the

resulting criticism from ethnic, aboriginal and women's organizations, the Accord was revised

at a second meeting of the first ministers on 3 June 1987, atthe Langevin Block in Ottawa.

When it was presented in its frnal legal draft form, the Accord included another interpretive

clause (section 16):

(16) Nothing in section 2 of the Constitution Act, 1867 affects section 25 or27 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, section 35 of the
Constitution Act, 1982 or clause 24 of section 91 of the Constitution Act,
1867.

Section 16 was not the remedy that its authors had hoped it would be. one complaint

by human rights scholars and exponents of multiculturalism was that since both sections 2 and

l6 were interpretive and section 2 appliedto the whole Constitution while section l6 only

shielded section 27 of theCharter (an interpretative clause that applied to the Charter only),

the former clause would take precedence over the latter. The Canadian Ethnocultural Council

described the relationship between sections 2 and,l6 as follows:

Thus as it stands, the entire Constitution will be interpreted in a manner
recognizing bilingualism, but only the Charter which is part ofthe Constitution
will be interpreted in a manner recognizing multiculturaiism. This cl.¿rlv gi*s
multicultu¡alism a lower status in Canãda than bilingualism. It reieiates
multicultu¡alism to the 'back of the bus' (Behiels, 19g9, 33g¡.
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To bolster its position, the c.E.C. referred to a recent supreme court of canada

decision that declared that "certain sections of the constitution are immune from charter

revief'(Behiels, 1989, 338). The C.E.C. continued that "this ruling highlights that the

protections within the charter are good for the charter itself but may not apply to matters

raised in other parts of the constitution" and concluded that', in the event of a conflict

between this Accord and the charter, the bottom line will always be that the Accord takes

precedence" (Behiels, I 999, 33g).

The Canadian Ethnocultural council was not alone in its contention. professor

Anthony Parel, President of the Humanities council of canada agreed, arguing that ..as far

as multiculturalism is concerned the Meech Lake Accord marks no constitutional advance.

on the other hand' the Accord does mark an advance as far as bicultwalism, i.e., Iinguistic

duality and Québec's special identity are concerned" (Gibbins, 1ggg, 173). Evelyn Kallen

agreed with the C.E.C, and professor parel:

"' the Accord endorses a hierarchy of minority.ights which entenches ethnic
status disparities between the three broad tatãgories of foundi;t;r,un.r,
immigrant/multicultural and aborigrnal minoriiies and which reconfirms
existingstatus inequalitiesbetrr¿eenethnic/non-ethnic and among differentnon-
ethnic minorities in Canada (Kallen, lggg,349-350).

The solution to the Accord's multiculturalism problem was apparent to its critics.

Rather than the inclusion of another interpretive clause, section 2 of the MLA should have

been revised to include recognition of multiculturalism as a fundamental characteristic of
Canadian society (The Globe Mail,7 July 1987, A4; l4tinnipeg Free press,l4 August 19g7,

13)
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These complaints and suggestion were not well received by the prime Minister. In

defence ofthe agreement, he stated that "the Meech l¿ke Constitutional Accord wrll recognize

Canada's multicultural communities 'forever and ever and a day", (Winnipeg Free press,lT

June 1987, 18). Even though a Special Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of

Commons was established to hear concerns about the Accord, there was not much chance of
its being revised. on 7 July 1987, asenior federal ofÏicial was quoted as saying ..the prime

Minister has an open mind on any suggestions, but as far as he is concerned the Accord -
which was studied by 1 I govemment leaders and a panoply of experts - is an agreement which

stands on its merits" (The Globe and Mail,7 July lgg7, A4).

The final report of the Special Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of

Commons on the 1987 Constitutional Accord was tabled on 9 Septembe r 19g7. As had been

expected, it did not agree with the critics of the Accord:

The members of the Joint Committee have no doubt that other communities
within Canada might also be defined as 'distinct societies' and the fact thatthey are not referred to in section 2 does not mean that these other
characteristics or other cultural groups have been rejected or given second
class stafus. They do not appear in tháse sections because these sections are
addressed to a much more rurrow and much more specific issue, nu,n.lv, tt.
appropriate constitutional response to the demand oittr. euébec govenunent
in the Québec Round that Québec be recognized as 'a disrinct ro"iãty' ß.ponof the Special Joint Committee, 19g7,40).

The federal government held fast to its refusal to re-open discussion on the Meech

I¿ke Accord' By lr4ay of 1988, however, the Mulroney adminisration was hinting that once,

and it the Accord became law, some fine tuning could be done: "amendments to the accord

can be made to satisfy the complaints of the ethnic community - along with concerns raised

by women, the territories and others - but only after it is ratified" (Toronto Star,3l May
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1988, A9)' No such fine tuning was ever done to the Meech l¿ke Accord because it died on

23 June 1990, when it failed to be approved by the legislatures of Manitoba and

Newfoundland.

The Canadian Multiculturalism Act
A Multiculturalism Act had been promised by successive ministers since the

Conservative victory in 1984. on I Octob er 1987, the Prime Minister announced that the

legislation was forthcoming. Mulroney made the announcement during a luncheon sponsored

by the Canadian Multilingual Press Association. Speaking in response to criticisms of the

Meech l-ake Accord' the Prime Minister said "the Constitution is one way of guaranteeing the

rights of our citizens' The statutes of Parliament are another way of protecting them,,

(Montréal Gazette,2 October 19g7, Al6).

David Crombie introduced the proposed multiculturalism legislatior¡ Bill C-93, to

Parliament on 1 December 1987. Even before it was read, however, word that the

government had rejected most of the advice ofthe Standing Committee on Multiculturalism

began to circulate. opposition members and eth¡ic community leaders alike expressed

disappointment in the legislation.

Contrary to the recommendations of the Standing Committee, the Act did not call for

the establishment of a Multiculturalism Deparfment, did not allow for the creation of a

multiculturalism commissioner and did not provide any increase in spending on multicultural

programs' Nor was the bill the stongly worded and decisive document that Jack Murta had

promised in 1984; irntead' and in the tradition ofthe initial 1971 policy statement, its language

was vague and non-committal. Finally, the bill's preamble contained a reminder that English

and French are the official languages of Canada.
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The proposed Act also contained a ûen-part explanation ofthe multiculturalism policy.

of these, five spoke of a commitment to maintain diversity (3 (l), a-e) and the other five

addressed the goal of integration (3 (1), Êj). The bill did address rwo of rhe Sranding

Committee's recommendations - that a permanent standing committee be established and that

a multicultural council be appointed - but both of these were in place prior to the tabling of

Bill C-93' Instead of a new department, the government opted to raise the profile of the

Multiculturalism Sector another notch to the status of a secretariat, and in place of a

multiculturalism commissioner provision was made for the Secretary of State for

Multiculturalism to make an annual report to Parliament on the application of the new Act by

the various govemment ministries (The Globe and Mail,2 Decembe r l9g7).

In response to opposition, media, and minority ethnic tobby questions about why a

ministry was not created, Crombie answered that "creating a separate ministry would put

multicultural concerns in a ghetto" (Montréal Gazette,2 December 19g7, B1). The

Multiculturalism Bill did not reach second reading until 16 March l9Bg. It then became the

object ofopposition" Liberal multiculturalism critic Sergro Marchi called it..windowdressing,,,

and New Democrat Ernie Epp called it a "half measure, a half loaf,. Crombie, though,

maintained that'this bill reinforces the historic right of every Canadian to choose to enjoy,

enhance and share his or her heritage" (L?/innipeg Free Press,16 March lggg,24). But

Marchi suggested that he woutd be seeking significant amendments to the Bill in its committee

stage.

On 30 March 1988, David Crombie announced his resignation. The prime Minister

explained that the Secretary of State and Minister of State for Multiculturalism was leaving
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the House to serve as the head of a Royal Commission. In a cabinet shuffle the next day,

Mulroney assigned the department of Secretary of State to Lucien Bouchard, and made Gerry

Weiner the Minister of State for Multiculturalism. Weiner had previously been a junior

Minister of Immigration where he had "an unspectacular career" the Globe and Mail,15

september 1988, A2). He was sworn in as Minister of st¿te on 13 May l9gg.

On 31 May, Weiner announced that he would be overseeing the distribution of an

additional $62 million, over a five year period, to the Multicultwalism Secretariat. The

money' he said, would be "used to strengthen race relations initiatives and improve

understanding" (Toronto 9tar,1988, A9). opposition critics Marchi and Epp accused the

government of buþg votes for the upcoming election and of attempting to pacify non-Charter

Canadians who were angry because of the Meech Lake Accord (which was still two years

away from its demise) and not content with Bill C-93 (which was currently before a

parliamentary committee). Seemingto lend credence to the opposition theory was the fact that

when asked, Weiner could not provide specific details about how the funds would be spent

(Montréeal Gazefie,1 June 1988, A3).

The Canadian Multiculturalism Act was finally passed on 12 July 19gg; it was

essentially the same bill that Crombie had introduced in December of 19g7. There were,

however, two slight differences: fîrst, multiculturalism was identified as a ..fundamental

characteristic of Canada"; and second, section 3(2) of the Act was strengthened by changing

the terms of the govemment's commitment to implementingthe poticy from ..should,,, 
to the

language of obligation, "shall" (schiffer-Gratram, 1989,204). Though the Multiculturalism

Act was more symbolic than substantive, it was welcomed by ethnic leaders because it
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provided "a foundation for the future. It can... help bring about a fi.urdamental attitude change

- not merely to recognize but more importantly, to value the changing face of Canada,'

(Toronto Star,5 December lgg7, A2).

The Depa rtment of Multiculturalism
on 15 September 1988, with time running out before a general election had to be

called' Prime MinisterMulroney shuffled his cabinet again. word was leaked ahead of time

that trvo junior cabinet porrfolios would be elevated to firll ministries; one ofthese portfolios

was Foresfiy and the other was Multiculturalism. Predictably, the opposition parties accused

Mulroney of tryrng to attract or retain the support of minority ethnic voters. As was the case

following the announcement of increased f,rnding in May, neither Mulroney nor weiner could

explain the rationale for a new department.

Mulroney said that the new department (which also encompassed citizenship) was

overdue, and had not been carried out earlier because some prerequisite conditions for the

upgrading (notably the passage of c-93) had to be effected first. when asked why the

Multiculturalism Act had not mentioned the department, thoug[ Mulroney replied. ..well, we

can't foresee everything" (Montréal Gazette, l6 september l9gg, A2). As for weiner, he

could only state his plans for the new department in ambiguous and awkward terms: ..my

priority is to make sure that the eight million people that have a cultural diversity that is neither

English nor French, have a full and equal opportunity" (Montréal Gazette,l6 september

1988, A2)' Adding to speculation that the departnent was a sudrten creation was the fact that

no additional staffor funds were allocated for its operation.

After the general election of 1988, in which the Progressive Conservatives again won

a majority of the commons' seats, Gerry weiner was reconfirmed as the Minister of
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Multiculturalism and Citizenship. The legislation that created his departnent was øbled as Bill

C-18 in October 1989 and was passed on I I May 1990. Its mandate was ..to work co-

operatively within govemment and all sectors of our society to build aCawdawhere there are

no barriers.'. to the prosperity, growth and development of [the] country" (Montréal Gazette,

l2May 1990, A2).

Among the criticisms of the new department was the suggestion that there was an

incongruity between its creation in 1988 and David Crombie's asserfion earlier that year that

a departrnent would'ghettoize' minority ethnic Canadians. In speaking to this issue, Weiner

said:

Last year, both the Prime Minister-and I firmly rejected the Liberal party,s
calls for a stand alone departrnent of multicultralism as it could be construed
as a ghetto for ethnics and a force for division. lnstead we chose to establish
a department for all Canadians, a deparhnent with a strong social justice and
national urity mandate. It will bring together and give new-impetus to policies
and programs on literacy, race relations, cross cutturat undersänding,'human
rights voluntary action and awareness of citizenship responsibilities, ãû uiøfy
important to the future well being of Canadian sociéty (Toront:o Star, 12
October 1989,428).

The entire budget of the Deparünent ofMulticulturalism and Citizenship for l9g9-90,

was $276 million. This figure included the $197 million cost of Japanese redress

(arrangements for which were concluded in 1989) and the newest initiative of the

multicultwalism side of the department, the Canadian Race Relations Foundation (which

received an endowment of $24 million). Not counting these two costs, the price of

administering programs was $36 million (of which $ I 0 million was budgeted for the retention

of cultures) (Toronto Star,20 October lggg, A24).
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The Chartottetown Agreement
In September 1991, the Mulroney government unleashed a massive campaign to

involve Canadians in the restructuring of the Canadian Constitution. On 2g August 1992,

following a meeting at Charlotteto\ in a package called the Consensus Report on the

Constitution was presented to the nation for a26 October 1992 referendum vote. Though the

Charlottetown Accord failed to gain the confidence of voters, its depiction of Canada provides

insight into the status of multiculturalism in the 1990s.

Where the Meech Lake Accord had been dubbed the "euébec round', of

Constitutional talks, the Charlottetown endeavour was called the "Canada round,'. Despite the

rhetoric of inclusion' however, the26 october agreement is noteworthy for its emphasis on

the places of Québec and First Nations in Canada (Cairns, lgg5,2g3). In fact, it has been

said that "the Charlottetown Accord differed from the Meech l¿ke Accord in that it presented

more of a'th¡ee nations' (FrenchÆnglislr/Aboriginal) model of Canada" (Abu-Lab an,1994,

2s1).

one ofthe most controversial aspects ofthe agreement was its first section, the Canada

Clause' The clause consisted of eight fundamental characteristics that were to gurde the courts

in interpreting the entire Constitution. Though the fifth tenet of the Canada Clause professed

that "Canadians are committed to racial and ethnic equality in a society that includes citizens

from many lands who have contributed, and continue to contribute, to the building of a strong

Caxada that reflects its cultural and racial diversity", the expression, multiculturalism, was

conspicuous by its absence. Notwitl¡standing this fact, some observers, such as the University

of Manitoba's Bryan Schwartz, contended that the Canada Clause did not represent a

lessening of the stature of multiculturalism:
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The Federal Proposal avoids using the word 'multiculturalism', perhaps
because of the cunent controversy over it. The formulation stresies that
people of diverse origins contribute to a 'strong Canada'; the emphasis seems
to be on building the whole, rather than enhanõing the parts. It is not entirely
clear whetherthe 'contribution' mentioned is históric only, o, an ongoing one.
Those who favou¡ multiculturalism need not worry too much about the latter
ambigruty, because s. 27 ofthe Charter makes it cléarthat multiculturalism has
on-going vitality. The 'people of many lands' clause does not make it clear
that the Constitution has not entirely endorsed the 'two founding peoples,
ideology (1992,55).

Schwartz's opinion was not without a counter-part. Former prime Minister pierre

Trudeau argued that the Canada Clause would create a hierarchy of rights with francophone

Québeckers at the top, followed by Aboriginals, ethnic minorities and women', (The Globe

and Mail' 5-12 October 1992,4). Abu-Laban considered the Charlottetown package a 
..real

defeat for multicultualism". She notes that a movement to vote "no" on referendum day did

not emerge among ethnic minority communities. Instead, the Canadian Ethnocultural Council

publicly supported the document because it promised to keep Canada together. The result of

the 1992 Constitutional talks was 'To remove multiculturalism from the constitutional agenda,

at least for the forseeable future', (Abu-Laban,1994,250).

Prime Minister Campbell and Multiculturalism
On24 February 1993, Brian Mulroney announced his resignation. He was succeeded

on 13 June byKim Campbell. Campbell's brief term in office was marked by scandal and

disillusionment in the area of multiculturalism.

On 5 July 1993, Campbell "sfieamlined" her cabinet. In a bid to demonstrate a new

approach to governing, the Prime Minister reduced Cabinet from 35 to 25 members and

i¡rcluded the appointrnent of seven former backbenchers to ministerial positions. Among her
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decisions was the creation of two new departments. The first, the public Securities

Department' was assigned most matters of immigration but among the department,s other

responsibilities were breaches of public order. The new department was described by some

observers as an equation of "newcomers with gangsters and convicts" (Calgary Herald,6

october 1993). Andrew Cardozo, a former Executive Director of the Canadian Ethnocultural

Council, sarcastically assessed the Public Securities deparûneng asserring .!es, 
this deparünent

will overcome all th¡eats to our public security: drug dealers, terrorists [and] immigrants,,

(1993, 6)' It was also suggested that part of the reason for the ereation of the public Securities

Department was to capitalize on a law and order and anti-immigration preoccupation that

seemed to be prevalent among the electorate and was being successfully exploited by the

increasingly popular Reform party (Montréar Gazette,5 Jvry 1993, A3).

The second new ministry was called the Heritage Department and its minister was

Campbell's chief rival in the PC leadership race, Jean Charest. Charest,s department, once

established, was to take over many of the responsibilities of the Department of

Multiculturalism and Citizenship, which was still intact and remained under the direction of

GerD'Weiner. Stripped ofhis po\ryers, however, Weiner was now termed only a..cardboard

cut-out minister" (Calgary Herald,6 October 1993).

Even so, he drew more attention to himself in the summer of 1993 than he had since

assuming responsibility for multiculturalism in 1988. In July, the press reported that Weiner

had called upon ethnic community leaders in Québec to help his son to win the progressive

Conservative nomination in the federal St. Laurent-Cartierville riding. Ethnic leaders

complained that Weiner made them feel pressured and that they feared that they could lose
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their firnding if they did not provrde the help he demanded. Umanath Tiwari, president of the

Monteal Chapter ofthe National Association of Canadians of Origins in lndia (NACOI) told

the Montréal Gazette tlut: "he (Weiner) said 'if you can help him fMark Weiner], it would

be very usefi.rl'. To our minds there was no confusion: if we helped probably we,d be able

to get our grants" (12 July 1993, Al). Three of fîve other ethnic leaders who were also

reached by the Gazette confirmed that they, too, had been contacted by the minister. Bill

Kastabanis, the president ofthe Hellenic Canadian Congress said that he had been approached

by Weiner: "he raised it with me in late June. He asked for my endorsement for his son. I

told him I can't do that" (Montréal Gazette,l2 July 1993).

In addition to revealing that Weiner had lobbied on behalf of his son, the Gazette

reported that þfark Weiner's girlfriend, France Deshais, and a friend from University, Michael

Southenr' were among the minister's paid staff The two each held $36,000 per year positions

and theirjob in part was to make recommendations on which cultural groups should receive

funds from the department. The two had been identified by members of Montréal's ethnic

communities as recruiters of new parfy members who would support Mark Weiner in his

nomination bid. Deshais and Southern were able to accomplish this task because they had

been granted leaves of absence from theirjobs at Multiculturalism and Citizenship since 2g

June so that they could work on Mark Weiner's campaign.

In response to accusations of conflict of interest and strong-arming, Weiner asserted

that he had helped his son not as a cabinet minister, but as a father. He explained:

Over the past 15 years in elected ofüces... I've come to meet a lot of people,
and there's no doubt that as a father, I called a few of those people toìee
whether they had an interest to meet my son... I,m not building u wrin.,
dynasty, but if your son comes to you, and you're proud and honñed by his
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ability and capacity and his experience [it is only normal to lend him a hand]
(Montréal Gozette,14 July lgg3, Al,A2).

Regarding Deshais and Southerrq Weiner said that "these two members of staff- I will tell you

-have been very committed and competent people" (Montréal Gazeue,l4 July 1993, Al,

^2).
Weiner's defence did not meet with the approval of opposition critics or of Reform

Party leader Preston Manning, who said that Weiner's behaviour was politics at its worst and

that "it provides another example of the kind of political abuse which sickens canadians,,

(Montréal Gazette,l5 July 1993, A3). The Multiculturalism minister's explanation was

accepted' however, by Prime Minister Campbell whose aide, Marie-José Lapointe,reported

that: "explanations were given to the Prime Minister and the prime Minister accepts that Mr.

Weiner's intentions were not intentions that would be deemed inappropriate according to

guidelines" (Montréal Gazette,l5 July 1993, A3).

The minister's son did win the St. Laurent-Cartierville nominatioq, his margin of

victory was seven votes and his opponents planned to make a formal complaint orfark weiner

fared much less well' however, in the election; he placed thtrd,4977 votes behind second

place BIoc Québecois contenderAmin Hachem, and22,438ballots behind the winner, Liberal

Shirley Maheu). Notwithstanding his actual record as an adequate minister, Gerry weiner

would now be remembered, negatively, for his involvement in his son's nomination. It was

also his last involvement with multicultualism: he andall but trvo progressive Conservatives

were swept from office in the general election of october 1993.
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Jean Chrétien and Multiculturalism
on 5 November 1993' Jean Chrétien announced the composition of his first Cabinet.

Modelled on a British practice also adopted in France and Austalia, it consisted of two tiers.

The first' or inner circle, included 23 ministers each of whom had responsibility for one

deparhnent' The second tier, or outer circle, was made up of eight junior ministers. These

were secretaries of state who did not have Cabinet rank and did not usually attend Cabinet

meetings, they were also paid only half of a minister's s¿Iary. Describing the members of the

outer circle, journalist Terrence Wills wrote "the eight appear to be more glorified

parliamentary secretaries thanjunior ministers since they will not sit at the cabinet table except

by invitation" (Montréal Gazette,5 November 1993, A2).

There w¿ìs no Ministry ofMulticulturalism in Chretien's Cabinet. Immigration was

returned to the status of a fi'ltl department and multiculturalism was returned to the profile of

a secretariat, but now it is located in the Heritage Department. The minister in charge of

Heritage was Michel Dupuy, a former diplomat and policy advisor. Dupuy,s department

included a large part of both the former departrnents of communications and secretary of state.

It encompassed a great anay of responsibilities including:

the Canada Council, the CBC, Telefilm Canad4 the Museum of Civilization,
the Museum ofNature, the CRTC, the Nationai Archives, the National Arts
Centre, the National Battlefields Commission, the National Capitat
Commission, the National Film Board, the National Gallery the Natiãnal
Library, the Museum of science and Technolory, the Þublic service
commission, the Advisory council on the status of úomen, amateur rport,
and official games, oflicial languages, the canadian Race Relaiions
Foundatiorl Multiculî¡Íalism, copyright,36 national parks, 750 historic sites,
nine historic canals and fourrnurinJareur.

The total 1994-1995 budget for Heritage Canada was $3.4 billio& of r+*rich $24.7 million was

allocated to multiculturalism (Montréal Gazette,lg Novemb er 1994,FJ2).
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Though the deparrnent was initiated by the govemment of Kim Campbell andwas de

facto up and running, it had not been created by statute. The bill that established Heritage

Canada, C-53, faced opposition in the House of Commons. Both the Reform and Bloc

Québecois parties opposed C-53, chiefly because of the multicultural component. Bloc critic

Suzanne Tremblay charged that the department's failure to emphasize biculturalism betrayed

an agenda for "the outright assimilation, sooner or later, of the French language and the

Québec culture". Meanwhile, the Reform Party asserted that "multiculturalism is a ripoff, a

waste of taxpayers money designed to further ingratiate the Liberals with ethnic voters.

(Montréal Gazette, 19 November 1994,82). Given the comfortable Liberal majority,

however, C-53 was not in danger of defeat.

The junior minister assigned to be Secretary of Søte for Multiculturalism was Sheila

Finestone. Interestingly, Finestone, who was also Secretary of State for the Status of Women,

had been a Member of Parliament since 1984, while her senior minister, Dupuy had won his

first election in 1993. The representative for Pierre Trudeau's former riding, Westmount,

Finestone, had formerly been a teacher, an executive member of the National Action

Committee on the Status of Women, president of the Federation du Femmes du euébec and

director for youth protection for Jewish Child and Family Services. Since her election in

1984, she had served first as critic for women's issues and later for communications and

culture. Following her appointment, Finestone had little to say about her vision of

multiculturalism, only that she viewed Canada "as a potentially wonderful experiment in

human relations" and that her early goals were to set up a race-relations unit and crisis

intervention team (Montréal Gazette,l0 January lgg4, Al0).
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Finestone's brief time as multiculturalism minister was marked by turbulence. In

January 1995, Lubomyr Luciuk, the director of research for the Ukrainian Canadians Civil

Liberties Association called for the minister's resignation. He accused her of having an

insensitive and uncooperative attitude toward dealing withredress craims that were being made

by Chinese, Germaq ltalian, Jewish Sikh and Ukrainian Canadians (l4tinnipeg Free press,

2 January 1995, A9)- Later, in February, Finestone asserted in a television interview, that

Canada has no national culture. "In my view," she said, "there isn't any one Canadian

identity' Canada has no one identity. Canada has no national culture,'. When she was

further questioned' she asked her interviewer: "Well, where's your national culture?,,. with

such rema¡ls, Finestone may have succeeded in antagonizing both supporters and opponents

of multiculturalism.

on25 January 1996, Prime Minister Chrétien made significant changes to his Cabinet.

Though the shuffle has been typified by The Globe and Mailas a "shake-up designed to send

a message of generational change, signal a new openess to Québec, and make several gestures

to Western Canada",it will also have some impact on the policy of multiculturalism. Both

Michel Dupuy and Sheila Finestone were removed from their portfolios; both had made clear

thei¡ intentions not to seek re-election. Neither, it has been reported was eager to leave their

portfolios so soon. Dupuy, a friend of the Prime Ministe¡, is rumoured to be in line for the

position oflieutenant-Governor of Québec. There is, however, no word on Finestone,s fate.

Her removal had also to do with making room in the outer circle for Martin Couchon, a

Québec M'P. who became a Secretary of State for Québec Regional Development in the

Department of Industry (The Gtobe and Mail,26 January 1996, Al, A4).
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Michel Dupuy's successor in Heritage is the very well known Hamilton M.p. Sheila

Copps. In addrtion to being Heritage Minister, Copps retains her position as Deputy prime

Minister. She has stated that her mandate is to stop the "chipping away of cultural

institutions", but she has also saidthat "cultural institutions like every other part of society, are

under budgetary pressures" (The Globe and Mail,29 Januzry 1996,A3). While there has

been no reaction from minority ethnic organizations to Copps's appointnent, comments from

other cultural communities have been positive. Catherine Keachie, the president of the

Canadian Magazine Association told, The Globe and Mail that she was pleased with the

decision: "sheila Copps has a reputation for being tough, a passionate nationalist who

understands what having our own culture means to a nation" (26 January 1996,A13).

Of course the most direct impact on multiculturalism will be made by Finestone's

replacement, Vancouver M.P. Hedy Fry. Fry was brought inro the ranks of the junior

ministers not primarily because she is well suited to the multicuttu¡al secreta¡iat, but because

"another part of the shuffle statery was designed to offset unhappiness in British Columbia";

her appointment, as well as the promotion of David Anderson to Minister of Transport, is

intended to "showB.C. that it has clout in Ottawa" (The Globe and Mail,25 lanuary 1996,

A8; 26 January 1996, A4). Like Finestone was, Fry is also the Secretary of State for the

Status of Women. As yet, she has not offered any comment on her plans for either portfolio.

Since Fry represents one of the most ethnically diverse cities in Canada, it will be

interesting to see how she approaches the administration of multiculturalism.



CHAPTER FOUR
CONTROVERSY

The cunent state ofmulticulturalism in Canada is one of confroversy. For many years,

as the preceding discussion demonstrates, politicians, ethnic communities and academics

administered and debated multiculturalism in the relative absence of significant public interest.

The main argument was about whether or not governments were spending enough time and

money on ethnic minority communities; the chief criticism was that multiculturalism was a

purely symbolic vote getting policy designed to paci$ the "other ethnics", while perpetuating

the infamous vertical mosaic. This debate continues, but since the mid l9g0s, the multicultural

arena has become more crowded. The policy is now under attack from the populist Reform

Parly, newspaper and magazine editorialists, some social scientists, some members of minority

ethnic communities and, if public forums and opinion polls are right, the majority of

Canadians. Multiculturalisnr" a once celebrated policy, a constitutionally enshrined principle,

is in a state of decline.

Québec and Multiculturalism
Multiculflualism has always been regarded with skepticism by euébec's political and

intellectual elite. Since its birth the policy has been considered a threat to the status of the

French as equal parmers in Confederation. The imposition of multiculturalism, it has been

argued' reduces French Canadians to the same status as immigrant ethnic minority groups and

paves the way for everyone's assimilation into an English canadian culture.

106
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Québec's objections to multiculturalism were expressed by premier Bourassa, in an

open letter to the Prime Minister, on 17 November 1971. Bourassa seized upon the

incongruity between the policy and the position of the Royal commission on Bilingualism and

Biculturalism. He also questioned the government's willingness to sever the connection

between language and culture. His principal concern, however, was that the federal

government'splansforimplementingmulticulturalismwouldinfringeonprovincialjurisdiction

(Schiffer-Graham, 1989, 91).

At the core of Québec's continuing objection to multiculturalism is the contention that

it undermines the equal status of the English and French in canada:

from the start some opinion leaders have seen in the policy of
multicultwalism an attempt to sabotage the more equal parfnershþ thai the
French Canadians had long been fîghting for and seerned by the tgzos to be
achieving. Viewing language and culture as inseparable, they felt that to talk
ofmulticulhralism within a bilingual framework was casuistry. They regarded
the argument that multiculturalism was necessary in p"rs*âing the Ùest to
accept bilingrralism simply as one more evidence of the lack of understanding
of the historic claims of French canada (Burnet, 197g, 109).

one ofthe most often cited Québecois critics of multiculturalism is Guy Rocher. His initial

statement, in 1973, remains a strong representation of anti-multiculturalism sentiment

generally, and Québec's concerns specifically. With respect to the latter he wrote:

-..pour Ia communauté canadienne-française, cette nouvelle politíque
maltículturelle représente un ímmcnse pas en anière.. (125)
Des deux communautés linguistiques et culturelles principales, anglophone
et francophone, c'est ëvidemment ra communauté francophop qli aura te
plus à soffiir de cette nowelle politique multiculturelte ei qui pr), ,, sentir
menacée par elle. En définitive, cette noznelle conception de la société
carndienne tournera à I'avantage de la communautë anglophone. Celle_ci
étant dominonte partout, à ra exception du euébec , oi etie est cependant
atnsi très puissante, elle demeurera Ie pôle d'attraction de toutes Iás autres
cultures ethniques. L'anglais deviendra Ia première langue oficielle et la
culture anglophone celle qui dominera à travers Ie Canida ri't¡"r. De son
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côté, Ia commnunauté francophone esr appelée, dans ce contexte, à voir
rapidement décliner sa position et son statut.... Le Canada multiculturet ffietrop peu de chances désmorais à Ia survie et à I'épanouissement de la
culture canadienne-française (l 2 6).

The province's anti-multiculturalism stand has found a ne\ry and powerful voice in the

Bloc Québecois. ln the weeks that preceded Québec's October 1995 referendum, Bloc M.p.

Suzanne Tremblay criticized Liberal leader Daniel Johnson for saþg that all Canadians and

Quebecers, except forAboriginals, are immigrants to Canada. Tremblay said: ..Ifyou 
consider

all of us immigrants, it denies the existence of two founding peoples... We came first, the

others came later... Treating us all as immigrants is reducing us all to the rank of ethnic groups

and the multicultwal policy of Trudeau" (I|/innipeg Sun,27 September 1995).

Notwithstanding the extremism of critics like Tremblay, there is some support for the

position of Québecers in the English literature on multiculturalism. Howard Brotz for example

agrees that "... the Frenclr, for historical reasons from which one cannot abstract are not at all

in the same situation as the Chinese immigrants in Toronto; and the idea of 'multiculturalism,

blurs this difference in a politically dishonest way" (19g0,45).

The Reform Party and Multiculturalism
The Reform Party was formed in October, 1987 and offered voters a rightist platform

that included comminnents to more direct democracy, looser party discipline, consultation on

public policy, decennalization of the federat bureaucracy and the privatization of govemment

services (Winnipeg Free Press, 2 November 1987, 6). With respect to minority-ethnic

Canadians there were two elements of Reform's policies that were cause for alarm. First, the

party criticized federal immigration policy stating: "The Reform party opposes immigration
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policy based on race or creed or designed to radically or suddenly alter the ethnic make-up of

Cw:EÅa" (Reform Pa(y of Canad4 19ss). Though this policy has since been softened, it has

not been forgotten and has confibuted to the conception of Reform as a party that harbours

racists (Abu-Labary 1994,252). Where multiculturalism is concemed, the party was and

remains, defiant:

On multiculturalism the policy is simple: it doesn't believe Canada with its
crushing debt and urgent priorities, should be subsirtizjng various ethnic groups
to preserve their cultural heritage and remain as 'hyphenated Canadiais'. If
they want to do so at their own expense, the party uþ-holds their right to do so.
As [party leader] preston Manning puts it, most people come tõ canada to
escape from the old ways and find a new way of life as Canadians, not to
bring the old ways with them(vancozrver sun,27 November 1991, A15).

Despite its initial promise to allow canadians to affrrm their ethnic identity if they so desire,

the Reform Party has, since 1989, not only argued for the abolition of the Department of

Multiculturalism but also of "the concept of multrculturalism and hyphenated Canadianism,,

(Abu-Laban, 1 994, 252).

Reform's positior¡ Abu-Laban argues, has resulted in a reluctance on the part of the

other major parties to embrace multiculturalism as warmly as once they did. The progessive

Conservatives, for example, passed resolutions at their 1991 policy convention to abolish

multiculturalism and instead to promote common unity and citizenship. In 1ggz,the Liberal

Party, while affirmingthe significance of multicultu¡alism, also emphasized a need to foster

common Canadian citizenship. Even the New Democratic Party, which still supports a

Deparfrnent ofMulticulturalism, is now contending that more should be done to emphasize

the importance of Canadian citizenship (1994,253).
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The Citizens'Forum on Canada's Future
One indicator of public feelings about multiculturalism is the finding of the Citizens'

Forum on Canada's Future (1991). The Forum was created in 1990 and charged with

launching a dialogue with people across the county and helping to create a consensus about

Canada and its future (Citizens' Forum,l9gl,l5). According to the Forum and its Chief

Commissioner, Keith Spicer, Canadian identity and values and cultural diversity were among

the most often discussed issues in the brieß, phone calls and meetings that were heard. The

opinion of multicultural policy that was recorded by the Spicer Commission was not positive.

The Commission found that:

A great many participants see the funding of multiculturalism programs as a
concrete example ofthe way in which government is encouraging divisiveness
through our diverse cultural origins, rather than fostering uniÇ...
One ofthe most consistent messages we heard from participanti was a desire
to see an endto 'hyphenated Canadians'. The practice of attaching our origins
to our citizenship is very pervasive in Canada, but over and ovei, from new
Canadians as well as others, parficipants asked the government to understand
that our citizens just want to be Canadian (Citizens' Forttm,lggl,87 and gg)

and it recommended that:

federal government funding for multiculturalism activities other than those
serving immigrant orientatiorq reduction ofracial discrimination and promotion
of equality should be eliminated, and the public frurds saved be applièd to these
areas. The key goal of multiculturalism should be to welcome ail Canadians
to an evolving mainstream - and thus encourage real respect for diversity
(Citizens' Forum, 1991, lZ9).

The findings of the Citizens' Forum must be interpreted in light of the fact that Chief

Commissioner Spicer was an avowed opponent of multiculturalism prior to accepting the

directorship of the inquiry (Abu-Laban and Stasiulis, 1992, 371; Wilson, lgg3, 662).

Notwithstanding this facg there have been other examples of public discontent. ln December

l993,for instance, a survey commissioned by the Canadian Council of Christians and Jews
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revealed that while 74%o of Canadians believed that racism was a somewhat serious problem

in the country' "a similar percentage of the 1200 people surveyed during six days in october

rejected Canada's traditional ideas of multiculturalism" (Hatifax Chronicle-Herald, 14

December 1993, A9).

The essence of the conftoversy that currently sunounds multiculturalism is captured

by Abu-l^aban who writes that "in the contemporary period, multiculturalism is no longer a

safe 'motherhood issue' and opposition to it can also be a means of .vote getting,...,, (1gg4,

2s3).

Multiculturalism: A Threat to Canadian Unity
Condemnations of multiculturalism that belong to the newspaper and magazine

editorial variety generally focus on one, or a combination, of four arguments: that

multicultural policy fails to understand the immigrant experience; that it balkanizes Canadian

society and prevents the fostering of national unity and identity; that it diminishes the status

of the individual before that of the group; and finally, that it engenders racism and could

ultimately lead to ethnic rivalry if not warfare.

The problem with cultural retention, some analysts say, is that immigrants come to

Canada not so that they can "express their cultural uniqueness on a higher level,,, but so that

they can improve their lives and "escape the petty tyrannies of old countries, the local

jealousies and the class rivalries and the oppressive customs" (Alexander, 19g7, 24-5).

Claudette Russell' witittg in the magazine Saturday Nighl, a4ues that in emigrating, people

consciously choose to leave behind the culture that they have known. In fact, she suggests that

this abandonment is foremost on the mind of emigrants. She asks "if we have come [to
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Canada] with the intention of preservin g all ow culture, then why are we really coming?,, and

she concludes that: "we have totally missed the true purpose of immigration', (1991, 2l).

At the core of the argument against cultural retention is a theme that can be found in

some of the other criticisms ¿¡s well. This leitmotif isthat Canada should not be expected to

change or adapt to the immigrant, rather, the immigrant should adapt to Canada. Sonja

Sinclair, who like Claudette Russell is a selÊidentified immigrant, typifies the passion that

often accompanies criticism of multiculturalism:

." v/hat many of us 'ethnics' have been quietly sayrng for years, is that we are
sick of newcomers demanding that Canada adopt their customs and languages,
rather than the other way around. whatever haþpens to people once tñey get
here? Do they really expect to live, speah dresi and eat èxaôtly the same way
as they did back home? (Grobe and Mair,5 october rg44).

The related charge that multiculturalism balkanizes Canada and threatens national unity

has also become increasingly common. This position contends that the unhyphenated or

unmodified Canadian is "on the edge of becoming an invisible minority', (Gold, Calgary

Herald,26 January 1989, A5). Where once, the argument goes, there was such a thing as

Ca¡adian culture and values, there is now a celebration of differences; this celebration of our

cultural parts has come at the cost ofour cultural whole. Russell contends that "vyhile all levels

of govemment are promoting and encouraging multiculturalism, they are doing very little to

promote and encourage Canada's heritage', (lggl,ZI).

Two high profile, and sometimes strident critics ofmulticulturalism are Michael Valpy

of The Globe and Mail and Keith Spicer, former editor of the Ottawa Citizen, past

Commissioner of Official Languages and Chair of the 1990-91 Citizens' Forum. Valpy's

analysis tends to be represented through quotations from other sources and writers, hence he
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reports that "much ofthe criticism [heard by the l99l Citizens' forum on national unity] states

that official multiculturalism works to keep Canadians apart in ethnically hyphenated sub-

groups rather than weld them together with transcendent values" (June, IgB7, A7). Valpy also

quotes Reginald Bibby, who in 1990 proclaimed that "in Canada the time has come to address

a cenÍally important question: If what we have in common is our diversity, do we really have

anything in common at all?" (1990, A7). Keith Spicer had given his answer to Bibby,s

question three years earlier, when he asked: "isn't the time coming to stop making a religion

ofmosaics altogether and to start fostering a national spirit we can all identify with?',(Montréal

Gazette,23 February 1987).

One of the ways in which multiculturalism has diminished the Canadian state,

according to the third argument against it, is by elevating group status and lessening the

importance of the individual. In thls discussion, too, Valpy is a good gurde; he quotes Robert

Fulford, another columnist, who believes classic liberal pluralism is in jeopardy:

The old liberal pluralism holds that each of us has rights as an individual: this
is the idea that has animated social progress foi generations. The new
multiculturalism, on the other hand, focuses on the rights of groups and sees
each of us as the member of a racially designated cluster... Multiculturalism
holds that people should be seer¡ frst of all, as representatives of their groups,
and that their race remains crucial (lgg4, A7).

If a person should reject an ethnic label, or choose the identity of an unhyphenated

Canadiar¡ then he or she risks being marginalized. William Gold" who professes that he is

'Just a Canadian", explains the ramifications of his identity:

thus one ends up as a mere individual at a time in this country when
collectivities seem to be all the rage. We are hearing more and moie about
collective rights, including the news that the rights oithe individual may be
subordinate to those of the group (catgary Herald,26 January l9g9,A;).
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Another criticism ofmulticulturalism that is common in the popular press is also the

most alarming, it warns that multiculturalism may lead to intolerance and racism, whicll if left

unchecked, could reduce the nation to a fragmented collection of warring ethnic principalities.

This scenario was first and fairly benignly suggested by Sandra Gwyr¡ who in 1974 wrote

about what she called the "threat ofmulticulturalism". ln part, she explaind the threat is 
..that

the hope of Canada ever developing into anything remotely approaching one country will

become so fragmented that we end up with no country at all; just an agglomeration of ethnic

principalities" (18). Writing fifteen years later, Charlotte Gray, referring to Gwyn's article,

says "the threat is typified by Beirut; CanaÅalike that battle-scarred city, might end up with

warring factions and no unifuing values" (1985, 1g)

Similarly concemed, Michael Alexander argues that multiculturalism has progressed

from being a harmless, though insulting, celebration of culture, to an out-of-control revisionist

ideolory: "it now offers a new interpretation of our past, a vision of the future, and a formula

for the redistribution of private income" (1989, 22). Astaple of the multicultural vision,

Alexander maintains, is the practice of afürmative action hiring, which in his view represents

"racial discrimination [against white men] on a scale never seen before in Canada" (26).

Alexander staunchly and passionately rejects the positive rhetoric that surrounds official

multiculturalism:

We are told that the public encouragement of cultural differences will increase
tolerance, that afürmative action will favour equality of opportunity, that the
vision of unity in diversity will make our fractious nation whole... ln practice
[though], multiculturalism is self defeating, illiberal and decideily un-
Canadian. It stokes intolerance, creates inequalities and spreads reseniment
everywhere (23).
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Like Cha¡lotte Gray, Alexander sees in multiculturalism's shadowthe specte of a warring and

fractured nation.

Though [multiculturalism] cannot stop assimilation it can 'politicize' cultural
differences, so- as to lay the groundwork for nasty divisions and squabbles.
The genius of North America has always been to remove the causes of
internecine strife, but now we are promoting them. After so many years of
domestic harmony, we have forgotten that the flaunting of ethnic dífferences
can lead to things much less innocent than belly danðing (25).

Like his cohorts in the popular press, Alexander does not provide significant examples

or documentation to support his argument. But that is not what the editorial enterprise is

about; it is about addressing issues and promoting debate. Since the mid l9g0s

multiculturalism has been a greatly contested subject. lndeed, there is enough evidence in

newspaper, magazine and other media to justify the assertion that a populist backlash against

multiculturalism is alive and healthy in Canada.

Criticisms of multiculturalism that are expressed in academic papers also tend to focus

on specific issues' Howard Brotz's Multiculturalism in Canada: A Muddle,written in l9g l,

is an argument against the usefulness and validity of multicultural policy. Brotz,s argument

builds upon the long existent confioversy over whether or not a plurality of cultures is present

in Canada. He contends that there is no diversity of culture (or fundamental diversity in the

natural aspirations of most Canadians) in Canada and that what the policy really supports is

the perpetuation of ethnicity. e key component of Brotz's argument, and one that connects

it to more populist criticisms, is the assertion that ethnic perpetuation is the business of

individuals, not of the st¿te. Among his most ardent supporters are Lance Roberts and

Rodney Clifton of the University of Manitoba.
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The starting point of Brotz's argument is his contention that no great diversity of

cultures exists in North Americ4 let alone Canada. In both the United States and Canada, he

says, ethnic groups stand for exactly the same thing which is "a bourgeois way of life- (42).

Brotz's bourgeoisdemocratic man is the same as that of Tocqueville, and he defines that man

thus:

[he] is a person who is tolerant of all other religions that do not violate a
rational civil_law (by such practices, for example, a. huran sacrif,rce); who is
not a fanatic because he is primarily interesté¿ in improving tris stanør¿ of
living for himself and his family by working in an economy which satisfìes
these wants; and who has the poiitióat habitånd practical common sense to
support the regime that makes possible this way of life (42).

This bourgeois-democratic consensus does not preclude diversity in religion, in privately

spoken languages, or in fact, the perpetuation of all manner of ethnic traditions, but all of

these things are "subordinate to the fundamental unity" and they do not represent culture.

Furthermore, "the singular fact is that you don't need a Minister of Multiculturalism to

guarantee the perpetuation of these tastes. They survive without any political gadgetry

whatsoever" (44).

Brotz takes strong exception to the axiom which says that Canada's .mosaic, 
is

different from the 'melting pot' of the United States. This claim, he says, is a fiction:

The real vice ofthis rhetorical slogan is first of all that it completely comrpts
and degrades the decent liberal-democratic principle for which Cánada and
England and Australia and the United States stand by projecting the ideal of
Canada ÍN some kind of ethnic zoo where the function-ofihe zoãkeeper is to
collect as many varieties as possible and exhibit them once 

" 
y.*ìn ,o*.

camival where one can go from booth to booth sampling pírzaç,,wonton soup
and kosher pastrami (44).
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The crux of Brotz's article is that ethnicity, if exercised in the private sphere or

sponsored by private efforts in the public sphere, is not only to be welcomed but expected in

a bourgeois-democratic society like Canada. It should not, though, be the focus of

government policy:

it is the business of govemment to protect the civil rights of individuals and to
leave ethnicity or multiculturalism alone 

"r 
rorrthing that is the proper

business of a society where, with the framework proticting the rights of
individuals it can seule itself (4445).

Writing two years after Brotz, and taking his article as a departure point, Roberts and Clifton,

though they arrive at it through a different methodolory , agreewith Brotz's conclusion. They

contend that the particular kind of ethnicity that multicultu¡alism sponsors is symbolic. They

assert that:

govemment should not be involved in promoting symbolic ethnicity. ln our
judgement, the nature of symbolic ethnicity and the-associations it spawns are
not fundamentally different from that of other voluntary organizatìons and,
as such, should be supported by private rather than puúlic funds (19g2, 93).

Mosaic Madness
ln 1990' Mosaic Madne,ss, an evaluation of Canadian values generally and the policies

of bilingualism and multiculturalism specifically, was published. Its author, Reginald Bibby

is a sociologist at the University of Lethbridge. It is Bibby's contention that Canada has

become a fractured and stagnant society. He believes that individualism, pluralism and

relativism have become the guidíng tenets of the Canadian state. This trinity as a collective

constitutes the over-arching concept of freedom. The progeny of freedom - bilingualism and

multiculturalism - now works to maintain the hegemony of individualism, pluralism and

relativism. The consequence of all of this is that Canada has many parts but no whole -
Canadians simply cqexist, they do not share a present, cannot agreeon the past and have no
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vision of the future. It is time, Bibby says, to move on: there is much that is good about

freedom and its components, but there is nothing good about stagnancy and division.

The immediate origins of freedom, Bibby says, can be located in the 1950s and 1960s.

Particularly in the United States, Black, Native American and women's rights movements

spoke the language of and won victories for, emancipation - for more autonomy in their

private and public lives. The first outgrowth of the freedom movement was a resurgence of

the individual' Freedom for the individual means the ability to become everything that he or

she can become (5). Personal ftrlfillment, physically, socially, intellectually and spiritually is

the expectation and goal of contemporary individuals (a3). Pluralism is the key to building a

society wherein individuals are free, for individualism is possible onty if all people are allowed

to coexist: "pluralism contributes to collective and personal freedom by legitimizing diversity,,

(5); the two elements are mutually reinforcing. The final component of freedom, relativism,

is the natural product of pluralism. If a plurality of ways of life are to exist in harmony, then

no one way can be judged superior to the others: a hierarchy of ethnicity cannot be present.

Relativism means that "people... address common needs in diverse ways, but one expression

is not more true or better than the other, they simply are different- (45). Relativism is the

creed that makes pluralism possible.

As Canada progressed from an agrarian to a modern industrial nation, says Bibby, the

three dominant emphases common to such development were increasingly present (37). The

consequences have not been positive, The most problematic outcome has been the erosion

of a common and unifying theme for the country and its citizens. Bibby asserts that ..since 
the

1960s, Canada has been encouraging the freedom of groups and individuals without
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simultaneously laying down culhral expectations" (10). But even if the state had attempted

to impose or foster a national identity (which Bibby says it did not), relativism and

individualism would have questioned its validrty: 'together relativism and individualism make

social tife difficult indeed, in the long run perhaps impossible. Individualism focuses on the

individual to the detriment of the goup. Relativism, taken to an extreme, erases agreement

on the nonns that are essential to social life" (14).

The means by which individualism, plwalism and relativism have been engrained in

the fabric of Canadian society are the policies of bilingualism and multiculturalism and the

1982 Constitution Act with its Charter ofRights and Freedoms. In accepting multiculturalism,

Bibby says, Prime Minister Trudeau accepted two convictions: "the uselessness of national

uniformity, and the value of tolerating the differences that would otherwise divide us,,. The

acceptance of difference, he believed, would lead to oneness: "like a mosaic art-piece mounted

on a wall, our different parts can add up to a unified whole" (91).

The staple of Bibby's argument is that diversity has not led to oneness. ..The mere

presence of diverse parts does not for a moment ensure an integrated piece of art - let alone

an integrated and prosperous society" (91). ln fact, he postulates that the multicultu¡al

enterprise has failed, and takes his stand with Gad Horowitz, whom he quotes:

multiculturalism is "the masochistic celebration of Canadian nothingness', (g2).

Multiculturalism has faile4 according to Bibby, because while it has fostered diversity and

coexistence, it has not led to the creation of a strong and unified nation that is richer because

of its diversity (157). Justice, equality, tolerance, and coexistence were the themes of

Trudeau's just society, and they continue, Bibby claims, to be the informing ideals of
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Ca¡adian society. Bu! he says, "the time has come to move on". pluralism and coexistence

have ceased to be the means to an end and have become ends in themselves. Here is the

essence of Bibby's message:

When a country like Canada enshrines pluralism through policies such as
multiculturalism and bilingualism and the guaranteeing ofindividual rights, the
outcome is coexistence - no more, no less. Its a gõod start... but túere's a
danger. If thereis no subsequent vision, no explicìt sense of coexisting for
some purpose, pluralism becomes an uninspiring end in itself. Ratherìhan
coexistence being the foundation that enables a diverse nation to collectively
pursue the best kind of existence possible, coexistence degenerates into a
national preoccupation. Pluralism ceases to have a cause. The result: mosaic
madness (1034).

The concluding sentiment of Bibby's book is that Canada needs a unifuing vision.

Cunently the nation is nothing but parts inside parts. It is time, he says, to move forward;

otherwise Canadian society will remain fragmented and static: "the importance of the

bilingualism and multicultu¡alism building block in a culturally diverse Canada needs to be

re-affirmed. But the government will continue to fail the nation if it stops there,, (202).

Selling Illusions
Neil Bisoondath's Selling lllusions: The Cutt of Multiculturalism in Canadaoffers

another reinvestigation of the policy. Bisoondatlr an accomplished prose fiction writer, has

crafted a discursive but powerfi.rl condemnation of multiculnralism. He argues that Canada,s

vision of pluralism has resulted in the destruction of national norms and values, has fractured

and divided the components of our society, and has rendered us suspicious of people who

speak thei¡ minds but afraid to speak our own. The degeneration will continue, Bisoondath

says, because the Multiculturalism Act sets no limit on the impositions that can be made by
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immigrant communities on the Canadian state. Like other critics, he asserts that ethnicity is

the concern of private citizens, and it is to that domain that it should be returned.

Far from fostering unity in diversity, Bisoondath avers, multiculturalism has

emphasized the differences in Canadian society. Like Bibby, he argues that the policy has

failed us: "in eradicating the cente, in evoking uncertainty as to what and who is a Canadian,

it has diminished all sense of Canadian values, of what is a Canadian" (71). The policy,s

emphasis, according to Selting lllusions is that "there", the ancestral homeland, is more

important than "here", Canada. Multiculturalism has never promoted national integratioq and

can never unite Canada:

Multiculturalism with all of its festivals and its celebration" has done - and can
do - nothing to foster a factual and clear minded visionof our neighbours.
Depending on stereotype, ensuring that ethnic groups will preseñe their
distinctiveness in a gentle and insidious form of cultuial apartheid,
multiculturalism has done little more than lead an already divided country
down the path to further social divisiveness (g9).

Another ofBisoondath's criticisms of multiculturalism is that it addresses the issue of

tights but neglects the assuming ofresponsibilities. The Multiculturalism Act, he says, is most

at fault in this regard:

how far do we go as a country in encouraging and promoting curturar
difference? How far is far enough, how far ii too far? Is there ã point at
which diversity begins to th¡eaten social cohesion? The document is striking
in its lack of any mention of unity or oneness of vision. Its provisions seem
aimed instead at encouraging division, at ensuring that th; various ethnic
groups whose interests it espouses discover no compelling reason to blw the
distinctions among them (43).

Alread¡ Bisoondath says, ethnic groups have made demands on the Canadian state that are

not acceptable. Examples include the allowance of female circumcision, the creation of

separate justice systems and the establishment of segregated schools (r43).
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In his view, the fostering ofethnic identities and the maintenance of 'old world' values

do nothing to overcome intolerance and racism. on the contrary, "in stressing the differences

benveen groups' in failing to emphasize that this is a county with its own traditions, ideals and

attitudes that demand respect and adherence, the policy has... aided in a hardening of ha¡.eds,,

(124).

Bisoondath paints no more flattering a picture of those who do not engage in eth¡ic

rivalry than those who do. Most Canadians, he seems to say, are afraid to stand up for

Canadian values- Multiculturalism, he says, "has made us fearful of defining acceptable

boundaries; it has caused us to confuse the establishment of circumscription with a lack of

respect" ( 1 43). He adds: "unfortunately, such silliness - the obsessive desire to seek offense

and the obsessive desire to avoid glving it - are rampant... sprouting vigorously in the uptumed

soil of the multicultural land" (147).

Like Bibby, Bisoondath sees a country that is fractured, and he anticipates a continuing

increase in the divisions and disunity that plague it. The balkanization of canada, he fears,

is already underway, and multiculturalism is in the vanguard in doing the damage:

We have' through the practice of multiculturalism created a kind of psychic
apartheid... As our provinces, greedy for power, puil apart, so'dó our
communities,.gre.edy for rights, pull apart. onõe the psychology órr.purution
takes hold no logical rimits suggest thèmselves, ,o thåt we go on, as a county,
as a people, seeking to narrow ourselves in every way poisible and in many
ways unimaginable, retreating behind the banicaáes oîself-impor.à ghettos.
This is an insidious psycholory. once the institutional division of peãpt. uy
culture is accepted, it becomes easy to subdivide them in other ways ,oã _ uv
gender, for example, or by race (156).

A point that must not be overlooked is that Bisoondath, like Roberts and Clifton,

Reginald Bibby, and many other critics, does not seek the eradication of ethnic differences or
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ending the celebration of ancestal customs. Rather, he seeks to have ethnic differences and

celebrations kept to the personal and private sphere, which is the only place "where they have

any true and lasting value" (219). The ultimate goal, Bisoondath writes, ..is a cohesive,

effective society enlivened by cultural variety: reasonable diversity within vigorous unity,,

(224).

Multiculturalism: A Threat to Ethnic Communities
Far from regarding it as a policy capable of radically changíng Canadian society, many

observers contend that multicultu¡alism undermines the demands ofminority ethnic Canadians

for greater inclusion in the structure of the state and perpetuates a status quo whereinthe

dominance ofthe English and (to a lesser extent) French languages and cultures prevail. This

criticism has as its cenfal thesis the contention that multicultural policy and legislation are a

means by which govemment can control ethnic communities. This control is effected through

two interrelated processes: first, multiculturalism emphasizes the expressive side of ethnicity

(song, dance, etc...) at the expense of the instrumental (organizatron around social-political

goals); second' the policy relegates expressions ofminority ethnic cultures to the private realm

(households and community centres) and maintains the dominance of English and French

cultural norrns and expectations in the public sphere. Ethnic communities are further

contained and controlled through the administration of multicultural grants which are often

vital to the health of minority cultural groups.

Once agai4 the contoversy begins with the policy's name. The Royal Commission

on Bilingualism and Biculhualism clearly rejected the argument that multiple cultures existed

in Canada. It also profened that the link be¡veen language and culture cannot and should not

be severed. Despite this fact, Prime Minister Trudeau broke the link between language and
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culture (bilingualism) and announced that Canada was composed of a plurality of cultures

(multiculturalism). Notwithstanding the significant departure of these actions from the

direction proposed by the Commission, Trudeau called multiculturalism an acceptance and

endorsement of the recommendations and spirit of Book IV of the B&B Commission

(Debates' 8 October 1971, S580). The discrepancy between the findings of the

commissioners and the actions ofthe Liberal govemment is identified by critics as the first clue

that there is something specious about multiculturalism.

The first critic to seize on this issue was Ralph Heintzman, associate editor of the

Journal of Canadian Studies. Heintanan's position is that in not properly defining o.culture,,,

thegovemmentdeliberatelycreatedapolicythatis"fraughtwithambiguity-(lg7l,l). 
where

Heintzrnan's argument and the policy of multiculturalism are concerned, two meanings of

culture are important. The first defines it as "cert¿in activities usually associated with leisure,

recreation and entertainment" (1971, 2). This definition corresponds to the Royal

Commission's identification of culture in the "traditional humanistic sense,,, relevant to the

"other ethnics and the arts and letters" (Book I ,lg6g,)Cfl). It is in this sense that the

commissioners refened to minority ethnic Canadians as members of "cultural groups,, (Book

1,1967, )ooü). The second meaning of culture is much more weighty, it designates ..a way

of life associated with an entire people or societ¡r" (Heintznan , lg7l,2). This definition

encompasses the language and stucture ofsociety and is commensurate with the commission,s

notion of culture as a "way of thinking, being and feeling... a driving force animating a

significant goup of individuals united by a common tongue and sharing the same customs,
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the
habits and expressions" @ook I, 1967,)OOil) This is the meaning that was intended by

commissioners to describe culture where biculturalism was concerned.

Heintzman argues that in the l97l policy statement, and in the prime Minister,s

remarks to Parliament, the two meanings of culture were mixed. In arnouncing the means by

which cultural groups were to receive aid under the policy, Trudeau emphasized cultu¡e in the

first, or arts and letters, sense. The policy, he said, would seek to create parity between the

arts and cultural institutions of the other ethnic minorities and those of the First Nations,

French and English. Earlier in his remarks, though, Trudeau equated the old idea of

biculturalism (and therefore, culture in the second sense) with the neologism multiculturalism:

'For although there are two oflicial languages, there is no official culture, nor does any ethnic

goup take precedence over any other" (Debates, S October lg7I, g545). This blending of

definitions, which is engrained in the policy, and which Heintzman seized upon, has been a

source of criticism ever since.

Among those who agree with Heintzman is Jean Burnet who bluntly says that..the

choice of name was unfortunate" (1981, 3). She argues that the policy's name is a source of

ambiguity and identifies it as a serious defect (1g7g,22). J.w.Berry captures the essence of

the definitional problem: "a central question is whether the policy intends to encourage the

maintenance of numerous and full-scale cultural systems (as implied in the term

mtiticulturalism),or whether it is designed to be supportive of some lesser phenomenon (such

as various aspects of ethnicity which are derived from a full cultural system),,(19g4, 355).

Understanding the origins of multicutlural policy is integral to making sense of the

argument that it is a policy designed to contain ethnics (including the French). In his
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assessment, Heintznan srlggests that multiculturalism was conceived as a means of ..burying

the idea of biculturalism" (197I,2). This position is supported by Wsevolod Isajiw who

explains that to announce a policy of bilingualism and biculturalism would have been

tantamount to admiuing the nationhood of Quebec, but to retain bilingualism and not make

any announcement conceming culture would have been an implicit recognition of Anglo

dominance. Thus, he says, "'bilingualism and multiculturalism' or'multiculturalism in a

bilingual framework' under the circumstances, was a good way out of a political dilemma,,

(1983, I 14). The policy was, then, an attempt to alter the rhetoric that defined the Canadian

state and thereby overcome the growing tension between Canada's two solitudes:

ln other words, the image of a Canada deeply divided between two dominant
and parallel cultures (and therefore in some danger of falling apart along the
lines of that division) was reworked into that of a Canada thai was essentìally
multi rather than bi cultural. The emphasis in the early seventies was on
papering over the cracks rather than on drawing attention to them... (McAll,
1990,176).

While Heintzman, Isajiw and McAll hint at a multiculturalism agenda that is more

political and symbolic than substantive, they do not overtly argue that the policy goal was to

denigrate and defuse serious minority ethnic complaints and perpetuat e the status quo. That

argument has its origins in the work of sociologist John Porter, whose seminal 1965 work, The

Vertical Mosaic has accrued much support over the past thirty years. The crux of porter,s

argument is that by combining the hisüorical Canadian belief in classlessness and equality of

opportunify and of status, together with the reality of ethnic segregation, the basis for the

concept of the mosaic or multiculturalism was established. Furthermore, ..this concept can

become a vital aspect of social control by the dominant group when there exists in fact an
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ethnic hierarchy''(Moore, 1983,9). In essence, the false myttr that all Canadians are equal and

have equal opportunities as well as the freedom to maintain their ethnicity may be successfully

perpetuated in order to mask the reality of the domination of the Canadian public sector by

British-canadian and, to a lesser extent, French-canadian culture. In additior¡ the mosaic

myth prevents challenges to the status quo because its premise denies that inequality based on

ethnic origin can exist.

Disctlssing the origins of multicultwal policy, and following in the tradition of porter,

Karl Peter asserts that:

the policy of multiculturalism served as a device to legitimize the continued
dominance ofthe nrling English speaking elite and secure its position in society
at a time when its position was threaten"á by Quebec's claimìo politicat power
on the one hand and by the economic and tir. rulturut vitality oi.trt"i"þàup,
on the orher (1981, 60).

Peter's assertion is supported by more moderate critics such as Hughes and Kallen, who

"' observe that the government's multicultural policy of integrating minonty
ethnic groups into society is, in effect, a modiiied version oith. o-tO Arrgto-
conformity model, but it now oflicially allows for the p"rrir;.;^o? rn.
ancestral culture of ethnic minorities whiie unofficially .**ing that these are
maintained in a subordinate position within that society lwarãhaugh-iés:,
211).

Not only, therq is multiculturalism portraye¿ ¿5 rluplicitous, but it is also hypocritical.

At the same time as the policy paid lip service to pluralism while protecting the status quo, it

also undermined (and according to its critics continues to undermine) the demands of minority

ethnic communities for changes in the Canadian polity.

What multiculturalism accomplished was the depoliticization of ethnicity in Canada.

culture and ethnicity became expressive rather than instrumental phenomena. The policy was
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not concerned with issues ofpolitics and power but emphasized instead ..mutual 

emichment,,,

"maintaining cultural herilages", and "unity in diversity" (McAJl, lgg0, 176). This emphasis

on expressive ethnicity "deflects interest away from the instrumental... side of ethnic

collectivitiesaspoliticallyand/oreconomicallyorientedsurvivalblueprints...,,@ullivant,19gl,

55)' The natu¡e ofmulticulturalism, then, is to "trivialise, neutralize and absorb social and

economic inequalities" (Moodley, 1983,326). Evelyn Kallen explains the consequences of
the policy's lack of concern for the instrumentar aspect of ethnicity:

Finally, the multicultural policy with its 'individual identities, focus is notdesigned to meet the instrumental needs ofcanada's ethnic minorities. It doesnot support the kinds of mobilization of corporate ethnic group interestsnecessary for the equalization_of access by immigrant ethnic minorities topolitical, economic and sociar power in ôunu¿iãn society. In effect, bystressing the particuraristic, expressive (i¿entitvi functiois 
"r 

i_*,gr"*ethnocultures, the multicultural potiry rrtoi.rr*gJJrhe goal ornationaifor'
and by ignoring the instrum.nt l l.orpo*t. groui int rest) fi.rnctions of ethniccollectivities the multicuttural poiiryinort.ñ*går tiì. goal of ethnic equaliry(1982,56).

Though a number of writers discuss the private-public sphere dichotomy upon which

multiculturalism is allegedly based, Kallen has been responsible for its most thorough

development' She argues that the multicultural policy makes a clear division between the

spheres (1982,56)' The cultural claims of ethnic minorities were ..totally privatized,, by

multiculturalism, only in that domain were cultural and stuctural diversity acceptable (1990,

167)' In public life, success remained a function of dominant conformity: ..with 
regard to

collective (ethnocultural goup) rights, the public sector was envisaged as an Anglo or Franco

cultural monolith; thus attainmentofsocial positions withinthe sphere ofsecondary institutions

would be predicated on required acculturation to prevailing Anglo or Franco norms and

practices" (1982, 53).
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One ofthe most common complaints against multicutturalism is that it takes for granted

equality of opportunity for individuals in the public sphere. Jean Burnet says ofthe policy that

it is "basically individualistic", and "it does not address the fact that a given institutional system

fits certain ethnic groups better than others; in Canada there is an institutional advantage for

the British" (1978,110). To this may be added Moodley's comment that despite growing

ethnic unrest among First Nations, French and minority ethnic citizens, "multiculturalism

implies that Canadian society offers equality of opporrunity in the public sphere regardless of

private ethnic classifîcation" (1983, 320). KarlPeter is emphatic in his assertion that.

The myth of multiculturalism is based on high sounding liberal ideals, not on
the empirical reality of Canadian society. It recognizes ethnic groups as
sources ofindividual identity and as cultural groups preserving quaint remnants
of folklore and customs. It advocates societal móUiiity ofthe ethnic individual
whileretardingthe advancement of ethnic groups by which such advancement
ultimately is facilit¿ted (l9gl, 65),

Peter's comment leads to yet another problem that is frequently ascribed to

multiculturalism. Though the policy and its exponents espouse the benefits of pluralism and

unity in diversity, no real interest in helping minority ethnic communities to establish their own

sfuctural framework has been demonstated. Instead, multiculnralism fosters programmes

that "have no capacity for the radical transformation of a society" (Debicki, lg91,35).

wardhaugh captures the essence of this argument in his contention that:

The policies are quite clearly not designed to enable groups to establish
organizations and institutions which would compete in any serious way with
those of the English and French charter groups, for examplê, separate púUUrty
funded educational facilities" (19g3, 167).

It is only through the establishment of such institutions that "living ethnic Canadian cultures

could be constantly revitalized and thus remain viable over the generations" (Kallen, lgg2,
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56). Not only does multiculturalism neglect the importance of providing an institutional basis

for minority cultural development; but it also denies the vital connection between language

and culture' This connection is of "femendous social and psychological importance"

(Wardhaugh, 1983, 216). The separation of culture and language, according to Moodley,

highlights the superficial nature of multiculturalism policy (1gg3,324).

Since 1971, the majority of social scientific criticism of multicutluralism policy has

focussed onthe argument that it represents an emphasis on symbolic, not substantial initiatives.

Multicultural policy serves to reduce ethnicity to a purely expressive level and privatize

expressions ofminority ethnicities. ln this way, government is able to undermine the demands

of minority ethnic communities for greater inclusion in the institutions of Canadian society.

Another way in which government is said to maintain its control over ethnic

communities is through the administration of multicultural grants. This power yields two

advantages for govemment. First, it ensures that "the nature, duration and amounts of grants

that ethnic associations receive. .. fall in line with the ofücially defined priorities of multicultural

programs" (Li, 1990, l4-15). Second, because resources are limited, ethnic groups must

compete for them; this contributes to a 'divide and rule' strategy for ethnic manipulation

(Wardhaugh, 1983, 214). Kallen describes the funding situation as a "major technique of

dominant management of minority ethnic demands". She explains the process in this way:

For state funding bodies are controlling agencies: the dominant fund giving
agency sets the terms (conditions) under which funds are allotted, seleðts the
recipients, and oversees and regulates the process through which the funds a¡e
distributed and expended. Government funding of minority ethnic
organizations thus allows (indeed facilitates) govemment (and indirectly,
dominant) intervention in minority affain. Through this subtle (and sometimes
not so subtle) process the ethnic minority is kept in a dependent position, and
minority ethnic protest is contained and diffused.
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Fufher insofar as ethnic minorities must compete against each other for the
same scarce resources (multicultural programme grants), ethnic divisions gain
in strength and salience (1982, 59).

Just as their counterparts, who argue that multict¡lturalism could, destroy Canad4 have

solutions for the policy's problems, so too do those who view the policy as a perpetuator of

the status quo. Thesesolutions involve one oftwo options: first, the establishment of minority

ethnic enclaves that are complete with institutional structures; or second a radical restructuring

of Canadian society such that all ethnic groups are reflected in the ideas and institutions of the

state and no single ethnic group is dominant. Jean Burnet provides a brief outline of these

options: "It may either envisage totally altered strucfures representing the experiences and

styles of all the ethnic groups in the country, or separate structures for the various ethnic

groups, coordinated in some fashion" (1979,11).

Moodley asserts that a revised multiculturalism would have to targetthe dominance of

British-Canadian institutions: "English Canada would genuinely have to learn from other

traditions and also internalize valuable habits of other ways of life". In order that

multiculturalism be a truly egalitarian framework it "would have to preclude a cultural

hierarchy as well as mere parallelism of cultural traditions in isolated compartments and

represent a mutual leaming process, in contrast to the one sided effort at present" (19g3,326).

Like Bumet and Moodley, Evelyn Kallen envisions a more significant role for

multicultu¡alism in the Canadian state. She proposes ttnt the policy should be most concemed

with protecting human rights and ttrat a cornerstone of its implementation would be the school

system:

At a practical level, I submit, all canadians, whatever their ethnicity, are
required to obey the laws of their country, and, in canada, the legal system
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operates within a moral framework of international human rights principles.
In the proposed multicultural education system, then, children would be
imbued with a common set of human rights-oriented values and with an
understanding of the way in which their rights are protected within Canada's
legal system (1990, 17 5).

Multicultwal policy has been attacked by two distrnctly different schools of thought.

First, it has been identifìed as a threat to traditional Canadian culture and a force that

undermines national unity. Second, it has been dismissed as mere platitudes and empty

gesfires. Both groups agree, however, that the policy is incapable of rectifying the social and

economic problems of minority ethnic Canadians.
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CHAPTER FTVE

TDEOLOGY AND MYTH

Analyses of the evolution and nature of the federal policy are not suffrcient to explain

why so much debate surrounds the idea of multiculturalism. This is so because such accounts

porray a static concept that has little meaning outside of the policy arena. It has already been

argued that defining ethnicity and culture can be a means of knowing the potential for votatility

which is atthe heart ofmulticulturalism. Next, the term's ideologrcal and mythic ramifications

are suggested' This discussion exposes multiculturalism as the focal point of a larger debate

about how the Canadian state should be conceptualized and how power and prestige should

be allocated.

The Multicultural Ideology
One way in which the ideology of multiculturalism may be understood is in terms of

an agenda for change: "multiculturalism as an ideologtrefers to a normative statement of what

ought to be" @lliott and Fleras, 1992,273). In this sense, multiculturalism represents ..a 
set

of social values" and is "predicated on a national goal of one nation/many peoples/ many

cultures" (Kalleq 1982,52). Unlike the policy, the multicultural ideolory is dedicated to the

establishment of constitutionally entrenched cultural group rights.

The ideolory is based on a number of assumptions: that ethnic groups are able and

willing to maintain and assert their cultural distinctiveness; that the high degree of
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ethnocentrism that is required to maintain distinctiveness can co-exist with a willingness to

tolerate other markedly different ethnocultural groups; that a reasonably harmonious balance

of power among groups can be achieved without dominance by any single group; and that

the process will limit acculturation and assimilation (Kallen, 1982,52; Elliott and Fleras,

1992,273-274).

In a multicultural society, each ethnocultural group would have its own structural

system. That is, cultural pluralism wouldbe guaranteedby institutional pluralism. Individuals

would have truly hyphenated identities. Ethnic and national designations would be equally

important. The identity of a Chinese-Canadian, for example, would indicate not only an

ancestal ethnicity but a relevant ethnocultural group in the Canadian state. It follows that both

individual and collective rights would be guaranteed.

Within the public, national sphere, two scenarios are possible. The first, in keeping

with the liberal meritocratic principles that are espoused by the Canad.ian polity, would featu¡e

the allocation of social positions as "a function of demonstrated individual talents capabilities

and skills, on the one hand, and of the way in which these attributes are culturally valued on

the other" (I(allen, 1982,52). In the more extreme case, the principle of cultural plwalism

would extend to guaranteed representation in national institutions. Accordingly, political and

economic positions would have to reflect the composition of cultural groups in the nation.

Ultimately, this strain of the multicultural ideology would lead to full autonomy for each

cultural goup, and hence to a multi nationhood: "a multinational society within a coÍlmon

political (federal) administrative framework" (Kailen, 19g2, 53).
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Laverne Iæuyclcy is the author of an extensive discussion of multiculturalism and

ideology. He employs the concepts of utopia and ideology that were developed by Karl

Manheim. In this binary, ideolory refers not to what ought to be, but to what js. It is the

merins by which the status quo is upheld. The so-called dominant ideolory of a society is

upheld by ie ruling elites. The elite does not contrive to maintain the status quobutdoes so

naturally. In explaining ideology and utopia, Lewycþ quotes directly from Manheim.

The concept 'ideology' reflects the one discovery which emerged from the
political conflic! namely, that ruling groups can in their thinkirr! b.ro*. ,o
intensively interest bound to a situation thát they are simply no loîger able to
see certain facts which would undermine their sense of dãminationl There is
implicit in the word 'ideolory' the insight that in certain situations the
collective unconscious of certain groups obscu¡es the real condition of society
both to itself and to others and thereby stabilizes it (Lewycþ,1gg2,376).

Ideology defined in this way is not static. Its objective is to maintain the status quo;

possibly by philosophy and language. Ideological manipulation from above cannot happen

if there is an absence of acceptance in the lower classes:

An ideolory may be that of a ruting class, but its success depends on its ability
to explain the daily circumstance of others to themselv.r.... Th. propagation
of an ideology cannot occur in a vacuum of experience; there must'be-a fair
amount of congruence between personal experience and ideological
interpretation for the propaganda to be successful iMarchak, lg75,ls, ús;.

In contrast to the concept of ideolory is the notion of utopia. Utopian ideas seek to

change the status quoby undermining the dominant ideology:

The concept of utopian thinking reflects the opposite discovery of the political
struggle, namely that certain oppressed goups are intellectually so strongly
interested in the destruction and transformaiion of a given ,o.í.ty that they
unwitringly see only those elements in their situation which tend tó negate it.
Their thinking is incapable of correctly diagnosing an existing condit-ion of
society. They are not at all concerned with what reãlly exists;iather in their
thinking they already seek to change the situation that è*irtr (Lewyclcy, lgg1,
376).
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In light of Lewycþ's application of Manheim's concept of ideolory and utopia to

Cetrøi4- a re-evaluation ofjust what the multicultural ideology constitutes is necessary. A

starting point for this exercise is to re-conceptualize what Kallen and Elliott and Fleras call the

multicultural ideology as the multicultural utopia: "Manheim's suggestion that utopian

mentality has a primary application to oppressed groups has an unusually compelling

application to the various ethnic and visible minority groups in Canadian society who seek to

promote the policy of multiculturalism" (Lewycþ, 1992,377).

The beginning of the multicultural movement may be traced to the 1960s. At that

time, the Canadian state was undergoing a transformation:

the 'imagined community' of Canada was shifting from an Anglo conformity
ideology of a dominant Anglo-Celtic ruling class into a binationalism of
Anglophones and Francophones. This ideological struggle for hegemony
resulted in a policy ofbilingualism and biculturalism as the áominant ideology
(Lewycþ, 1992,372).

This new dominant ideology though, was not accepted by the so-called third force. Non-

British and non-French Canadians failed to recognize the relevance of bilingualism and

biculturalism to their lives. Consequently, the multicultural utopia ascended.

Just as the unrest in Quebec had necessitated an adjustnent to the Canadian ideolory,

so did the dissatisfaction of non-Charter Canadians. The whole utopian vision was not

accepted, instead the multicultural vision was incorporated, on a symbolic plane, into the

dominant ideology: "In his October 8, lgTl statement, Trudeau transformed the .utopian

vision' of multiculturalism into a liberal humanitarian idea of 'equality", (Lewycþ,lgg2,

373)' The effect that the multicultural policy had on the utopian movement is explained by

Kogila Moodley:
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The ideological aspect ofmulticulturalism is best illusfrated by its focus on the
non-controversial, expressive aspects of culture. As long as cultural
persistence is confined to food, clothes, dance, and music, then cultural
diversity provides colour to an otherwise mundane monotonous technological
society.... As such it proves to be no threat, but on the contrary trivialìzes,
neutralizes and absorbs social and economic inequalities.... Byrhetorically
supporting ethnic revival and diversity, the state has not only co-opted what is
left of an unassimilated ethnic leadership, but diffused the very basis of ethnic
resistance to its policies. lncorporated and deprived of its antagonist, ethnic
nationalism falters on the very opportunities it has grasped (1983, 326,327).

The importance of understanding the ideological side of multiculturalism is that it tansforms

the usually depoliticized and static vision into one that is dynamic and very political. Since

ideolory must constantly adapt to nerv challenges, and utopias are never entirely vanquished,

the history of multiculturalism is better understood as a constant struggle shaped by complex

socioeconomic variables than as a series of policy initiatives designed simply to placate ethnic

lobbyists and garner votes.

Multiculturalism and the National Myth
Like the dominant ideolory, a national myth is a means of upholdingthe status quo.

National myths provide a means of understanding how a nation was built and what it stands

for. Even though these myths are often "flagrant contradictions of empirical reality" they are

frequently believed and cherished (Porter, !965,227). Aswith the dominant ideology, the

success of a m¡h depends upon its ability to appeal to all segments of society.

The premise of multiculturalism as myth is that the idea of a Canada that is

heterogenous, egalitarian and united is a fallacious conceit or narrative designed to hold the

nation together, despite the fact that it has no basis in contemporary or historical fact. It is

from the very simple axiom that is at the heart of multiculturalism that the myth springs.
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ChristopherMcAll argues thatatthe core of the myth is the idea of unity in diversity.

C'anaÅa'is a huge land with many different people who, regardless of their differences and the

vastness of the land that separates them, are united: "distance and difference thus come to be

- in the terms of Roland Barthes - the core symbols in a myth of unity and, as is appropriate

in the context of myth, sigrlfy something that contradicts what would be normally associated

with them" (1990,167).

A myth will serve one of two purposes. It will either reinforce or demolish a current

reality. The multicultual mytl¡ conceived at a time when the Canadian state seemed poised

to fracture, is a myth of reinforcement: it supports and maintains the søtus quo. Thefirst step

that has to be taken in order for a myth to be successful, however, is to reinterpret the past:

a myth needs a premise or founding fact.

Certainly, Canadian history does not help the multicultural myth. Canada is a nation

that was built on conquest and colonization; it is a country that restricted immigration and

cherished atacial hierarchy until late in the twentieth century. To allow such realities as these

to intrude on the m¡hical landscape would be to'Introduce elements at the very heart of the

myth that would gnaw away at the cental theme of harmony in diversity" (McAll, 1990, 16g).

Proponents ofthe myth' therefore, emphasize the ethnic divenity that has always been present

in Canada, but ignore the issues of economics, power and politics that have fostered an

unequal relationship between groups. This mechanism allows even ¿rccomplished academics

like Jean Burnet to unabashedly proclaim and celebrate the "multicultural fact,, of Canadian

history (1978, 3).
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Multiculturalism transfers Canadian history from an account of the dominance of the

British ethnic goup over all others, to the story of cooperation and coexistance of different

cultural groups:

Logically, this suggests that when the Beothuks were being massacred and
other native peoples decimated and enclosed, when the Acadians were being
expropriated and deporte4 and when the French were defeated at Quebec, thé
prime principle on the basis of which these various operations were òarried out
was that of multiculturalism. It suggests that the fur trade had as its central
determining feature the will ofthe taders to co-exist harmoniously alongside
those who were different from them and inthe celebration of that differãn"r.
That the Jesuits who set out to Christianize and civilize native peoples and to
educate uncooperative native parents in the ways of Europeandiscipline did
so in a spirit of respect and tolerance of the other... That contemporary
employers in the Canadian garment industry employ their multicultural female
workforces in order to conform with the founding principle (McAll, 1990,
168).

Even Canadian immigration history is seen in a different light. Marek Debicki explains:

The history of racism, discrimination, contempt for immigrants from other
than British cultures combined with differential legal treatmént, including the
denial orremoval ofthe right to vote, has been fansformed into a multicul-tural
mytholory of the contribution ofthe waves of immigrants to the development
of Canadian values, institutions and policies (1992, 31).

A myth cannot stop at reinterpreting the past. It must also offer a vision of the future. In

casting its vision forward" a myth provides security and a blueprint for the future. In the case

of multiculturalism, the future is "a new social contract betwebn all of the groups constituting

the Canadian mosaic" (Debicki, 1992,35).

Above all, a myth is supposed to create a sense of peoplehood. For many years in

Canada the uníting narrative was the two founding partners idea, but that notion was

increasingly rejected by the so-called other ethnics. In its place, designed to re-affirm unity

and lend support to the Canadian status quo, arose multiculturalism. Just as the founding
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parhers myth did not address the socio-political dominance of British over French Canada,

so the new "myth of multiculturalism is based on high sounding liberal ideals, not on the

empirical reality of Canadian society" @eter, 1981,57). The success of multiculturalism as

a unifying myth theq depends upon its ability to deflect attention away from issues of politics

and power.

Given a comprehensive picture of multiculturalism as ideology, myth and policy, it is

easy to see why so much controversy surrounds it. Since what is at stake is not just a policy

but a way of conceptualizing and potentially re-organizing the nation, a high degree of

emotionalism is to be expected. The challenge that con-fronts the government is to sufficiently

incorporate the vision of a multicultural utopia wtrile not jeopardizing the dominant ideology

or altering the status quo. This task is particularly difficult in the late twentieth century.



CONCLUSION

For the sake of simplicity and analysis, the critics of Canada's multicultural policy may

be divided into two categories. The first, and more long established group consists mainly of

people who support the multicultural vision of an egalitarian and group rights based society

but who see the policy as a betrayal of that vision. To a greater or lesser degree, these critics

consider the policy's low profile, individualist orientation and emphasis on symbolic as

opposed to instrumental/political aspects of ethnicity as a means of maintaining the Canadian

status quo. The second, more populist and currently more vociferous group of detractors

reject both the policy and the multicultural vision. To these critics, multiculturalism represents

a vast black hole which if not avoided will consume all things traditionally Canadian. If
anything at all is left behind, they wam, it will be a divided, balkanized and perhaps warring

population.

In part, multiculturalism is controversial because it subsumes some concepts that have

always been contentious. The questions of what constitutes a culture and how ethnic diversity

should be managed by the state have long been argued over. Even more dramatic has been

the opposition shown by nativists to immigration, especially that which is alleged to pose a

threat to the nation's "ethnic make-up". Owing to its close link with immigration,

multiculturalism naturally attracts attention and controversy.

Gven the dominance ofthe Canadian national government by the Liberals, between

l97l and 1984, and the Progressive Conservatives to 1993, the policy of multiculturalism and

t4t
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the debates that it has provoked may be reviewed with reference to these two epochs. During

the Liberal years, the policy had a very low profile. Two dynamics that have remained

hallrnarks ofmulticultwalism were entenched early in its development. Firs! major progr¿Lm

and spending initiatives regularly conesponded with imminent elections; no significant

expansion of the ministry has happened in a non-election year. Second, the multicultural

ministry was never held by one person for a very long time and was often held in conjunction

with some other porrfolio, invariably by a jurior minister. Throughout the Liberal tenure, the

policy was first and foremost concerned with addressing the symbolic interests of minority

ethnic groups. The efforts ofJohn Munro (1976) and James Fleming (1983) to broaden the

mandate ofmulticulturalism to include such substantive issues as race relations and affrrmative

action were compromised by their political superiors. Nonetheless, by the end of the Liberal

term, issues of racism and discrimination had become embroiled with the multiculturalism

policy. The potential for controversy was naturally heightened.

It was between the years 1971and 1984 that the first side of the anti-multicultural

policy movement reached maturity. As has been suggested, however, these critics sought to

stengthen, not to eliminate, the policy. Surveying the implementation of the multicultural

agend4 they argued that the Liberals had forsaken the goal of fostering parity among ethnic

groups for the more easily effected satisfaction of traditional minority ethnic community

demands for greater inclusion in Canada's symbolic order. In emphasizing symbols,

individualism and the need to integrate with either the English or French linguistic groups, it

was argued, the government had devised a formula for placating minority ethnic groups while

keeping intact the preponderance of the French and British in canada.
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The election of the Progressive Conservatives brought high hopes for a new, more

substantial multicultu¡alism. Not only did party leader Brian Mulroney seem to be a st¿unch

supporter of the policy, but the party had committed itself to challenging systemic

discrimination, extending third language leaming, increased ethnic hiring in the civil service

and much more. Soon after achieving ofÏice, however, it became apparent that if such

changes were going to take place, they would not be implemented quickly. lnstead, the

government drew attention for failing to consult with ethnic organizations and yielding to the

appetite for patronage by appointing party faithful to multicultural boards. The appointment

of Otto Jelinek to the position of Minister of State for Multiculturalism and his slogan of

"multiculturalism means business" precipitated a tension between organized minonty ethnic

organizatrons and the government that only worsened in subsequent years. The Conservatives'

failure to include all affected groups in the discussions that led to the Meech I¿ke Accord and

the Charlottetown Agreement heightened the antagonism. When Prime Minister Campbell

eliminated one of the few substantial advancements that had been made during the

Conservative years, the Department of Multiculturalism, the policy was well into decline.

The critics who were being increasingly heard in the latter years of the progressive

Conservatíve regime had no use for any kind of multiculturalism. Their complaints had roots

which stretched back into the 1970s when it was first argued that multicultwalism was an

expensive means of buying votes, that it detracted from a true Canadian identity and that

govemment, at any rate, had no business in promoting alien culture. In its more contemporary

incamatiorq thougfu the criticism had a more severe message: the policy could very likely lead

to the elimination of peace and unity in Canada. Not only did multiculturalism enable
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immigrants to retain their ethnic identity, but it encouraged them to transplant incompatible

values and traditions, as well as old rivalries on Canadian soil. Worst of all, it has been argued

the only cultural identity that multiculh¡ralism will not assist is the u¡hite Christian culture of

most Canadians.

One of the striking features of the debate over multiculturalism is the amount of

passion that it rouses. Given its relatively quiet origin in Parliament, and the fact that it was

then welcomed by all political parties, it is perhaps surprising that in its later life the policy

should be so contentious. It is in addressing this incongruity that the complexity of

multiculturalism becomes apparent.

In creating the policy of multiculturalism n lgTl,the Liberal government effected a

geat illusion. As l¿verne Lewycþ points out, the govemment transformed a vision based

on ethnic group identity and rights into a policy predicated on individual identities and

assimilation into the English or French language groups. trn doing so, the govemment clearly

ignored the B&B Commission's assertion that a multiplicity of cultwes is not existent in

Canada as well as its position that language and culture are inseparable. In addition, the

Liberals denied both culture and ethnicity their dynamic nature and offered them up as little

more than static symbols and folklore. Finally, the policy of multiculturalism in stressing the

claim that "Canada has no ofücial culture" offered a reinterpretation of the national myth to

the effect that a series of cooperative ventures between culfural groups who, working as

partners and equals, had created a new nation in the Westem world after Confederation.

The key to understanding the degree of debate that surrounds the policy of

multiculturalism is to avoid regarding it as a monolith. Behind the policy's facade is a complex
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of inter-related components. The label'multiculturalism", c.onceals the politics of ethnicity.

Despite the policy's individualist orientatiorL a diversity of ethnic groups continue to be salient

in Ca¡ada. The willingness oftheir members to see themselves as individuals depends on their

ability to see their ethnic group as equal to all others in the state. When an ethnic g.oup

perceives that it is being discriminated against, then the promise of groups rights that is offered

by multiculturalism as a vision or ideolory is increased in appeal. In addition to the politics of

ethnicity, then, multicultural policy also disguises a struggle between individualist and

collectivist ideologres. Finally, in recasting the national myttu the Trudeau government created

a situation in which some ethnic groups are seen to gain, and others to lose. This,

understandably, fosters tension.

It is evident, then, that multicultural policy is inherently volatile. Even though the

federal program has been of low profile, on the fringes of successive goverïÌments' agendas

and demonstably preoccupied with symbolic as opposed to substantive issues, it is not simply

about gamering votes through the sponsorship of conferences and festivals. Multiculturalism

is also, and very much about power and politics. The controversy that surrounds it, therefore,

is bound to be passionate.

The question still remains: is multicultural policy the cornerstone of the statLLS quo, oÍ

is it a threat that will reduce Canada, as Michael Valpy would have it, to a state of post-

modern nothingness. The answer is that multiculturalism is neither. It is true that some

exponents of the multicultural vision or ideology may ultimately seek the existence of many

separate but connected and institutionally complete ethnic enclaves across Canada. This

scenario, however, is no more likely to be realized than the extreme of any other ideology.
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Furthermore, the policy of multiculturalism has never come even remotely close to endorsing

this type of vision. Still, the policy has not been without impact. Its emphasis on sharing

cultural values and celebrating the contributions that have been made to Canada by successive

waves of immigrants has changed the way that Canadians see themselves. Such innovations

as the inclusion of Section 27 inthe Charter of Rights and Freedoms, as Alan Cairns says,

have given minority ethnic communities a legitimate stake in Canadian politics. In addition,

though Canadians may not accept the notion that their society harbours racist institutions or

systemically discriminates against some groups, they are, atleas! debating it. In fairness to the

policy then, it must be said that some substance has evolved:

the policy has undergone notable development over the past 15 years,
responding to demographic change, new pol itical presswes from ethnocult*ut
minorities, and shifting state priorities. Although divisive issues such as racism
and the oppression of immigrant women were ignored or muted in the original
policy formulatio4 these issues have increasingly been brought into the $U.y
and reflected in bureaucratic action (stasiulus, 1990, g4-g5).

Perhaps it is true that the more things change, the more they stay the same. The policy

of multiculturalism, despite its heightened public profile and the changed ethnic composition

of Canada" is still a low budget, largely symbolic but nonetheless controversial policy of the

federal government.

The natioq just as it was n lgTl,is threatened by disunity, and as was the case then,

the fault line runs between English and French Canada. Not only are the nation's minority

ethnic communities divided between new and traditional groups, but also along religious and

racial lines. The fact tlnt no uniform voice of opposition was raised against the Charlottetown

Agreement suggests that the so-called other ethnics are no more a cohesive force in 1996 than
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they were in the 1960s. Multicultural initiatives continue to be made mainly in accordance

with government agendas, rather than as responses to constituent pressure.

Multiculturalism is a minor policy and there is little evidence that it has harmed

Canada. In fact, much ofthe angst that has been caused by the influx of visible minorities and

challenges to the status quo suchas affirmative action and cross cultural sensitivity initiatives

has also been felt in the United States, Australia and many other industrial nations. The policy

has admittedly done some good for Canada, but there may be more symbolic smoke than

substantive fire. Ir continuance will likely lead neither to national calamity nor to multicultural

utopia.
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